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Y

ou might be forgiven for thinking that if we
vote to leave the EU in June, it will happen.
Of course some foot stamping in Brussels is
to be expected, but within a year Britain would be out
of the EU, trading on its own, restricting immigration,
even talking about withdrawing from the International
Court of Human Rights – not an EU institution. We
may even be considering a new treaty with the Old
Commonwealth, Australia, Canada and New Zealand,
emphasising our joint Anglo Saxon inheritance.
Anybody who settled here before the referendum
would be allowed to stay, which is as well since
EU migrants, especially the
Poles, are largely responsible for
our recent economic recovery.
Getting up on time, listening to
your customers, going to church
on Sunday and washing your
neck are the essential activities
that lie behind commercial
success, activities no longer
practiced by a substantial
number of the British working
class who prefer to stay in bed,
unwashed and on benefits.
Most will vote to stay if they vote at all. The EU
repeatedly comes bottom of the list of what worries
people most. EU migration aside, they are grateful for
free medical treatment and the capping of mobile phone
charges throughout Europe. But they believe Cameron
when he says if we leave every family will be £3500
worse off and the French will open the gates of Calais
and thousands of Muslims will pour on to the South
Coast.
Yet even if we vote to leave, the EU, like some mad
old wife refusing to acknowledge it’s all over for a
dreadful nagging marriage, will demand a new hearing
of the divorce. Berlaymont will order Britain back to
the ballot box and to keep returning until we give the
‘right’ answer. It did so when Ireland said ‘no’ to the
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Lisbon Treaty. In referenda held by France and Holland
on the accepting the European Constitution it did the
same. In France politicians went behind voters’ backs
and reversed what they decided. In Holland a massive
rejection vote was ignored. Even if we vote ‘yes’ we face
the same. Martin Schultz has promised the European
Parliament will vote down any conditions not to their
liking.
Having come away almost empty handed from
Brussels Cameron could have seized the chance of his
political career and recommended leaving. We could
then have practically anything we wanted. Europe’s
politicians know the EU would
collapse within a couple of years
of us leaving, which is why Dave
was treated like a political Ebola
virus as he toured the continent.
Better to close your eyes and
ears to such a messenger of the
obvious. A straight ‘No’ would
open them.
But if we leave in June will
the divorce go ahead? There is
the question of alimony. Who
contributed most to this rotten political marriage?
Deciding that will be a lawyers’ feast compared with
which the Bloody Sunday Massacre enquiry – £195
million to m’learned friends over twelve years – was
pocket money. Every single treaty we signed, every
tariff we set, every rule we agreed with the EU over the
past fifty years, will be combed over. It will take years,
and until it is over Brussels can claim we have not left,
and are still subject to its rules. In the end like some
desperate spouse who cannot get away from his wife,
Britain will take refuge in the attic in the form of some
special ‘arrangement’ with the EU, neither in nor out,
perhaps with a separate entrance for special visa rights
with the old Commonwealth.
The madness is that while most Britons object to
free movement within the EU, a majority say they will
3

vote ‘yes’ to stay in. Hasn’t any politician told them
of the Great Immigration to come? Washington and
Brussels are determined in the next few years to bring
Turkey into the EU; Brussels to aggrandise itself,
Washington to bind Turkey to the west in the face of

Russia’s growing influence in the Middle East? First
would come visa-free travel for Turkey’s seventy five
million people followed by settlement rights. Now that
is what I call free movement.
Back to Contents

Labouring in the NHS Vineyard
Theodore Dalrymple

P

eople often talk as if they believed that there
could be a world without untoward events. There
is a terrorist outrage: the security services have
failed. There is a miscarriage of justice: the judges are
fools. A patient dies: the doctors are incompetent and
the nurses cruel. It is almost as if there were a giant
conspiracy afoot to subvert the ideal normal in which
we should otherwise live.
This is not to say that nobody ever makes culpable
mistakes, that sheer idiocy and gross negligence
never take place and have no effect
on human affairs. I have never
heard anyone ask, when bringing
forth a miscarriage of justice as
a condemnation of the justice
system, what proportion of such
miscarriages are to be expected.
But given Man’s imperfections,
even preventable mistakes are never
altogether preventable; nor are such
mistakes proof of malice. He who
expects perfection is doomed to
perpetual irritation, but it is worse
than that: he will never count his
blessings, or even notice that they are blessings, for
perfection is for him the default setting of the world.
Recently an old and close friend of mine was
admitted to a provincial hospital with a very serious
illness. Naturally I was on the qui vive for deficiencies
in his care, for newspapers rarely carry headlines such
as ‘4000 operations done today without complications’
or ‘5000 cured patients discharged from hospital today.’
From reading the newspapers one might gather that the
main business of hospitals was cutting off the wrong
leg, spreading infection and missing diagnoses. A
constant diet of bad news has its effect on one’s mind
whether one wishes it or not.
Nurses and doctors these days are nervous of
articulate relatives or friends of patients, as if they
expected every enquiry to be the prelude to a formal
complaint or even a legal action. I remember the relief
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of the excellent nursing sisters who looked after my
mother in her last illness when I made it clear that I
did not consider her inexorable decline to be in any
respect their fault.
In the course of my friend’s illness which, alas, proved
fatal, he was located in three wards (if intensive care for
a spell between the two other locations be considered
a ward). All three were clean and, what would have
been extremely important to me as a patient, as silent as
could reasonably have been expected. There was none
of the terrible nightmarish clatter
that I remembered in the hospital in
which I worked until my retirement,
and which the management seemed
to consider unimportant.
The visitors behaved well,
unquestioningly obeying instructions
(for example, by not being more
than two at a time by a bed), not
raising their voices, and in general
comporting themselves with an
appropriately subdued cheerfulness
and almost a camaraderie. All the
wards, of course, were for very
ill people, and perhaps the presence of near-death
forces people to bethink themselves. Even when the
exit to the car park failed to work properly, which in
other circumstances might have been taken almost
for a casus belli, was accepted with equanimity and
without the rancour that seems to infect so much of our
daily lives. When your loved ones are wrestling with
death, you do not complain of having to wait for thirty
seconds at a car park barrier. It would seem callow to do
so; you would expose to your own view the triviality,
shallowness and selfishness of your concerns.
With one exception, the nurses were good in the
technical sense, that is to say competent. The exception
was very young and inexperienced, and took my
comment (which I made as unthreateningly as possible)
in good part. Most of them, I was glad to see, were local
women. Perhaps nursing is coming back into fashion
The Salisbury Review — Spring 2016

important. The intensive care unit was a vast enterprise,
one of the largest I have seen; but despite its almost
spaceship-like interior, and the self-evidently desperate
illness of the patients (most of them old), it was not
impersonal. It is easy in such circumstances for patients
to be treated as preparations in a physiology laboratory,
but there was none of this dehumanisation here, and
furthermore it was evident that the staff were working
as a team and had regard for one another.
No doubt you can prevent or destroy such benevolence
by very low wages, but you cannot create it by very
high ones. In other words, the staff had a predisposition
to do good, and like most people tried to do their best.
When I observed how hard they worked, in ceaseless
activity, I felt slightly ashamed of my own leisurely
existence.
Not everything was perfect, of course; I particularly
detested the universal manner in which my friend
was addressed by his first name rather than as Mr
E….; but I said nothing about this because I did not
want to upset the obvious equilibrium over what was,
in the last analysis, a small and inessential matter. I
have little doubt also that the myriad people whom I
witnessed made mistakes from time to time, probably
(sometimes) fatal ones. But if I were the object of one
of these mistakes, I hope I should have the largeness
of spirit not to be embittered over it, or to look at all
the work that they did through its lens.
Let us now praise famous men, certainly; but let us
not forget those who labour in the vineyard on our
behalf.

as a career, even if it is only because the alternatives
have grown fewer. I mean no disparagement of foreign
nurses when I say that a nation that cannot raise its
own nurses (or doctors, for that matter), and relies as
totally on foreign assistance as we have done, has got
something wrong.
What I had not altogether expected to observe
was the sheer kindness of the nurses. If it was not
inexhaustible, certainly I never saw it exhausted. It is
important that nurses should get procedures right, of
course, especially in these highly technical days where
a faulty injection can kill, but even if those procedures
are done correctly, without caritas an essential element
of nursing is missing. In my career I have seen nurses
who run the full gamut between Mother Teresa and
Mrs Gamp, and in this hospital, by no means world
famous, unheard of by anyone except the locals, they
tended to the former.
By nature impatient, I admire patience, even if I am
not altogether successful in my attempts to imitate
it. My friend wanted to pass water, but when it came
to it found that he could not – an affliction known
to many ageing men. No matter how many times I
called the nurses to help him, they never expressed
exasperation with me, let alone with him; they were
as understanding the nth time as the first. They did not
scold or roll their eyes up as if we were imposing on
them or being unreasonable; they were cheerful (but
not jocular) to the last.
What applied to the nurses applied to all the auxiliary
staff, for example the radiographers and porters.
Whether or not they enjoyed their work, they certainly
gave the impression of doing so, and of considering it

Theodore Dalrymple is a psychiatrist.
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President Trump?
Paul Gottfried

D

onald Trump has been dominating American
news ever since he announced his candidacy
for the Republican presidential nomination
six months ago. Trump is known to be deeply divisive
figure, who in a two-way race with his likely Democrat
nominee Hillary Clinton, would lose the distaff vote
by about seventeen percent. He has also emerged
as the major domestic villain of the establishment
Republican-neoconservative press. In fact no one
has rattled our political-journalistic establishment
as often as has ‘the Donald’, as this billionaire real
estate mogul refers to himself and is referred to by his
numerous fans. From his speeches about sending back
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our eleven million plus illegal immigrants (instead of
amnestying them), to their homelands, mostly south
of our border, to his persistent announcement ‘I’m not
politically correct’, ‘the Donald’ is everything that our
establishment is not. He revels in needling the Left,
takes no prisoners, and projects a macho image that
reminds one of Putin (with whom he shares a mutual
admiration society).
There’s already been very loud talk from such
establishmentarians as George Will and Bill Kristol and
throughout the GOP media empire (paid for mostly by
Rupert Murdoch) that it may be necessary to create a
new Republican Party that would reflect the ‘moderate’

5
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views of past (that is, glaringly unsuccessful)
presidential nominees such as Mitt Romney and John
McCain. The establishment favorites this year, Jeb
Bush and Marco Rubio, have not done well against
Trump according to the pre-primary election polls, and
Bush may soon drop out for want of popular interest in
someone whom Trump has publicly
ridiculed as having ‘low energy’.
The state Republican committees
have been busily working against an
eventual Trump victory by changing
rules for who gets to vote in their
primaries. Since Trump enjoys
a backing that goes beyond his
technical party affiliation, state
committees have been changing their
rules to allow only registered party
members to vote for the Republican
nominee.
One might easily conjecture that
establishment donors and more
surreptitiously, neoconservative
pundits would try to cut a deal
with the Democratic presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton, who would be more
congenial for this power elite than Trump. The
establishment GOP, to whatever extent it has social
views, holds mostly the same ones as a left-leaning
Tory like David Cameron in England. They hope to
court the gay and feminist vote; they express ‘liberal’
views on all immigration-related issues, except for
allowing especially dangerous-looking Muslims to
enter the country; and they call for getting tough
with ‘the Russian thug’ and standing up ‘for human
rights’ throughout the world by ‘projecting American
strength’. An effusive endorsement of the Israeli
Right is de rigueur among establishment Republicans.
And this has less to do with courting Jewish voters
(who vote overwhelmingly left) than it does with
the Republican Party’s donor base. Establishment
Republican ‘think tanks’ and politicians like Marco
Rubio are awash in funds from wealthy Zionists, like
the Las Vegas casino owners Sheldon Adelson and
Steve Wynn. Needless to say, Boeing, Haliburton and
other producers of military hardware have not stinted
in their support of the GOP establishment.
It is not that Hillary would feel especially beholden
to neoconservative deal-makers if they helped get her
elected. But their positions generally mesh well, if we
discount the posturing that establishment Republican
candidates engage in when they’re trying to appeal to
the Evangelical vote. In all probability, it would make
no difference to most of this establishment which
party they linked up with, providing their foreign
Web: www.salisburyreview.com
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policy concerns and need for sinecures were met.
Even the Obama administration has not been totally
impenetrable to neoconservative aspirations, and one
of their leading publicists, Robert Kagan, has seen his
wife Victoria Nuland rise to high place as a foreign
policy adviser in the present administration. Trump,
by contrast, scares the bejesus out
of the neoconservatives, as one
immediately discovers from reading
such organs of theirs as Wall Street
Journal, National Review, and
Weekly Standard.
The reason for this has far
less to do with Trump’s actual
positions, which are often nebulous,
than with the difficulty that the
neoconservatives and the GOP
establishment would have in
managing him as a candidate or as
president. Trump is the opposite
of the amiable dolt who occupied
the White House before Obama,
and whom advisers talked into
launching a ‘preventive war’ against
Iraq. Trump cannot be scripted. He pays for his
campaign out of his considerable fortune and makes
fun of his opponents ‘for belonging to other people’.
He also sounds insufficiently belligerent about ‘leading
from the front’, which is a favorite slogan of Rubio
and Jeb. Although Trump has promised to ‘wipe out
ISIS’, and although his pro-Jewish sentiments cannot
be questioned (his daughter is married to an Orthodox
Jew), he speaks about ‘negotiating’ with rather than
confronting Putin. The Republican establishment
candidates want nothing less than a showdown with the
Russian government, which they tell their constituents
is an extension of the Soviet tyranny or else a repressive
nationalist regime that persecutes homosexuals.
The last reason on Earth that the Republican
establishment and the neoconservatives are resisting
Trump is the one they often give: ‘he’s not a real
conservative’. This charge does have, on its face, some
substance, since Trump as late as 2008 was a Hillary
Clinton supporter and until recently, fitted in easily with
GOP establishment donors. His politics until recently
were very much the same as those of the Australian
media baron Rupert Murdoch, who subsidizes most
of the leading neoconservative PR organs (including
the Jerusalem Post). Like Murdoch, who has now
turned against Trump as a political nuisance, ‘the
Donald’ used to be liberal on most social issues,
including immigration, as well as friendly toward
Israel. His movement toward the right has been a recent
occurrence, and when Trump tells his Evangelical
The Salisbury Review — Spring 2016

audiences about his conversion from being pro- to
anti-abortion or his rediscovery of his Presbyterian
identity, one is justified in questioning his sincerity.
But those who accuse him of political hypocrisy
while claiming to be on the right, like Jonah Goldberg
at National Review, have happily acclaimed the
legalization of gay marriage and still endorse amnesty
for illegals. Moreover, the Christian traditionalists in
the Republican presidential race, like Mike Huckabee
and Ted Cruz, have not been the favourites of those
accusing Trump of being a faux conservative. Although
Cruz has been in striking distance of Trump, the
neoconservatives and establishment Republicans have
gone after him as well. He’s been denounced by them
as a religious extremist (Cruz has openly opposed gay
marriage), most conspicuously in a WSJ editorial by
Max Boot.
But Trump may be hard to stop from winning his
party’s nomination if present trends continue. He has
almost 40 per cent support among likely Republican
voters, and among Republicans polled, a majority
believe that he is the ‘most capable’ of governing the
country of all GOP candidates. His nearest competitor,
Texas Senator Ted Cruz, trails Trump at about 17 per cent
support and the only neoconservative candidate with
any chance of winning the nomination sweepstakes,
Florida Senator Marco Rubio, is fluctuating between
12 and 14 per cent. The media establishment has pulled
out much of the same denunciatory ammunition against
Trump that it once deployed against Buchanan, when
that populist presidential candidate tried to scramble
the ideological cards. Although Trump has behaved
churlishly, Buchanan was treated just as badly by
the media and political establishment even when he
practised exemplary courtesy. Of course those who are
attacking Trump are correct to view him as a disruptive
force, from the perspective of their interests.
Someone who hardly supports him, Jim Tankersley,
explains in the Washington Post (August 5, 2015),
‘Donald Trump is winning’ precisely because ‘he can
speak to the anxieties that are animating so many of
the [Republican] party’s core voters’. The frequently
heard complaint against him in the establishment
Republican press that he appeals to the uneducated
without college diplomas (only 8 percent of his GOP
supporters are college graduates) can be understood
in a different way. Those afflicted with stagnating or
declining incomes have no interest in competing with
cheap foreign labour and feel particularly impacted by
crimes associated with illegals. As one of his reluctant
admirers points out in the Post: ‘he’s a huckster. He’s a
loudmouth New Yorker. People don’t like people like
that.’ But on the positive side, continued the speaker
from Rappahannock County, Virginia, ‘He just seems
The Salisbury Review — Spring 2016

like the guy who can take on the people who Trump
supporters think have been screwing with them for
so long.’
David Frum in The Atlantic (January/February
2016) perceptively observes that the emotion of
college students when they mounted the Occupy
Wall Street demonstrations pales in import beside the
feelings being released by Trump’s candidacy. Among
Republican voters and many independents who have
rallied to Trump, there is ‘a rebellion against the power
of organized money’. Those who were Tea Party
rebels are angry that the GOP establishment treated
them like mindless foot-soldiers, while others who
cheer on Trump are reacting against the arrogance of
wealth. A social war, notes Frum, has erupted in the
Republican Party, and it may split that party apart. ‘The
dividing line that used to be the most crucial of them
all, class, has become a division within the parties,
not between them.’ Moreover, those who are coming
over to Trump ‘aren’t necessarily super-conservative.
They don’t often think in ideological terms at all. But
they do feel strongly that life in this country used to
be better for people like themselves, and they want the
old country back.’
It might be almost too obvious to note that the Trump
supporters, who may be on the verge of destroying the
Republican Party as we know (and speaking personally,
detest) it, bear a striking resemblance to the National
Front in France. Both are identified with the populist
Right and have been incessantly denounced as fascist
or Nazi-like by the media-political establishment. Both
groups are shuffling the political cards by incorporating
working-class programmes into anti-immigration
parties that, as Frum remarks about Trump’s followers,
‘want their country back’. Finally, each party can
claim about 40 per cent of the electorate but may
have problems capturing any more. The rest of their
country’s voters stand with the Left or with a socially
left-leaning globalist corporate establishment.
The accusations of ‘fascism’ that are brought against
both populist movements is the kind of boilerplate
that one might expect from those in power who are
trying to remove a pesky opposition. The charge of
being ‘fascist’ has become so widespread among
establishmentarians that it now means nothing more
than that so and so is my face. As far as I know,
neither Marine Le Pen nor Donald Trump has called
for a corporate economy in which everything would
be in the State and nothing outside of it. Comparisons
drawn between Trump’s opposition to allowing Muslim
migrants to enter the US and the refusal of Western
countries to accept refugees from Nazism are totally
misleading. Many of the migrants beating on our gates
came from Turkey and other countries where they were
7
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already residing because they were trying to reach First
World societies. (Let’s thank that ultimate antifascist
blockhead Angela Merkel for sending out the invite.)
There is also the fact that refugees from Nazism did
not pose the danger of terrorism that is demonstrably
present in the wandering Muslim droves.
There are critical differences between the National
Front and Trump’s following, all of which work to
the favour of the French insurgency. Unlike Trump,
the National Front is a well-organized party with
periodically updated platforms (the latest of which was
framed and circulated in 2014). Again unlike Trump,
Marine Le Pen speaks in whole sentences and is highly
articulate in responding to her critics. She does not
shoot from the hip, like ‘the Donald’ or Marine’s father
Jean-Marie. Equally important, unlike Trump, the
National Front could conceivably form a government

in the multiparty system that exists in France. If the
Front could draw into an alliance French splinter
parties or peel off some members of Sarkozy’s UMP
(recently renamed Les Républicains), it would be in a
position to head its own government. At this point it
is hard to imagine Trump elevating his base of support
much beyond its current level. His main achievement
will not be the acquisition of power but wrecking what
deserves to be torn down. If the result of Trump’s rude
break-in at the Republican country club is the election
of Hillary Clinton as president, I certainly won’t weep.
I’ll take solace in Bismarck’s inspired aphorism: ‘There
is a Providence that protects idiots, drunkards, children
and the United States of America.’
Paul Gottfried’s latest book is Fascism: Career of a
Concept, Northern Illinois University Press, 2016.
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In the Tattooist’s Parlour
Victoria Sweetwater

I

own a tattoo parlour in one of the most deprived
slums in England. I come from a working class
family, and for years assumed the unassailable
moral rightness of the left. Then the doubts set in.
Last summer, I attended an oil painting course to
learn renaissance techniques under
the tutelage of an Italian Maestro
who was in the UK. It was a rare
opportunity, and I had saved up for
some considerable time to be able to
do it. When I arrived, I was surprised
to find that, apart from one other
English person, all the other students
had come from all parts of the world
and were from affluent, professional
backgrounds. The conversation that
flowed, about politics and culture,
and the evenings cooking and sharing
food, was wonderful, and I could
almost forgive the liberal intelligentsia
if it was this kind of experience
that gave rise to the idea that mass
immigration would be a positive and exciting thing
to introduce to all parts of society. After a few weeks
I returned home to the northern working-class town,
and resumed my usual life, amidst a multiculturalism
of a very different reality.
The town has long since been a place of immigration,
largely from Islamic countries, more recently from
Poland and Eastern Europe. The factory-sized Mosque
Web: www.salisburyreview.com
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is dwarfed only by the Jobcentre. Nobody moved here
to get rich, but simply to get by.
Recently, I was waiting next to a group of local girls
at the bus station. They cackled irritatingly, but were
by no means making trouble. Nevertheless a group
of Muslim boys, roughly around the
same age but more numerous, walked
past and one of them remarked that
the girls were sluts. Indignant, the
girls retaliated ‘Go fuck yourselves,
we live here!’ shouted one of them.
The boys stopped and turned around.
‘Sluts!’ One of them shouted again
‘Fucking sluts, go dress yourselves.’
They marched back towards the girls
and the argument that ensued became
so loud that it echoed around the bus
station making it difficult to follow.
Suddenly a group of white men nearby
joined in the fracas, ‘EDL!’ They
shouted at the youths, and suddenly
began chanting it like a football
slogan: ‘E-E-EDL’. The rising tension dawned on the
Asians and they began to move away still shouting
insults at the girls on their way out of the station ‘We
were born here too, so go fuck yourselves’ one shouted.
Just as it fell silent again, a man who had stood quietly
in a corner throughout suddenly punched the glass wall
of the bus station so hard that the whole thing clattered
and shook. Perhaps it was a pent up anger he was
The Salisbury Review — Spring 2016

unable to voice in words. What struck me most about
the incident is that all those involved were so young
and both groups had been born here. Yet if this, and
other such numerous incidents I hear about or witness
are anything to go by, the fractures are getting worse,
not better with each generation.
From an observer’s point of view, if (as I suspect most
politicians and intelligentsia do) one was just passing
through, these mill towns appear to be a functioning
community. People of all creeds and colours weave in
and out among crowds in the bustling market place,
shops from different nationalities line the high street
and people live and work cheek by jowl. But while
coins may change hands frequently, words do not.
Is multiculturalism supposed to cement us together
in time? If so, we are still waiting. Mass immigration
to Britain began 40 years ago. In the media the
white working classes that inhabit these towns are
cast as bigoted and small minded, and in need of
‘diversifying’, but I have always felt we have been
more than welcoming and tolerant of incoming migrant
communities. Much of my adult life has been around,
or influenced by immigration; Chinese chip shops,
Indian corner shops and Italian ice cream men have
been fully part of our working class lives for decades.
How much more enrichment are we supposed to need?
What we most certainly do not want is the sort of
sexual enrichment girls are offered by multiculturalism.
I remember being fourteen, it was an afternoon, and
an Asian man stopped me to ask the time, he then
asked my age, said I was nice, and asked if I would
just walk with him round the corner. As it was a busy
town centre, I didn’t immediately get a sense I was in
danger, and so I went out of politeness, of all things,
because I was quite passive and shy as a teenager.
But it was when he took my hand and started to walk
me out of the town that I felt panic. It would seem
strange to most people to say I didn’t run off or do
anything to prevent the situation from happening, but
I honestly believe that when a woman feels seriously
threatened by a man, she does not cause a scene but
becomes passive, maybe the instincts are to stay alive
over being raped, and in most cases for a woman, this
means pacifying by complying with their attacker, not
trying to physically escape.
I found I was not even able to make myself run out
of fear or even cause a scene. I literally had frozen. I
think this is quite a calculated technique and he seemed
confident with what he was doing. While we were
walking he asked if I was still a virgin, and when I said
I was, he acted surprised and said that was really quite
childish, because I should have lost it by fourteen, and
he asked if there was a park or secluded area nearby.
I’m presuming he didn’t know the area from that.
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There was no other conversation I remember, other
than him being so direct. Having not found anywhere to
take me, he began to kiss and fondle me on a side street,
despite being a Saturday afternoon and with a busy road
nearby with cars going past. He asked repeatedly for
me to come back to his house but I refused to do so.
As he couldn’t do anything more, he lost interest but
asked me to meet him in the same place the next day
where he would take me home to his. It was said like
he was doing me a favour and that I should have been
grateful. I agreed and smiled, but avoided the town
centre for weeks. All the girls I knew had experienced,
or knew of friends who had similar experiences.
I met a woman about six months ago who had
told me she had worked in the brothels, which were
Muslim owned. On her top inner thigh, just touching
her genitals was tattooed ‘Shove it in and fuck it’.
She was quite vague about how the tattoo had come
to be there, all she said was that it was in a basement
whilst she lay on a table, and that there were several
men present. My job was to tattoo over the writing
and disguise it, for which she was genuinely grateful.
Incidentally she also mentioned she was up on some
racist charge in court for yelling abuse at a Muslim in
public. Whilst this ought not to have happened, it’s
amazing how the police always have time for those
kinds of complaints but somehow the Muslim brothels
are not a concern for them. I asked the woman to show
me where the brothels were in town but unfortunately
she never returned, even though I was due to cover over
the tattoo on the other side of her inner thigh, another
homemade tattoo which said ‘Make me cum’. She was
clearly still having issues with drug abuse. I think often
of this woman, it’s so easy to shrug off the lives of
people like this, but in her spare time, she told me she
wrote and performed poetry and stand up comedy. And
she mentioned having her children taken from her and
put into care, she had hoped to get clean, and start life
afresh, and getting rid of the writing between her legs
was part of it. Unfortunately I think she didn’t come
back because she did not make the clean break from the
life of drugs and prostitution she was hoping to escape.
The first Polish people I worked with were in an
order-picking job in a large factory. Most of them
were medical students on summer leave, and as they
all worked so hard and without complaint we English
had to keep up or lose our contracts, which I resented
at the time as the job was difficult enough. However
I am grateful for my experiences working among the
Polish. They gave me a greater work ethic, and I must
say, I never disliked a factory job. Sadly, I once had
an agency contract discontinued after a few days when
the foreman said I ‘wasn’t fitting in with the team’. It
was a little difficult for me to fit in, when I was the
9
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only person who spoke English amidst a work team
made entirely of Africans from an agency. I had taken
to sitting on my own at lunch because it was pointless
and awkward trying to understand what was being said
around me. Another trick they used to pull on us was to
hire more people than were needed, and once the work
was done, would announce to the workers that we had
all been mistaken turning up for the job for the whole
week, as they had only intended to hire us to work for
a few days, and as it was our mistake, we could not
be paid. I told them I had not just got off a boat and
wouldn’t have that trick played on me. I was paid but
the agency didn’t give me any more contracts after that.
I took up tattooing after I was introduced to a Polish
tattooist by a friend. The man himself had arrived in
England after serving six years in prison. He claimed
to have arrived just a few days after his sentence
finished. Armed with his new trade, he headed to the
UK, which is a kind of Mecca for tattooists, and he
opened a tattoo shop within the newly emerging ‘Polish
part’ of the town. One by one cell mates arrived from
the same prison, just as soon as their own sentences
were finished.
The Polish working class and the English working
class actually appear to get along a lot better than
the Asian community, and I can honestly say I have

never seen real friction. However I once saw the Poles
leaning out of the window and shouting to Asians in
the street ‘Pakis go home!’ But they reserved their
real venom for Romanian gypsies, whom they were
dismayed often to be mistaken for by the English.
Many of the Warsaw men had been imprisoned for
whatever charges the police could find. They spoke
of enormous organised woodland battles back home
between rival Ustawki gangs and I watched the videos
of these fights, sometimes with hundreds of men
involved, all launching into one another with flying
kicks and violent punches. The only rule appears to
be that once a man is down, you must not attack him.
After a certain amount of time the tattooist was
able to bring his teenage children over to begin life in
the UK. His son, who was strikingly more intelligent
and well-mannered than the British youth of his age,
remarked that he had been only an average student at
school in Poland, but now in the UK he was surprised
to find himself top of the class. Sadly, he found his
stay in the UK to be less than ‘enriching’ as when he
returned to Poland, he was bottom of the class.
Victoria Sweetwater is an accomplished cartoonist,
classical artist and portraitist. She was left wing until
she came across the Salisbury Review. Since her
political conversion she is selling her tattoo parlour.
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David Bowie, a Triumph of
Mediocrity
Alistair Miller

T

he outpouring of grief and the flood of ecstatic
tributes that accompanied the death earlier this
year of pop legend, cultural icon, unique and
extraordinary talent, and musical genius David Bowie
has left some of us wondering whether we inhabit
the same mental and planetary space as our fellow
citizens. We might as well be Martians. No-one could
begrudge Bowie his status as ‘pop icon’, poseur, and
role model to the ambiguously gendered. But when
the prime minister, the leader of the opposition and the
Archbishop of Canterbury are called upon to lead the
nation’s tributes, we might wonder how this reflects
on the state of the nation and its cultural life, not to
mention the tastes of its leaders.
David Bowie was ‘a pop genius’ (David Cameron),
Web: www.salisburyreview.com
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‘a brilliant artist and an exciting and interesting human
being’ (Tony Blair), ‘an incredible icon of British
creativity who made us proud’ (George Osborne), ‘a
unique and extraordinary talent whose influence was
felt around the world’ (John Whittingdale, culture
secretary), and ‘one of the most influential cultural
figures of the era – a peerless songwriter and performer’
(Angela Eagle, shadow business secretary). The Times
came out in a special wraparound cover, The Guardian
carried a 12-page supplement, the BBC reported that
Bowie had touched all our lives (Radio 4’s Today
Programme), and just in case anyone thought the
coverage overdone, Professor Roy Greenslade (City
University, journalism) was on hand in The Evening
Standard to confirm that, for once, ‘the media hype
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was justified’. Editors had ‘displayed a commendable some lyrics [The first four lines are ‘You’ve got your
understanding of Bowie’s significance’, and it appeared mother in a whirl; She’s not sure if you’re a boy or a
that ‘everyone, including presidents and prime girl; Hey babe, your hair’s alright; Hey babe, let’s go
ministers, wanted their say about what Bowie meant out tonight’]. And that was us done.’
It is, of course, wrong to judge pop by the exacting
to them and to their societies’.
David Bowie touched my life too. Back in 1974, a standards of classical music. Nick Cohn, who wrote a
friend persuaded me to invest 60 pence in Rebel Rebel, knowledgeable and perceptive history of the early days
a classic Bowie single he had acquired and was trying of pop (funnily enough, it was one of Bowie’s favourite
to offload. It was an outrageous price, I hated the music books), observed that with rock ‘n’ roll, all that really
(monotonous beat, no melody, inane lyrics), and I have mattered was its drive, its aggression, its sexuality
never forgiven my friend for being the first person to and its sheer noise – and since an amplified beat was
con me. The wound was all the more severe in that I had central to producing this effect, ‘mostly, pop boiled
only recently purchased my first record, Tchaikovsky’s down to electric guitars’. That the lyrics were gibberish
was irrelevant. The point is
1812 Overture (complete with
it gave teenagers a voice, an
Glinka’s Russlan and Ludmila
identity. Brian Clough was
Overture, Wagner’s Prelude
once asked if football was to
to Act III of Lohengrin – not a
blame for hooliganism, and
bad lot of melodies there – and
replied that if it weren’t for
Mussorgsky’s tone poem Night
football, the disaffected young
on a Bare Mountain), which
would be smashing up Marks
cost only 50 pence. Even as an
and Spencer’s. The same might
11-year-old, a comparison of
be said of pop. Like football, it
the respective musical talents
serves as a social safety valve
on offer seemed to indicate a
for rebellious teenagers.
considerable disparity.
Unfortunately, pop did not
Tchaikovsky had initially
Wreaths outsde Bowie’s New York home
stop there. With the advent of
been reluctant to undertake
the commission to compose a festival overture for the Beatles and Bob Dylan, it developed pretensions
an exhibition – he complained to his patron that the and elevated itself to the status of art. As Cohn noted,
piece would be ‘very loud and noisy’ and lack artistic the flood gates were opened to ‘third-form poetries,
merit – but having succumbed to pressure from Anton fifth-hand philosophies and ninth-rate perceptions’.
Rubinstein, produced just the rousing patriotic piece Consider the chorus of the Bowie masterpiece Life
that was required. He depicted Napoleon’s advance on on Mars from the album Hunky Dory, which Neil
and subsequent retreat from Moscow weaving together McCormick, the rock music critic of The Daily
hymns, anthems, folk dances, marches, and contrasting Telegraph, once considered to be the greatest song of
leitmotifs to evoke the course of the campaign, with a all time:
It’s on America’s tortured brow
glorious climax to the accompaniment of cannon shots
That Mickey Mouse has grown up a cow
and bells. Though (notes Burnett James in the sleeve
Now the workers have struck for fame
notes) it was ‘an occasional piece’, it was ‘certainly
Because Lennon’s on sale again
not a careless one’ and was ‘admirably constructed and
See the mice in their million hordes
executed’. It took Tchaikovsky six weeks.
In contrast Bowie’s Rebel Rebel – a song about a
From Ibiza to the Norfolk Broads
boy who rebels against his parents by wearing makeup
Rule Britannia is out of bounds
and tacky women’s clothes to the accompaniment of a
To my mother, my dog, and clowns
catchy 5-second guitar riff that is repeated throughout
According to McCormack, a ‘stirring, yearning
– was completed in a few days. The guitarist Alan melody’ combines with ‘vivid poetic imagery’ to
Parker, who played the riff on the record, recalls how produce something ‘at once completely impenetrable
it came about: ‘He [Bowie] said, ‘I’ve got this riff and and yet resonant with personal meaning’. Well,
it’s a bit Rolling Stonesy – I just want to piss Mick off perhaps. One can read anything one likes into stream
a bit.’ I spent about three quarters of an hour to an hour of consciousness outpourings. But as Evelyn Waugh
with him working on the guitar riff – he had it almost once remarked, the task of the writer is not to pour
there, but not quite. We got it there, and he said, ‘Oh, forth a stream of consciousness, but rather to evoke
we’d better do the middle...’ So he wrote something a stream of consciousness in the mind of the reader
for the middle, put that in. Then he went off and sorted – a demanding task that requires skill, craftsmanship,
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and mastery of a tradition. Of course, pop too has its
language. There are various guitar riffs (sequences of
chords) to master, and a talented artist can compose
satisfying melodies and memorable lyrics. But the
repertoire of pop is always severely limited because
the sentiments it expresses are essentially those of
repressed adolescent youth in search of satisfaction.
The complexities, satisfactions and hard realities of
adult life – family, work, the wisdom of experience,
sacrifice, death, the nature of love, the sacred – all these
pass it by, for they belong to age, not youth.
The triumph of pop, its elevation to the status of
art and mainstream culture (with which it is now
synonymous), the national grief that marks the
passing of a pop icon, are all symptomatic of an
impoverishment of our national culture. But what else
should we expect in a society where multi-culture,
diversity, democracy and equality are the accepted
values? All forms of art or ‘cultural production’ (as
post-Marxist postmodern sociologists would have it)
are of equal value. Culture, too, must be democratised.
To seek to transmit a cultural inheritance would be
to legitimate the cultural hegemony of a bourgeois
elite; and therefore it is not transmitted. Pop fills the
vacuum, because unlike traditional cultural forms,
which generally require a process of initiation in order

to appreciate them, pop can be consumed by anyone,
anywhere, at any age.
Pop is still far from driving out classical, jazz, blues,
country or folk – the musical forms that explore adult
themes within established traditions (and which,
significantly, hold little appeal for children). But it has
driven out the popular song or ballad, which survived
up until the 1970s in this country (witness the range of
offerings on Top of the Pops forty years ago), and that
is a great loss. Affirmations of ordinary life, of normal
adult experience, no longer fit the bill; rebellious pop,
which flouts convention and authority, and promises
empowerment for all, does.
However, among the spate of tributes to Bowie,
one politician managed to strike the right note. Boris
Johnson hailed Bowie as a great Londoner, and hailed
London’s willingness to accept the individualism and
eccentricity of Bowie as indicative of its genius – thus
cleverly avoiding having to comment on Bowie’s
musical talents, and yet paying him a fitting tribute.
Johnson, an unashamed classicist, knows that although
nowadays our leaders must pay due respect to the
sensibilities of the masses, their own sensibilities ought
to be aristocratic. Boris might yet save the day.
Alistair Miller is a teacher.
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Cecil Rhodes, Africa’s Saviour
Jane Kelly

T

he Oxford students and Rhodes Scholars
clamouring in the ‘Rhodes Must Fall movement’
have missed the point and the joy of the great
man. They fail to understand that their ancestors (my
grandparents) are fully part of what we are now. Their
poverty of imagination also blinds them to how real life
works, past and present. Ntokozo Qwabe who leads the
movement does not criticise Africans then or now, still
being exploited by foreign speculators, and doesn’t see
that the real choices available in Africa in the 1890s were
stark: Rhodes was backed by the British Empire which
came equipped with humanitarians and missionaries.
Kruger and the Boers were widely criticised, including
by Livingstone, for attacking tribal settlements and
abducting women and children for use as slaves. Then
there is the myth of the African village, the original
Eden to students like Qwabe, in reality a place of abject
poverty and fear of raids from neighbouring tribes.
‘The Cecil’ (Cecil John Rhodes 1853-1902) with
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his crazy hair, ugly mug, the vulgarity of a self-made
billionaire, and outrageous remarks, ‘Remember that
you are an Englishman’, he said, ‘and have won first
prize in the lottery of life. I contend that we are the
first race in the world, and that the more of the world
we inhabit the better it is for the human race. I would
annex the planets if I could.’ It’s not British to boast.
The richest, most successful entrepreneur Britain ever
produced was never asked to Buckingham Palace for
tea. The Queen, David Livingstone and leagues of
missionaries didn’t like his way of doing business or
his rude wit, but most of them enjoyed the wealth he
created, which lasts to this day, and still funds students
on scholarships.
A man of his times, Rhodes was an outsider who made
his own luck. The fifth son of a vicar from Bishop’s
Stortford, unlike his brothers who went to Eton, he was
sent to the local grammar school. Physically weak as a
teenager he set off for southern Africa, then considered
The Salisbury Review — Spring 2016

the best cure for a weak chest or as he put it dryly: ‘The
real fact is that I could no longer stand their eternal cold
mutton.’ With money loaned from an aunt he invested
in a cotton plantation in Natal which failed but a year
later he bought a small diamond mine in Kimberley. He
had courageous optimism: ‘I have found out one thing
and that is, if you have an idea, and it is a good idea, if
you only stick to it you will come out all right.’ Always
a loner he kept himself company with what he called,
‘his dream’ a belief in power based on knowledge and
wealth. To achieve his aim, using
diamonds, he funded himself to
study at Oriel College, Oxford.This
surely beats James Goldsmith who
left Eton, aged 16, after winning
£8,000 on a horse, about £257,000
in today’s money and a speech in his
dorm when he told the other boys, ‘a
man of my means should not remain
a schoolboy’.
Getting a feel for Rhodes must be
difficult for young people, in this
culture of anxiety and obsession
with safety, where the Western has
died out as a popular genre and
the frontiersman is seen as slightly
ridiculous. Rhodes’ generation were mineral prospectors
but they also represented a Christian empire. Young
men went out to the colonies with both materialistic and
altruistic aims and it is hard for some modern people
to hold on to skulduggery and God at the same time.
In 1872 Rhodes suffered a slight heart attack. Partly
to recuperate, but also to investigate the prospects of
finding gold in the interior, he trekked north by ox wagon
into Bechuanaland, and found an Iron Age society, ruled
over by the tyrannical King Lobengula of the Matabele.
Twenty years later as ‘gold fever’ swept Africa, the
tribe was increasingly harassed by Boer and German
prospectors. After the king was treated for gout by
Rhodes’ friend Dr Leander Jameson, he offered Rhodes
mineral rights in exchange for protection and a pension
of £100 a month.
Back in London the liberal establishment, including
members of the aristocracy and the Aborigines Protection
Society, were appalled. They all supported the Empire
but Rhodes was seen as a vulgar ‘land grabber’. He
headed home determined to obtain a charter for the
new land. Using his famous powers of persuasion he
won the support of campaigning journalist W T Stead
who later edited The Times, and bribed the Irish in the
House of Commons by subscribing to Parnell’s funds.
Rhodes’ charm and powers of bribery led to expansion.
A telegraph line arrived, a road stretching 2,000 miles,
and eventually the country called Rhodesia.
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Lobengula of course, didn’t do well. Realising that
Rhodes meant to annex his territory, he went to war in
October 1893. Rhodes’ British South Africa Company
used Maxim guns against his warriors and Lobengula
later committed suicide. ‘England is the chameleon and
I am the fly’, he said.
This indefensible racism is the stuff of storybooks
now but then, before the age of Eugenics, there was no
concept of cultural relativism, for good or ill. Victorians
like Rhodes believed that the natives were ‘barbarians’,
belonging to a lesser culture. They
were often viewed as children who,
with instruction, were capable of
development, but asking Rhodes
to be sentimental about the natives
is like thinking Jesse James should
have sponsored native American
welfare programmes.
Native territories were also annexed
to prevent German penetration.
Rhodes set about administering
them himself, dividing land into
individual holdings to be inherited
by elder sons. He introduced voting
in elected native councils on the
basis of property ownership, as in
Britain. He had an Anglo-Saxon vision for Africa which
seems absurd now, but was essentially benevolent:
‘What an alteration there would be if those parts were
brought under Anglo-Saxon influence’, he wrote. ‘Look
again at the extra employment a new country added to
our dominions gives.’ He also described his own views
with more punishing insight: ‘Pure philanthropy is very
well in its way but philanthropy plus five percent is a
good deal better.’
His view was probably right about the alternatives
in Africa in 1890, although some of his reasons were
venal and his ambition to bring about world peace when
competing powers were grabbing chunks of Africa is
pure fantasy. In 1888 the future of South Africa lay
between Rhodes and Paul Kruger, leader of the Boers.
Kruger was the last man to hold public office to believe
that the earth was flat. He boasted that he had never read
any book except the Bible; his main faith was Afrikaner
independence.
Self-righteous Qwabe, who benefits from Rhodes’
wealth, says that Rhodes ‘did not have a scholarship’
because ‘it was never his money’. That doesn’t make
sense because when Rhodes was digging his mines and
laying his rail-roads, Africans didn’t have money. They
were not cash-crop, but subsistence farmers, unable to
create surpluses, often starving and constantly at war.
The best way to understand Rhodes’ world view is
through Kipling, a poet mainly ‘no-platformed’ these
13
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days. He was fascinated with renegade white men who
took on the ‘burden’ of Empire in bush and veldt. His
verse, ‘If’, twice voted the UK’s favourite poem, was
written in 1895 inspired by Jameson’s character. The
botched raid funded by Rhodes, was an ultimate act of
derring-do. Thousands of predominantly British settlers,
who arrived with the Gold Rush of 1886, provided most
of South Africa’s tax but had no civic representation.
Rhodes wanted to encourage rebellion against the
Transvaal government, led by Kruger, and believed that
if he sent a force of armed men to overrun Johannesburg,
an uprising would follow. He funded 600 armed men
under the command of Dr Jameson. British Colonial
Secretary Joseph Chamberlain encouraged the plan but
at the last moment tried to stop it. On December 29,
1895, Jameson led his men across the Transvaal border,
planning to race to Johannesburg in three days, but
Kruger had been tipped off. The British faced a major
Boer force and Jameson surrendered.
He was sent to London for trial in disgrace, but when
the Kaiser sent a telegram congratulating Kruger on his
success, the mood changed with a storm of anti-German
feeling in Britain. Jameson was lionised by London
society and only got fifteen months for leading the
raid, while Rhodes had to pay Kruger a million pounds
compensation. Jameson never revealed the extent of the
British Government’s support for the raid which led to
Kipling’s famous lines: ‘If you can make a heap of all
your winnings / And risk it at one turn of pitch and toss
/ And lose, and start again from your beginnings / And
never breathe a word about your loss.’ What many may

see as a bit of doggerel was an attack on the hypocrisy
of the British establishment who despised buccaneers
like Jameson and Rhodes but were ready to take their
money. After the adventure Rhodes fell into disgrace and
lost public office. Mark Twain wrote of him at the time:
‘I admire him, I frankly confess it; and when his time
comes I shall buy a piece of the rope for a keepsake.’
Rhodes took on the ‘dark continent’ on its own terms
and won. Ironically the last word should go to Kruger
who shared Rhodes’ never say die attitude and now
also shares his posthumous fate. In 2009 the council
in St Gallen, Switzerland, renamed Krügerstrasse
‘Durrenmatte’ after a Swiss playwright, ‘because of
racist associations.’ At the expunging ceremony a
speech was given by one Hans Fassler, a member of
the Swiss anti-apartheid movement, who addressed
his audience as ‘comrades’. Rhodes and Kruger would
have been puzzled to hear his accusations, his lack of
any admiration for their pioneering work and death
defying courage, but perhaps amused to hear that the
young activist lives on Cunzstrasse, St Gallen.
‘He who wishes to create a future must not lose track
of the past’, the old Boer wrote in his final letter to the
people of the Transvaal. ‘Seek all that is to be found
good and fair in the past, shape your ideal accordingly
and try to realise that ideal for the future.’
He and Rhodes were too busy trying to shape the
future to waste time trying to rewrite the past.
Jane Kelly worked for the Daily Mail as a celebrity
interviewer.
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‘The day ISIS came into my
shop’
Alec Marsh

T

hat wasn’t the title of the student’s essay, but it
should have been. In fact, I don’t think it ever
had a title, which was an oversight on my part;
but then, I’m not a real teacher, just a volunteer.
Hosam, the student, swallowed as he prepared to
speak and there was a tremble to his voice. I soon
realised that it wasn’t just nerves at reading out loud
in the class.
‘In March 2013, we received the news about the first
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city in Syria that became completely free and empty
from the regime’s servants, and his army’, he began.
And there we were; just after nine o’clock on a
Tuesday morning with the Istanbul traffic battling away
outside the window. Except we weren’t in Istanbul
anymore, we were squarely in the middle of what had
hitherto remained a very taboo subject in this English
class for Syrian refugees for the last five months. We
were in the midst of the still-raging war not 600 miles
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(as the crow flies) south west of our classroom, one
that has driven some four million Syrians to flee their
country.
‘Raqqa was the free city’, Hosam resumed. ‘Most of
the Syrians were happy because of it, and they were full
of hope to stop the killing, and to make whole Syria
free, and clear of the regime and his militias.’
His voice rose: ‘It was the best time I’d ever spent in
Syria. I felt the freedom carrying me with four hands up
to the sky. My soul came
back to my body, when I
saw all of the people in
the streets, celebrating,
with smiles up to their
ears.’
The hair stood up on
the back of my neck,
like it does in the scene
in Casablanca when
Madeleine Lebeau, her
eyes streaming, belts
out the Marseillaise.
Unsurprisingly, Hosam
liked what many of us,
perhaps, take for granted.
So he decided to make
a go of it in Raqqa. He
sourced clothes from
Istanbul, brought them back, and opened a shop: ‘The
work was very successful, and I had a chance to know
the people there, and I made good money. I helped
myself, and my family.’
But it wasn’t to last. In 2014, ISIS took control of
the city. He read on: ‘For almost 15 days of war, we
heard the sounds of all the kinds of weapons, but we
couldn’t know what was happening. We woke up after
that day, and we saw the black flags in the streets, and
masked gunmen. We knew then, that ISIS won the war,
and now they had the city.’
At first things didn’t change, he said, but his voice
had. And the essay quaked in his hand. ‘They forced
the women to cover themselves including their faces’,
he said. ‘They went to every single shop in the city,
and they checked everything, about smoking or TV, the
music, almost everything was forbidden. Inherently the
people did what they told them, because there was a
hard punishment if they didn’t.’ For having cigarettes
or music this would be 25 lashes across the back.
Punishment for possession of alcohol might be death
or a long term of imprisonment. If ISIS caught a thief,
they would cut his hand off. If they captured soldiers
from the Free Syrian Army, they executed them in
the public squares with a shot through the head as a
‘special event’.
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His own shop was raided by ISIS, too. Several armed
men came in – they carried their guns everywhere, even
in the mosques – and searched his stock; looking for
banned goods and to make sure that none of the clothes
he was selling had pictures on them.
‘When they saw the short dress on the mannequin,
the guy gave me a speech and lesson about Islam, and
how it was forbidden’, he told me later. ‘Everything
became forbidden in their minds.’
Hosam was forced to
cover the heads of the
mannequins in the shop,
too, just like the women
in the streets. During
the inspection one of the
ISIS men liked what he
saw and bought a T-shirt.
He paid in US dollars
(they had lots of money,
Hosam said). I expect
you don’t turn down
money in a situation like
that. Not if you want to
live.
I didn’t have to ask:
the fear wasn’t written
on his face, but it was
hiding somewhere,
within Hosam’s stoical, brave expression.
There was also armed female ISIS gangs, who carried
out the checks and did occasional shopping, too. If
they saw something ‘wrong’ they would usually send
the chaps round later after they left.

Outside our classroom the traffic and the jousting
taxis roared past. Hosam continued reading his essay:
The city lost her colours, she became dark and sad,
and you could see her tears in her people’s eyes.
Everything was covered with black; the parks became
squares for executions… most of the people left their
city again, after they smelled a tiny bit of freedom,
and I left like them.

‘I left Syria completely’, he read on, ‘with a hurtful
sigh, and trying to swallow the pain. They forced us
to leave our country, our home.’
The tooting taxis seemed to start up once again as
Hosam looked up from his paper. The other students
started to shift in their chairs.
Now Hosam wanted to know what I thought of his
essay. But what could I, a teacher from a comfortable
life in Britain, say to this young man; one who had
lost everything?
Alec Marsh is a journalist.
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Australia’s Victory over the
People-Smugglers
Daryl McCann

A

t the 2015 Margaret Thatcher Lecture, the-boats guideline. It destroyed the business of
Australia’s former PM Tony Abbott warned the unscrupulous people-smugglers overnight. Six
that unchecked immigration represented a years of Labor largesse (2007-13) had encouraged
potential catastrophe because ‘a country that can’t a sophisticated people-smuggling industry to set up
control its borders starts to lose control of itself.’ This shop to the immediate north of Australia. An economic
is something the voters in the United Kingdom might refugee would fly himself and his family to Indonesia,
ponder ahead of the referendum on European Union Malaysia or the Philippines and then pay a dodgy
membership currently scheduled for late 2017.
operator thousands of dollars for the boat ride south.
Certainly there has not been this much talk about Thanks mostly to Labor’s ineptness on border control,
sovereignty and securing national borders since eventually 50,000 people a year were attempting to
the Berlin Wall came down. Donald Trump speaks make it illegally into Australian territorial waters.
of building an
The swift
‘aesthetically
realisation of
pleasing’ 1,000
Tony Abbott’s
mile wall along
ambitious
the US-Mexican
border policy
b o r d e r : ‘ I t ’s
confounded
going to be nice
all his critics.
and high, and
Labor and its
it’s going to look
allies on the
Australian Government Warning to Refugees
good.’ Last year
Left, including
the Hungarian government, much to the chagrin of the Australian Greens, had warned before the 2013
EU potentates, went ahead and built a security barrier election that Operation Sovereign Borders would not
along its borders with Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia and stem the flow of irregular maritime arrivals. Some
Romania in response to a virtual migrant invasion. even claimed that the turn-back-the-boats policy might
Hungary’s nationalist Prime Minister Viktor Orbán spark a war with Indonesia. All wrong. Not even ardent
disparaged the EU’s liberal immigration policy and Coalition supporters had anticipated the immediacy
the passport-free travel zone across its 26 constituent of its success. The irony for Tony Abbott is that the
members as ‘madness’.
early triumph of his uncompromising plan made the
The key contention in the illegal migration debate is uncompromising architect of that plan expendable.
its exponential growth. On one side of the argument By 2015 he had – like Churchill at the 1945 British
are those who maintain – as Viktor Orbán does – that election – served his purpose.
‘misguided immigration policy is responsible for the
The smooth-talking Prime Minister Turnbull, who
situation’ and, on the other side, the PC brigade who replaced Tony Abbott at the helm in September 2015,
assert that wholesale asylum and opened borders are has deep reservations about rigorous border security.
the solution to ongoing humanitarian crises. Even if We now know he opposed the concept of Operation
Orbán could prove he is right, he would still be wrong Sovereign Borders when Tony Abbott, as the Leader
in the eyes of the naysayers. Take the example of Tony of the Opposition, first proposed it in 2011. Turnbull
Abbott’s Operation Sovereign Borders, which in 2013 would not have implemented an effective border
brought to an abrupt halt irregular maritime arrivals strategy in the first place had he been the one to lead
in Australia.
the conservative-leaning Coalition parties into power
Operation Sovereign Borders involved the services back in August 2013. In 2015, shortly after ousting
of the Royal Australian Navy and a strict turn-back- Abbott as leader in a party-room coup, Turnbull let
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be lost without Operation Sovereign Borders.
The left-wing or progressive response to this, of
course, is that if the world were ‘truly compassionate’
there would be no need for the people-smuggling
business in the first place. If there were entirely open
borders and the people of the world had a God-given
(or UN-given) right to relocate to any place of their
choosing, then no lives would be lost in the Indian
Ocean or on the Mediterranean Sea. Tony Abbott, in
contrast, insisted in his speech that while Australia’s
‘moral obligation is to receive people fleeing for their
lives’, it was not ‘to provide permanent residency
to anyone and everyone who would rather live in a
prosperous Western country than their own’. No longer
in office, Tony Abbott pulled no punches:
All countries that say ‘anyone who gets here can stay
here’ are now in peril, given the scale of the population
movements that are starting to be seen. There are tens
– perhaps hundreds – of millions of people, living in
poverty and danger who might readily seek to enter a
Western country if the opportunity is there.
Indeed, if a nation cannot regulate its immigration
policy today it is not a nation at all. That’s no problem
for latter-day leftists who consider nationhood to be
a redundancy leftover from the nineteenth century.
We are, according to the ideology of the bohemian
socialist, ‘one world, one people’; and any opinion
to the contrary amounts to xenophobia or even
Islamophobia. Thus, the founder of the Australian
Greens, Bob Brown, commenced his farewell political
address with the salutation ‘Dear Earthlings’ before
going on to deliver a heartfelt plea to save the planet
with the establishment of a world government. This
kind of polyculturalist ideology, however, discounts
the possibility of ‘otherness’ – that is, the prospect of
foreigners holding a worldview at odds with what the
philosopher Karl Popper called the ‘Open Society’.
In his The Open Society and Its Enemies (1962),
Karl Popper pondered the paradox of tolerance.
Though very much an advocate of tolerance himself,
he believed ‘unlimited tolerance must lead to the
disappearance of tolerance’. Popper was, for the most
part, referring to National Socialists, Marxian socialists
and the like who preached forms of radical intolerance
that placed them outside the law. Karl Popper was
writing for a different time and audience, and yet the
paradox of tolerance remains pertinent to us now in
a way that The Open Society and Its Enemies never
directly addressed: for an Open Society to remain open,
its borders cannot be open.

slip that, ideally, he would like to soften Operation
Sovereign Borders, especially with regard to those who
paid people-smugglers only to end up languishing in
detention centres on various islands outside Australian
territory.
Malcolm Turnbull’s disclosure that Wednesday
morning caused a firestorm. Within hours there were
rumours swirling around that the people-smuggling
industry was considering re-opening its South East
Asia-Australia franchise. By Wednesday afternoon
PM Turnbull was in full emergency mode, retracting
everything he said earlier in the day:
We cannot take a backward step on this issue. People
who come via the people-smuggling route will never
settle in Australia: that is the one message that has to
be absolutely crystal clear. They will never settle in
Australia; it is only by being utterly unequivocal on
this matter that we have been able to stop the boats,
and that has saved thousands of lives.

Malcolm Turnbull is PC-minded and would dilute
Operation Sovereign Borders in a heartbeat were
it viable to do so, if only to avoid the censure of
Australia’s political class and the admonitions of the
UN’s Ban Ki-moon.
PM Turnbull, not surprisingly, declined to be drawn
on Abbott’s Margaret Thatcher Lecture, responding
to media questioning with this enigmatic line: ‘[Tony
Abbott] has obviously had a remarkable career in
public life including two years as prime minister and
we owe him a great debt for that.’ Labor’s Opposition
Leader Bill Shorten was a little more forthcoming. He
described Abbott’s London foray as ‘unhelpful’ – and
unhelpful might be the right word in more ways than
one, given the Australian Labor Party ahead of the
2016 general election remains torn between conceding
the merits of Operation Sovereign Borders (and thus
receiving the condemnation of Ban Ki-moon et al) and
rejecting its central components (and so receiving the
condemnation of voters).
The Australian Greens have no qualms taking the
high moral ground on border control and dismissed
Tony Abbott’s Margaret Thatcher Lecture as a moral
abomination. The party’s leader, Senator Richard Di
Natale, asserted that the ‘only catastrophic error that
Europe has made is giving Tony Abbott a platform
to speak’. Abbott pre-empted this kind of wholesale
derision by carefully evaluating, in his address, the
ethical challenges faced when securing the borders
of a modern nation-state. For a start, argued Abbott,
shutting down the people-smuggling business had
resulted in ‘no more deaths at sea’, which was ‘truly
compassionate’ considering the 1,200 people who
drowned during the final years of the Labor era and the
hundreds, and no doubt thousands, of lives that would
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Daryl McCann has a blog at http://darylmccann.
blogspot.com.au
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A Whiter Shade of Pale
Christie Davies

W

hen staying in a hotel in Mumbai, I found in
the bathroom, nestling next to the shampoo
and the shower gel, a third little jar marked
Ayurvedic Skin Lightening Lotion. It was the last thing
I wanted. After a day of walking in the fierce sunlight
of India, I was only too conscious of the problems
encountered by people with Celtic skins. I knew of
course that it was not intended for me or indeed my
English wife but for the many middle-class Indian
ladies striving to become a slightly
lighter and as they see it more comely
shade of brown. The matrimonial
advertisements drawn up by parents on
behalf of their daughters that take up
entire pages in many English language
Indian publications all try to stress how
fair skinned the would-be bride is. The
phrase ‘wheat-coloured’ is particularly
popular.
In the 21st century, as the advertisers
of skin lighteners have made ever more
extravagant promises that a fair skin
is the road not only to matrimony but
to occupational success, thoughtful
Indians have come to realize how very unfair the cult
of fairness is to those who happen to be born dark.
There is even a campaign, ‘dark is beautiful’, backed
by attractive Bollywood actresses fed up with being
forced to wear heavy skin lightening makeup on screen
and with seeing their publicity photographs touched up
to make them look much whiter than they really are.
Not surprisingly India’s noisy leftists have attacked
the usual targets – capitalism and colonialism. They
are blaming the big international corporations who
have developed for the Indian market new, safe and
superior skin lighteners for having somehow suddenly
called into existence a preference for light over dark
skin, even though Indian women had for centuries been
using traditional, natural and sometimes poisonous
nostrums for this purpose. Other leftists have blamed
the British, claiming that their former red-faced rulers
with heads protected from the sun by solar topees
(from the Hindi sola topi) imposed their own high
evaluation of fair skin on their Indian subordinates
who were forced to imitate them. Complete nonsense
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of the usual leftist sort. The obsession with light skin
is just as strong in China, Korea, Thailand and Japan
and just as ancient. An ancient Japanese proverb says
‘A fair complexion hides seven flaws’ meaning that a
fair skin is so important a component of beauty that any
other defects in a woman’s appearance are insignificant
by comparison.
A key reason for the traditionally high valuation
of fair skins throughout Asia is that it proves that its
possessor is not a peasant, not one of
that great segment of the population
forced to toil in the fields exposed to
all the elements. In the past, the era
of the parasol and the big hat, it was
also the case in Britain. Some female
agricultural workers even wore veils
when working out in the sun. No one
wanted to become brown. Everything
changed once the great majority of
the British went to work in factories
and offices and were in consequence
permanently pallid. At this point a
suntan became the fashionable way
of showing that you belonged to the
leisured classes. For those who could not afford to
lounge in the sun abroad little tanning shops for the
poor soon sprung up; most of their customers are
women.
The aim of those who seek a suntan is not to meet
our Indian cousins half way. Their ideal might be
described as a ‘blonde-tan’, and those who tan their
skins are also apt to change their hair colour to blonde
with tints and dyes and bleaches. As many as a third
of the women in Britain appear to have fair hair, but
for very few of them is the colour natural, even though
they may have been truly blonde as young children. In
Europe and North America only about 5 per cent of the
women have naturally fair hair but there are blondes
everywhere. It helps their image. Women who describe
themselves as blonde on American dating sites get far
more email replies than those who do not. Blonde hair
signals youth, just as grey hair is a mark of age.
In India as in Britain women get darker as they
get older and they also cease to be slender. There is
a limit to what you can hide even with a sari. Fairer
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skin and slimmer bodies are sought because these are
the marks of youth. It is youth that attracts men and
youth that is celebrated by other women. In India this
factor is reinforced by the insistence that men should
always marry women much younger than themselves,
something that is merely customary in England. In
India if the wife is even very slightly older than the
husband, such a marriage is seen as inauspicious.
It is all very unfair to women and the tyranny of
appearance weighs heavier on them than on men, but
the latter are by no means exempt as any short, bald
man can tell you. Look at the many advertisements that
falsely claim they can make a bald man’s hair grow
again or the preference by most women for a husband
who is several inches taller. In America for each added
inch in height men earn an extra $800. It doesn’t pay
to be short. And you thought skin colour was unfair?
What is odd about the perception of skin colour in
Europe compared with Asia is that it is dichotomous.
Either you are white or you are not which is even more
unfair and sometimes very odd. In 1886 Dadabhai
Naoroji, a very light skinned Parsee, stood as a Liberal
candidate for Holborn, a strongly Conservative seat,
and lost. Two years later the British Prime Minister,
Lord Salisbury, speaking colloquially, said of Naoroji’s
defeat that ‘I doubt if we have yet got to the point
where a British constituency will elect a black man
to represent them’. However, in 1892 Naoroji was
elected to the House of Commons by the people of
Central Finsbury and the Conservatives decided to
have a Parsee candidate of their own. He was Sir
Macherjee Bhownagree, who was elected for Bethnal
Green in 1895.
The dichotomous perception of skin colour in Europe
was not present at the time of the Roman Empire, when
the Mediterranean Sea bound people together rather
than forcing them apart. Everything changed with the
Muslim invasions, a calamity that was also to strike
India. The Mediterranean world became divided into a
light-skinned Christian Europe to the north as against
the dark-skinned Muslim world of the Middle East
and North Africa.
The Muslim armies also invaded Christian Spain and
in the 8th century became the ruling colonial power
in that country. Over the centuries that followed the
Spaniards slowly regained their independence and in
time expelled the Muslim settlers. Some of the settlers
converted to Christianity, or appeared to convert, in
order to be allowed to remain, but these darker skinned
Moriscos were regarded with suspicion and many were
later forced to leave. They were seen as lacking the
sangre azul, the blue blood of the Spanish aristocrats
and gentry, the hidalgos, whose skin was sufficiently
white that their blue veins were visible in their wrists.
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Having blue blood also showed that you were not a
peasant, tanned by outdoor work in the fierce Spanish
sun. It was at this time that limpieza de sangre, purity
of blood, not having Moorish or Sephardic ancestry
became a Spanish obsession. A line had been drawn
between the white and the brown that marked the
incompatibility of and hostility between Christians and
Muslims. It was also at this time that the Christians
first broke free from the Muslim encirclement of
Europe from the Balkans to Morocco because they
had developed ocean-going ships and sophisticated
navigational instruments. They took their dichotomous
views of skin colour with them to other continents. In
Latin America the dichotomy soon collapsed because
so many Spaniards acquired local mistresses and thus
children of an intermediate colour. In the later days of
British India the strength of caste on the Indian side
and the power of upper middle-class British wives, the
memsahibs, to see off any rivals meant that this did
not happen. The treatment of the Anglo-Indians does
no credit to the British, but the Indians do not come
out of it very well either.
The absurdity of the importance given to whiteness
as a super-category was brought home to me forcibly
when as a student I visited Japan in 1966 and was given
lunch by a British expatriate, a businessman, who had
been there for nearly twenty years and had married a
Japanese wife. He had learned to speak Japanese with
such skill, including the niceties of ‘respect’ language,
those various levels of respectful, humble, and polite
Japanese speech, that he was able to enjoy a lucrative
second career as an actor for Japanese television
playing all manner of Europeans including much
younger men. At that time he had little competition
since he was one of the very few foreigners with total
proficiency in Japanese. At the end of the lunch he
asked me what I thought of the Japanese. I mentioned
their hospitality, courtesy and intelligence. But then
he suddenly asked me, ‘they are white aren’t they?’ I
was amazed at the question but I knew the answer he
wanted and reassured him that of course they were. I
could see that he could not bear to see the nation he had
joined by marriage and by culture as being anything
else. In fact the Japanese range in colour from being
utterly white to being very brown. But you have only
to look at their traditional paintings to see how much
whiteness in Japanese women is prized and it has
nothing to do with the Europeans; when the latter, the
henna gaijin (funny foreigners) did appear in Japanese
art they were often made to look ridiculous.
Even where darker people have held power, they
have still seen lighter skinned women as the most
desirable. In the Muslim slave markets of the Middle
East Polish and Ukrainian women fetched a particularly
19
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good price. According to the sociologist Stanislav
Andreski this led to the whitening of the Turkish élite
as fathers favoured the light-skinned children of their
East European slave concubines. Pimps from rich Arab
countries are still recruiting blonde women from the
much-troubled Ukraine to work as prostitutes. The
high evaluation of light skin colour is not a Western
invention. It seems that men have always tended to
want women who are lighter than themselves.
Attempts by white groups to retain supremacy
over ethnically different darker people have in the
long run tended to be unstable because the latter
organise themselves to undermine a system they see
as unfair. However, the contemporary Indian situation

is different, since the colour spectrum is continuous,
much as height is, and does not coincide precisely with
any crucial boundaries between social groups. Colour
is, therefore, unlikely to become a focus for militancy
in India. The purveyors of lightening potions will be
forced to tone down their more offensive advertising
but the general Indian prejudice against those who are
dark will remain strong.
Christie Davies has been a visiting scholar at several
Indian universities and wrote for the Indian journal
Quest. He has lectured by invitation in Osaka and is
co-author with Goh Abe of Esuniku Joku Tokyo 2003.
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A New Kind of Modern People
Penelope Fawcett Hulme

I

was surprised to see the bath full of large fish. I determined to do it just as her mother and grandmother
was told they weren’t being fed and decided to give had done.
‘Galette’ she said delightedly at Christmas lunch
them breadcrumbs secretly, but when I returned the
bath was empty. There were tell-tale spots of blood on and the bathroom carp returned to us entombed in
the tiles and I knew that the man of the house had been jelly. I wasn’t expecting sprouts and roasties but
fish in gelatine was a dismaying dish to me. As an
busy with a hammer.
alternative she offered me
‘Poles are very different to
herring she’d preserved in
us’, a friend had said recently.
a jar. ‘Not jellied’, she said
I wasn’t sure as when I lived
coaxingly, but in my mouth
there in 1978 under Gierek’s
Communists, I saw people
it seemed that way to me. I
had to swallow, eyes bulging,
struggling to survive but
while everyone watched with
longing to unite with us in the
interest. I contented myself
West. On the first day of my
Christmas in a small Polish
with the vegetable salad,
town, I realised my friend
cold boiled carrots and peas
mixed in mayonnaise. Their
might be right.
Later we visited a shopping Krakow (Poland) Market Square © Marek and Ewa Xmas pud, Kasha, buckwheat
Wojciechowscy
porridge mixed with poppycentre, like all public places
adorned with an almost life size crib showing the Holy seeds, resembled a primeval version of ours. ‘It has
family. They didn’t have supermarkets with aisles to be sticky enough to stick to the ceiling’, she said. I
under Socialism, the people looked better dressed and tried some cheese cake but it had no flavour and was
happier but they had remained the same shape. In my topped with desiccated coconut or shaving foam.
seven days there I didn’t see one obese adult or child.
My gifts were not that well appreciated either. She
‘We can’t afford processed food’, my Polish friend was too busy making gallons of beetroot soup to notice
told me. Most women still cook for their families at what I had brought, while her daughter said my mint
home. The fast food culture had not caught on as I batons tasted, ‘like toothpaste’. But gift giving didn’t
saw, as she set about rolling out 1,000 meat dumplings, seem very important, there was no frenzy about it as
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there is here and they delighted in my crackers, which
they knew of from the film Mr Bean.
As in the UK there was too much food, or rather too
much at the same time. One day we had a large meat
breakfast at noon, followed by tea and shaving foam
cake at two, then carp, glutinous dumplings and salad
at four. It almost made me tearful. ‘The men will eat
it’, she said cheerfully and they did, fish bones flying.
I longed for a simple piece of toast but that would
have involved explanation from me and concerned
arguments between them. They have an endless desire
to chat and wrangle, a characteristic unchanged over
the last forty years. That constant desire for discussion
together as Poles suggests a cohesion not yet eroded
by satellite TV, social media or migration.
In England Christmas involves one bit of church and
lots of varied food. In Poland it’s the opposite. I went
with them to Mass three times, including the Sunday
after Christmas when we’d been out late and one son
hadn’t come in until 5am.
‘Failing to attend church on Sunday is a serious
sin’, she told me. The Polish God has no truck with
sick notes. But what services they were. Some of the
cribs containing plastic dolls with yellow nylon hair
were best ignored, but it was impossible not to notice
the fervour of worshippers. Children from infants to
teenagers focussed on the service, sometimes standing
for over an hour, without bringing along copies of
Harry Potter or crayoning books in case boredom
should strike.
Broadcaster Adrian Chiles recently said a service he
attended in Poland was his ‘all-time greatest Mass’. It

might have been the intensity or the sheer numbers that
thrilled him. He might not have seen in them, as I did,
an unchanging strain of passionate Polish patriotism,
or some might say, Catholic nationalism, as alive now
as under Socialist suppression.
One major difference from us was surely this
unabashed national identity. Although Poles of all
classes are now very familiar with the West – my friend
has several neighbours working as care assistants in
Cornwall, and I know sophisticated people in Warsaw
who detest the Church. The people I met had little
interest in the attitudes of other Europeans and remain
un-cowed by any Left-wing consensus on how to think
and speak.
I heard jokes about homosexuals, a topic they found
hilarious and appalling. For the people I saw shopping,
‘Black Friday’ would probably imply an immigrant
invasion from Africa. A local woman had just had a
baby with an Iranian in the UK. This bought unanimous
disgust. ‘It will be half child, half Muslim’ my friend
said mysteriously. Many Poles see Islam as a threat
to all they hold dear and feel no shame at saying so.
After all they’ve been through, during the war then
under the Soviets, it is not surprising that they remain
passionate about their own culture. They didn’t emerge
from Communism resembling us but became a new
kind of modern people, seizing every new day for all
it can offer, while remaining proudly and resolutely
themselves.
Penelope Fawcett Hulme is a social commentator.
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Caliphates and Crooks:  the
crucial role of Turkey against
ISIS
Euan Grant

A

s the migration crisis continues hardly a day
goes by without Turkey’s relations with the
EU states being brought into stark and tragic
focus. With progress in combatting ISIS remaining
uncertain the 19th (and early 20th) century Eastern
question is back with a vengeance in this centenary
year of the evacuation of Gallipoli and the Sykes-Picot
agreement. Whether solutions can be
found to both issues with Turkey is
moot. None will be found without
her.
That this tragedy continues is
clear from the continuing and
unexpectedly high – for the winter
season – migration attempts from
Turkey to Greece and onward into
the rest of the EU. This is despite
especially German diplomatic
pressure on Turkey to honour its
side of the November 2015 Paris
agreement on enhanced cooperation
and interdiction measures in return
for extensive economic aid. At the
same time the prospect, no more than
that, of visa-free travel within the EU means the stakes
could not be higher. Everybody fears that another major
terrorist atrocity in a large EU state linked to travellers
to and from ISIS territory via Turkey is highly likely.
If one happens it will pose a major political threat to
Chancellor Merkel’s position, and the upcoming UK
EU referendum. And all this is before considering
the rapid ISIS deployments into Libya. There is also
increasing evidence that Moroccans, who form an
unexpectedly large proportion of European-based
violent extremists, are now appearing in all the war
zones. Not long after Paris eight Moroccans were held
at Istanbul’s Ataturk Airport, which has now overtaken
Frankfurt to become the third largest European Airport
in passenger numbers.
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Turkish Airlines has rapidly grown and now serves
more international destinations than any airline in the
world. This was recognised before the Paris atrocities
by the EU’s border control coordination agency
Frontex and because of the expansion of routes into
places like Eritrea and Somalia I have highlighted the
fact with UK anti-terrorism officers. Ataturk Airport
is now a transcontinental hub to rival
those of the three Gulf Airlines.
The scale and direction of
movements through it pose a
major challenge to UK agencies
concentrating on the land and
sea movements of refugees. That
awareness of this situation has
increased is shown by more media
references to the use of Ataturk and
other Turkish airports along with
attempts to disguise the ultimate
destinations of UK nationals who
have turned up in Syria. All this
has been putting a lot of European
pressure on the Turkish government
and cooperation has certainly
increased in relation to handling of suspect movements
via Ataturk airport. The situation is however much
murkier on Turkey’s land and sea boundaries. There
are still regular reports of drownings on crossings from
the mainland to Greek islands like Lesbos, despite the
distances being so short that when looking from the
island. cars can be seen on the Turkish side.
Despite being alleged rivals, Presidents Erdogan and
Putin preside over states with many similarities in their
‘Deep States’: there are links between politicians, public
officials, especially law enforcers and the military, with
politically protected upper echelon organised criminals
overseeing heroin smuggling and human trafficking
networks. The links between top level Putin loyalists
and premier league intercontinental Russian drugs
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traffickers since the 1990s were recently highlighted backing the Russian reports, if they knew these were
in the conclusions of the UK public inquiry into the false. Russian–Israeli links and cautious cooperation
death of Alexander Litvinenko this January.
are a little remarked aspect of the Syrian situation, as
Similar criminal links in Turkey have become they are in the Alexander Litvinenko story.
undeniable ever since the identification of a Turkish
There are a lot of dots to join up. Should the Turks
Mafia boss alongside a senior policeman and an be rebuffed over the long term by withdrawing the
extreme nationalist politician in a car crash in Turkey. carrot of visa-free access to the EU, they are going to
The continuing failure to intercept migrants and need an awful lot of financial assistance to cooperate
refugees trying to enter Greece and Bulgaria via effectively. But hearts and minds aren’t always won
the longstanding Balkan route networks for heroin, over by hard cash, and the Europeans need multiple
cigarettes and people smuggling confirms this. There contingency plans. These will require the closest
is too much money available to corrupt too many possible coordination between the central European law
people for this to be eradicated, easily or not. It is enforcement agencies and the Member States’ border
no coincidence that Europol
control forces and all other law
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has raised concerns that ISIS,
enforcement agencies and their
Presidents Erdogan and Putin preside
very likely building on Turkish
intelligence services. The latter
over states with many similarities in
criminal links with Albanian
organisations have historically
their
‘Deep
States’:
there
are
links
and ex-Yugoslav criminals, has
been less integrated into border
between politicians, public officials,
been able to establish training
security and law enforcement
especially law enforcers and the
camps in the Balkans. The
work in continental Europe
military,
with
politically
protected
latest deployment of Frontex
than in the English-speaking
upper echelon organised criminals
staff and Member States’
world. The recognition after
overseeing heroin smuggling and
border guards to Macedonia
the Paris massacres that much
human trafficking networks.
reflects the harsh reality of
needs to be done reflects reality.
a Greece unable to cope. It
It is not political and media
was hard enough to tackle such problems in normal hysteria. Every organisation involved, whether
conditions with genuine Turkish cooperation, but much deployed in Turkey, along the EU border in Macedonia
more challenging now that Turkey has to pay so much or along southern entry points and back to the northern
more attention to its own southern and southeastern capitals will need to realise this problem. Top quality
borders.
leadership, and enough of it, will be needed. Not
Perhaps the final smoking gun revealing how everything they all need to know is in a computer
Turkey’s ‘Deep State’ operates is the growing evidence database, and that will never change. Computers won’t
of the scale of oil smuggling from IS territory into talk to each other if eyes and ears are not willing to.
Turkey. The widely publicised US coalition air strikes
against tanker convoys demonstrate that such networks Euan Grant is a former UK Customs & Excise
exist. It is not clear whether the tankers are operating Intelligence Analyst who has subsequently worked in
into Turkey but big profits make strange allies and Turkey, the Middle East and Ukraine.
Back to Contents
fuel smuggling has been going on across Turkey’s
Iraqi Kurdish border since Saddam Hussein’s time.
*******
While the Russians have lied through their teeth about
their involvement in Ukraine, their air reconnaissance
photos allegedly showing large and well equipped
convoys at the ISIS controlled strip of the border.
Putin’s direct challenge to Erdogan over the reality of
Would you like your portrait painted in oils?
these convoys was more explicit than anything said to
If you have enjoyed my artwork in the present
Ukraine’s President Poroshenko. The reports of Turkey edition of the Salisbury Review, I can paint your
seeking a rapprochement with its former ally, Israel,
portrait at a very reasonable cost.
are a clincher. Doubtless both feel they need friends.
Despite the sensitivity of the issue, the Israelis have
Award Winning Artist
been bold enough to raise the question of ISIS oil trade
Lindsey Dearnley
with the Turks. Given their extensive reconnaissance
capabilities and historic intelligence links with the Iraqi
https://paintingdrawingblog.wordpress.com
Kurds, they are likely to be speaking with confidence
and would not want to risk relations with the US by
07749185565
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Letter from America
Mark Mantel

I

remember in my adolescent days, when one could
still read books free from life’s worries, I read a
novel by Tolstoy called Resurrection. It is about a
prince who decides to save a girl from the tsarist penal
system. The prince had once been in love with the girl,
but he abandoned her, the way princes do, and the girl
ended up going to the bad. Many years later the prince
found himself on a jury and the girl was on trial, I don’t
remember quite what for. So he has a spiritual dilemma,
the kind without which it would not be a Russian novel.
Anyway, in one scene, the prince visits the house of a
prominent lawyer, which Tolstoy wrote, was the first
time the prince had ever been in a bourgeois dwelling.
Of course the nobleman is impeccably polite, but it is
clear that he has a heartfelt scorn for the establishment,
right down to the dainty furnishings. Being brought
up in America, I did not know quite how to take the
prince’s lofty distain. Weren’t lawyers near the top of
the food chain? I decided to ask my mother.
Mom, why did the prince look down on the lawyer?
Because he is a noble and this is much higher than
lawyer.

She answered in her thick Russian accent:
But the lawyer is the richest best lawyer in the
country…
Does not matter. He might even be much richer than
the prince...
But do they act different?
Read book Mark. Yes, they act much much different.
Noble is usually in the army or maybe diplomat. He
does not count the money. He has the noble blood….
Do we have the noble blood Mom?
No, Mark, we do not have the noble blood.

This talk unsettled me, not only because of the bad
news about my birth. It unsettled me because I needed
to alter my scheme of the world, demoting like fallen
angels where I put lawyers and certain others who
do not lose caste by honest labour. And it was only
later in life, when I learned about the noblesse de
robe, that my adolescent equilibrium was restored
somewhat. In any case, I am a lawyer myself now, for
all its splendeurs et misères and I wonder: What are
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the effects on America’s cultural landscape of having
lawyers roaring high and mighty, instead of bleating
like lambs as they did in the old days?
This is a broad question. I will not talk about the
common ills of contingency-fees, nor the expense
of litigation, nor the detailed contractual language
posted on every electronics box, requiring some poor
pensioner who bought a jigsaw to settle his dispute by
binding arbitration. I will not talk about the occasional
old playground that needs to be flattened because one
unfortunate child had a bad fall. These things have
been said a thousand times before.
Moreover, I do have some nice things to say about
my calling. It is good that lawyers are set above many
other alternatives, for instance software executives.
The law is, after all, a rather Burkean institution that
embodies accumulated wisdom. It is near impossible
to be deeply familiar with it and not have at least
some sense of original sin and the tragedy of the
human condition. Few lawyers would unreservedly
adopt utopian schemes for perfecting humanity or
programmes promising unlimited progress. Most
realise that no amount of techno-gadgets will ever
eradicate human sadness. This wisdom alone prevents
a whole lot of mischief in the world.
Likewise, lawyers are a better governing class than
government clerks, no doubt about it. Clerks are a
‘numerate but illiterate’ lot if ever there was one, as the
poet Geoffrey Hill might put it. Even a criminal would
rather tell his woes to a judge or lawyer than to some
angry little bureaucrat. There is a degree of liberality
and generosity in the lawyer that is absent from the
bureaucratic soul. Seeing, for instance, what our Child
Protective Services (CPS) do to folks proves this point
irrefutably. The CPS will leave the very poor and the
very rich alone. But those in the middling stations of
life they won’t let be. So on one block a kid will be left
to suffer savage mosquito bites in a dilapidated crackhouse as yellow foam leaks from his rump. And on
another block the poor devil will be yanked from mom
just because the turtle-cage smells a bit bad. There’s of
course no making head or tale of it when it comes to
state officials. But at bottom all the trouble comes from
their lack of the old humane learning. This is why they
ought not to run things. On the other hand the typical
American litigator would sue his own dentist for not
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yanking his tooth quite right. This leads to all kinds of
unpleasant things in the commonwealth.
The trouble, really, is that law is an ethical thing,
and it is not quite good to be ethical in private life.
Ethics isn’t the same as goodness and it isn’t the
same as honour either. When the ethical imagination
takes root, it is like a cucumber bush taking over the
tomatoes. It asserts itself in big things and in small.
For instance, the ethical man will always send back
his overdone beefsteak, because he paid for it, whilst
the honourable man would sooner just chew on it. And
this is bad largely because sending back beefsteaks
is usually an ugly ordeal. It is why genuinely fine
conduct is becoming rarer, even as our codes of ethics
are becoming so heavy it takes a muscular librarian
arching himself back to lift one from the scorned dust.
But the modern resort to ethics feels so natural, so
perfectly ordinary, that we almost forget that other
sensibilities exist better suited to arrange the drapery
of life. Recall, even a demon in Dante’s hell asked,
from the boiling flow, if the old elegant manners were
still cultivated in his native land. Manners are a good
guide to good conduct because they are related to
beauty, which needs to house itself in definite things
like twinkling blue eyes. I know there is such a thing
as an elegant criminal but even he will act ugly when
he is acting badly. An ugly thing can’t be made pretty,
despite what the Guggenheims and Tate Moderns of
the world try to teach us.
I remember my kindly ethics professor in law-school,
pacing backward and forward, when I disturbed
him with my thoughts about all this. He asked me,
with a sudden sharp reproving tone, how we should

function without ethics codes? I pointed to a portrait
of George Washington on the wall and asked: how
did he function? This, naturally, made the man wave
around his battledore, and he said all sorts of things
and got the better of me, and I went away embarrassed
and confused. Still, many moons later, I still think that
ethics just aren’t a definite thing at all, and that they
can be wrought any which way by noisy disputation.
Remember Richelieu said he only needed three words
spoken by any man to find reason to hang him? Which
is why modern Americans go on blithely suing their
dentists
I should also draw men’s eyes to the disintegrating
effect legalism has on communal life, to the extent the
latter still exists. Resorting to law always feels like a
kind of betrayal, even amongst strangers. Why is that?
Why is it that I might forgive a man who clubs me
with a bat, but a lawsuit creates a barrier that forever
estranges us? Probably, because when the state kicks
its boots up on our divans, it brushes aside the informal
understandings that folks might otherwise reach. It
makes us do what the lawyer says, instead of, in the
words of Burke, what ‘humanity, reason, and justice
tell us we ought to do’.
In the end, I am not saying that doctors or businessmen,
philosopher-kings or professors of aesthetics would do
a better job of it. And I don’t see either how Coolidge’s
clerisy, or Eliot’s version of it, could be instituted
these days as an alternative lawyer’s rule. But each
individual soul can still seek to enrich himself on the
sensibilities of a loftier past, when a dentist could be
a dentist without any fear.
Mark Mantel practices law in Richmond Virginia.
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The Oppression Business
Edward Copplestone

T

with human beings as they actually are is equalled only
by his distaste for political responsibility. The exercise
of real power always excites opprobrium, and that he
cannot bear. But if he does not have a plan, he does have
a mission: to chide, to denigrate, to undermine those he
holds responsible for the dreadful state of the world.
White people of European stock, of course. Better:
white males. Better still: white heterosexual males.
And better than better: white heterosexual cisgendered
males. Ask him to explain why the Paris bombings,
say, or female genital mutilation are really the fault
of straight white men, and his language will become

he ‘struggle against the establishment’ has
changed in character over the last half-century.
It was once conducted by activists convinced that
parliamentary or revolutionary power was necessary if
the world was to be changed for the better. And if they
were to achieve such power, then illusions about political
and social realities were an extravagance, anxieties about
being blamed for hard decisions, contemptible. These
days, however, our public and social media testify to the
rise of a new kind of ‘activist’. This sort of person has
no utopian dreams, and even if he did he would shrink
from trying to realize them, since his distaste for dealing
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vague. Expressions such as ‘discourse’, ‘power over’, twentieth century. Fortunately, there was another,
‘structural oppression’, ‘privilege’, ‘intersectionality’ purportedly scientific world-view ready to take their
will be employed liberally, but though their emotional place: Marxism – which was both a diagnosis of society
impact will be obvious their meaning will remain vague. and a prescription for its salvation. It is true that Marx
Press him to define his terms, and he will claim that it is himself had demoted the whole of culture to a mere
not his job to enlighten you, and that
symptom of the economic forces
your quibbling over terms with which
which alone were worth analysis.
decent people are already familiar
But this was not considered an
shows that you must be part of the
insurmountable obstacle – after all,
problem. People like this – and they
what would be so special about the
are legion – have come to dominate
Cultural disciplines if they cleaved
public discussion. They are not the
to the same Marxism which socialist
way they are as a result of personal
clubs and union leaders swore by?
suffering or class allegiance, nor
Thus ‘Cultural Marxism’ – a form of
have they been inspired by a vision
Marxism which turned Marx on his
of justice. But, in that case, what is
head – was ushered into existence.
responsible for their proliferation,
No longer did economics determine
and for permitting them to bewilder
culture. Instead it was culture which
and undermine the society on whose
determined economics – with the
vigour and morale they depend? The
implication that the establishment
answer is academia, or rather, that
could be overthrown by influencing
strand of academia which took it Rudie Dutschke, drowned in the bath the culture which nurtured it.
upon itself – in the absence of any real
All this was very flattering of
expertise – to critique and improve society.
course; and probably the real attraction of Cultural
What is the crucial difference between academic Marxism for students was not any detectable effect
Science disciplines, such as Mathematics, Chemistry, it might have on society, but the feeling it induced
and Physics, and academic Cultural disciplines, such of belonging to a progressive elite. But it turned out
as English, Post-Colonial Studies, and Media Studies? that this complacency could sustain itself just as well
The former are value-free. They do not seek to judge by other means. For example, Marx’s analysis could
their subject matter, only to understand it. The various be detached from the struggles of the proletariat and
Cultural specializations, by contrast, have sought applied to any situation where there was conflict
from their beginnings in the early 20th century to do between minority and majority demographics –
more than merely understand their subject matter. these being always construed as oppressed and
They aspire to judge it according to aesthetic and, oppressive classes respectively. Thus, black people
increasingly, moral criteria, and thus to exert a benign were oppressed by white people, homosexuals were
influence on society as a whole; and it is this embrace oppressed by heterosexuals, Moslems were oppressed
of a progressive agenda which distinguishes them from by non-Moslems, transgendered people were oppressed
the more ancient Arts disciplines – Classics, Theology, by cisgendered people, women were oppressed by
Law etc. According to F R Leavis, one of the great men – for though women were not actually a minority,
early defenders of University English (the bellwether they were, by a special dispensation it seems, granted
discipline, in this respect), it would foster a generation minority status. Taken individually these groups were
of critical spirits on whom would ‘depend the implicit too small or too docile to constitute a revolutionary
standards that order the finer living of an age, the sense threat, and they did not have enough in common with
that this is worth more than that, this rather than that one another ever to cooperate in smashing the system.
is the direction in which to go, that the centre is here But smashing the system was never what it was all
rather than there’.
about. On the contrary, university Culture students
These were daunting pretensions for Dickens and needed to be conscious of unrelenting injustice if
Tennyson buffs to live up to. What, after all, did they their indignation, not to mention their sense of moral
know that their fellow citizens didn’t, which would superiority, was to be sustained. Exonerated, then,
qualify them to take the cultural helm? Obviously, of any obligation to think realistically, they were at
some kind of special authority was called for – but liberty to re-imagine what was in reality a congeries
who or what? The religious convictions of John Henry of incompatible out-groups as a mutually supportive
Newman, the rarefied metaphysical assumptions and progressive in-group: the fellowship of the
of Matthew Arnold, were a dead letter by the mid downtrodden.
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Evidently, the transformation of Cultural Marxism
into illogical identity politics could only happen at
the expense of students’ intellectual powers, and it
was at this point that a second factor, vital to all the
Cultural disciplines, made itself felt: the rise of Critical
Theorists. This is not the place to subject Derrida,
Lacan, Foucault – those idols of the academic market
place – and still less their disciples to rigorous analysis.
That would, anyway, be like bringing up a siege-engine
to assail a bouncy-castle. Suffice it to say that their
tendency was to challenge the validity of commonsense, logic, and evidence, so that rational analysis
became impossible. Literary or other cultural criticism
came to hinge on the mastery of theory-chatter, the
eloquent deployment of ill-defined terms to reach
predetermined conclusions.
So, in the absence of any intellectual principles, what
now governs the thinking and behaviour of Culture
students – and the progressive adults they go on to
be? Firstly a conviction that the only interests worth
championing are those of the minorities just mentioned,
and that people ineligible to be included in them are
responsible for all the ills of the world. Just as the
minorities were re-imagined as a victims’ cooperative,
so the characteristics they lack have been amalgamated
into a single oppressive entity: the White, HeteroNormative, Cis-Gendered Patriarchy, which sounds a
terrifying beast indeed, but is really just what remains
once the minorities have been subtracted from a given
population; with the upshot that white heterosexual
men with no qualms about their gender identity are
the Devil’s Own. And secondly, extreme sensitivity to
the moods and opinions of other progressive people –
who become ever more numerous, as year after year
fresh cadres leave university to take up positions in
journalism, broadcasting and education, or to while
away years of unemployment by disseminating their
piety and their disapproval on social media websites.
Obviously, the progressive analysis is helpless to
solve problems if they demand the recognition of facts
which challenge progressivism’s core assumptions –
assumptions such as the existence of oppressed and
oppressive collectives which do not, in point of fact,
exist. Take the case of transsexual women. With a
judicious application of Theory it was possible to
include them among the oppressors: they were men
guilty of expropriating and caricaturing women’s
identity. Or they could be included among the
oppressed: transsexual women were truly women, and
any hostility they might face was ‘trans-misogyny’. But
if Theory could make both cases, it could never decide
between them. Its remit, after all, was to free the mind
from rational constraints, not to compel the mind to a
conclusion. How, then, was the matter to be resolved?
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By paying careful attention to the shifts and eddies of
feeling among the progressive class as a whole – the
other members of which were all likewise waiting for
a decisive sign as to which line to take. It was touch
and go, but little by little, and then with cumulative
speed, the consensus emerged: transsexual women
were the most oppressed of the oppressed, and any
contrary opinion was anathema. (One is put in mind
of the flocking of birds.) Reactions to the recent New
Year’s Eve sexual assaults in Cologne reveal the same
process at the ‘not yet decided’ stage. The involvement
of two minorities, Moslems and women, makes it
difficult either to acknowledge the conflict (‘how can
they really be at odds, given that they both belong to
the community of the oppressed?’) or to blame one
party or the other (‘if I blame the Moslems, that would
make me an Islamophobe, if I blame the women, that
would make me a misogynist’). The result is paralysis
– a paralysis which will, with a pinch of Theory, be
broken eventually in favour of one group or the other,
just as soon as the yearned-for consensus gives a hint
of emerging.
To judge from the established organs of public opinion
it would be easy to conclude that the progressivism
described in this article: the abandonment of rational
principles, the anxiousness to toe the current line,
the hunger to punish dissenters, the sacrifice of
moral discrimination in favour of a ‘two legs bad,
four legs good’ conditioned reflex – that all this has
become ubiquitous, and must be an expression of
the popular mood. But such progressivism, unlike
trades-unionism, say, is not a grass-roots movement,
and the further one goes down the social ladder, the
fewer people one meets who find it even intelligible,
never mind laudable. It is the product of an academic
movement that has seduced students into giving up
their intellectual birthright for a mess of Theory,
identity politics, and piety – students who have gone
on to become not revolutionaries, but something more
insidiously destructive: a propaganda-chorus chanting
ceaselessly against a real sense of right and wrong, a
real knowledge of truth and falsehood. Its long-term
effects are hard to predict – though they are certain
to be bad – but in the meantime, if you have a son or
daughter preparing for university admission, steer them
towards Science or one of the more long-established
Arts subjects. On no account encourage them to take
the path of Critical Theory and progressivism – if you
were to put their brains in a liquidizer and flush the
resulting fluid down the toilet, you could not more
completely destroy their mental and moral integrity.
Edward Copplestone is a social commentator.
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The Wise Wimmin of WongaWonga
Patricia Morgan

I

listened with a mixture of incredulity and déjà vu as only by the state’, rather than living under their parents’
a university professor (in this year of enlightenment ‘absolute personal ownership’.
2015) lectured us about Aborigines living in
Not just for old socialists. All main UK political
harmonious cooperation for nigh on 40,000 years. parties now insist babies be reared like lettuces or
The women mucked in to rear the children together. battery fowls in state run or regulated group facilities.
The grandmothers at the heart of the crèche were the Caring is wasteful when done out of mother-love, but
repositories of the wisdom which kept the people going acceptable from a paid attendant – which might confirm
throughout millennia. There were no public and private Marx’s characterisation of capitalist ‘commodification’
spheres before capitalism invented doors to keep of human life.
people apart. Even Peter Laslett’s seminal study of preIronically, the lady professor was emphasising
industrial society in The World we have Lost (1965) had the natural, timeless essence of collaborative baby
passed her by. Records
care to campaigners for
showed how people
parents who want to rear
married after the man
their children at home.
acquired a livelihood,
If ‘designer tribalism’
lived in autonomous
accounts of intimate
households and a front
communal care easily
door betokened the
translate into bureaucratic
couple’s command of
takeovers, what reality do
their own sphere.
they have to start with? As
Never mind, how the
Roger Sandall observes in
noble savage is, so we
The Culture Cult (2001),
must have been and ought
these are overwhelmingly
to be.
of ‘defanged tribalism’
A Hindu widow burning herself with the corpse of her
Academia cannot
or
cultures pacified and
husband, 1820s
advance on Marx and
neutralised by colonial
Friedrich Engels’ account where, prior to male authorities, whose laws protect the anthropologists.
usurpation, relations were female centred and The ‘knowledge of what was stagnant, miserable,
promiscuous. Fatherhood was non-existent and cruel, and absurd about the old way of life’ is hidden
children were collectively raised. Men invented or forgotten for ‘a vision of native tradition which is
marriage to steal the children women produced so that domesticated and innocuous, where peace and smiling
they might have heirs to inherit their possessions. A happiness prevail… spirituality flourishes and the gods
flint axe or two?
are kind’.
After abolishing private property, Engel’s first
Never mind that Aboriginal women were goods
condition for women’s liberation is ‘to bring the whole exchanged between warring bands; adultery merited
female sex back into public industry’. The ‘care and a spear through the thighs and a pregnancy out of turn
education of the children becomes a public affair: a belly-thumping abortion. Births have to be culled
society looks after all children alike’. Early Marxist if people are on the move and women have no more
feminist Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1903) sought to say here over whom they produce them by. Where
abolish capitalism to promote a classless, peaceful, succeeding generations live as kin, grannies do not
truly progressive race. With everybody in communal just mind happy babies. Their presence and activity
housing she entertained ‘no more brilliant hope’ than testifies to early childbearing and, as survivors, they
for ‘children as citizens with rights to be guaranteed will then control the child brides who often have a most
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miserable existence.
How academics can still reiterate Engels’ fantasy of
maternal power and comfortable communism in the
face of all evidence to the contrary is, as Sandal agrees,
a way to work off your alienation and hostility to your
own society ‘by wistfully idealizing tribal cultures far
away…with regular pay’. No more so than in Margaret
Mead’s marriage of bohemia with anthropology for
her South Seas mystique. Her Samoa is a palm-fringed
haven replete with free, young sex, where delectable
young lovers slip home at dawn from trysts beneath
palm trees. Devoid of rape and jealousy, fidelity was
incomprehensible. Affection was diffused among a
group, as Samoans did not form close ties with parents.
Much of Mead’s material in her five months in Samoa
came from savvy girls providing the white lady with
information she craved. Others described Samoan
society as authoritarian, with severe discipline from
an early age as well as public deflowering rituals and
a rape rate twice that of the US. The Pacific traditions
of endemic enslavement and warfare, eating prisoners,
laying waste at funerals and destroying the homes
and livelihoods of families by tribal edict, had been
stamped on by colonial governments in alliance with
Christian missionaries.
The reality might have approximated to Cranach
the Elder’s image of Primitive People (circa 1527-30)
where mothers and infants flee before men pulverising
each other with branches. Significantly, a fascinated
toddler looks back. The life of savages was then viewed
with horror. Now Cranach would have to say ‘tribal
communities’ – the term ‘primitive’ suggests there
is catch-up to do. Nastiness is edited out or speedily
glossed over, as for headhunting and human sacrifice in
the British Museum’s recent ancient Celts exhibition.
External observation or evaluation is Western or
‘colonial’ imposition, while tribal ‘wisdom’ has much
to teach us.
The communistic, egalitarian version of ‘designer
tribalism’ is traceable back to Plato’s The Republic. In
the state of nature nobody is oppressed and brotherly
love prevails along with total community of property
and persons. In Ovid’s Metamorphosis, dissension is
inconceivable, sexual promiscuity complete and the
tribe responsible for child rearing. The absence of
heirs removes rivalry and everybody dies voluntarily
and peacefully at the height of their powers aged 150.
The old order is necessarily lost since men became
vicious. Institutions like law, private property and
coercive government are inevitable, needful remedies
for corrupt humankind – as in the account of the Fall.
With Christianity, any future kingdom resided in the
souls of believers, even if stories of a lost Golden Age
might at times influence mystical anarchism.
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The later questioning of spiritual authority by
Protestantism spread to the economic sphere. Anarchiccommunistic ideals suggested that a state free of
conflict which held everything in common might
be created. When someone regards all things as his
property, he takes anything he fancies. The Bohemian
Adamites danced naked in the innocence of Adam and
Eve, regarded marriage as sin and, possessing nothing,
seized anything they could lay hands on and butchered
men, women and children.
Some like Thomas Müntzer and his ‘League of the
Elect’ in the German peasants’ revolt of 1525 had less
interest in the restoration of the primal state than the
mass exterminations which would precede it. Like
Marx’s capitalist hell of exploitation, his monstrous
Babylon would go under in a sea of blood and fire to
clear the way for the egalitarian Millennium. Marxists
would inflate him into a hero of the ‘class war. John of
Leiden, the Anabaptist who proclaimed himself King
of Münster in 1534, presided over a reign of terror.
Property was confiscated, money abolished, books
burned and insubordination meant death. He and his
followers amassed harems. Women who objected were
executed.
Dreamlands open the way to charismatics and
domination by inspiring leaders who wield judicial,
executive and legislative power – the savage solution
to governance and recipe for tyranny. These amass
women for their use and slaughter whosoever they
please, and whether Polynesian chiefs, caliphs or
leaders of 19th and 20th century communes like Oneida
and Jonestown.
The Classical or Biblical paradises some tried to
construct had no model or actual presence in the real
world. It was philosophes like Rousseau who located
them on earth or in nature itself, where a universal
and secular value system was identifiable. This would
ensure society’s progressive development under a
rational or scientific dispensation. The naturalistic
take on human development by this patron saint
of ‘romantic primitivism’ inspired upheavals in
education and upbringing, as well as the on-going
enfranchisement of children as autonomous social
and political agents. So long as natural impulses were
uncorrupted by others’ interventions, the common good
would automatically be served.
With the ‘natural’ an axiomatic good or goal in
the Western mind, fantasies of the unspoilt primeval
world that never was continually appeal. While the
noble savage’s virtue helps to demean and denigrate
civilisation, the thug and the mighty state ever lurk in
her shadow.
Patricia Morgan’s latest book is The Marriage Lies.
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Score a Middle-Class Chick? Join
ISIS.
Mark Griffiths

T

here has been much comment about Labour
left-wingers and Islam. British journalists and
readers not being much given to abstraction, this
is usually framed around personalities: the colourful
Scotsman George Galloway, who sees himself as a
spokesman for Muslims across Britain or perhaps
Labour’s new leader Jeremy Corbyn, so much like the
baffled geography teacher who never understands why
the boys throw paper planes during his lesson.
The left’s thing about radical Muslims is also always
discussed in tones of surprise, as if being left-wing was
somehow very different from wanting to boss other
people around and impose detailed rules for the good
life. Some people see straight away that it’s a match
made in Purgatory. Nevertheless most Europeans
still believe the left’s own story, that socialism is the
‘progressive’ force that transformed the world of 300
years ago for the better. Onlookers continue to find
the left and Islam a difficult friendship to understand.
There’s an interesting sentence in Claude LeviStrauss’s 1950s collection of travel writings Tristes
Tropiques: Napoleon, he casually remarks in a section
about Islam, was the Mohammed who failed. This
shrewd thought immediately suggests a rephrasing:
that Mohammed was the Lenin who succeeded.
Several of Levi-Strauss’s remarks in that short
section (such as that ‘Contact with non-Muslims
distresses Muslims’) suggest other fruitful lines of
enquiry. However, if we take the simple idea that
revolutionary leftists wish to overturn society and
rebuild a very different version, it’s hardly surprising
they’re fascinated by a tribal warlord who seized power
in the Arabian peninsula 14 centuries ago with a new
plan for society. A plan which conquered half the
Mediterranean basin and brought a Muslim army into
central France within 100 years of his death.
That they find the Prophet’s faith so seductive reveals
something inside them. It shows their deep interest
in any set of ideas which can invade large territories,
impose a rigid code of behaviour on subject peoples,
and hold on to most of those conquests for well over
a thousand years. The left’s deferential desire to be
chums with violent Islamists is the poignant schoolboy
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crush losers have for winners.
Part of it is the excitement of the exotic. The real urge
however is to hang around with the original ideological
imperialists who won and learn how it’s done. If it
can be disguised as allying with victims of much later
European imperialists, so much the better.
Many see the left as all about equality and rights for
women and point out correctly that many Muslims are
radicalised because they can’t get a girlfriend. And
it is quite right that a core constituency for Muslim
extremism are men who want more women. It isn’t
the contradiction it seems. For those on the left who
meet the revolution test, feminism is a tool, not a
goal. Women’s studies, gender studies, queer studies
are just tactics, laid out long ago in the 1920s by the
founders of the Frankfurt School. Feminism for them
is a way to destabilise western bourgeois society. A
way to break up those ghastly suburban families leftists
have to go home to over the holidays. Very few young
male comrades on the hard left really care if men bully
women or women bully men in this or that society.
They might talk feminist theory out of genuine zest
for debate, or because the chicks dig it, or because
some case of injustice grips their emotions. But – by
the very nature of their politics – questions like family,
children, and retirement all seem trivial compared to a
glorious future building heaven on earth.
A Militant Tendency recruiter I knew once chuckled to
me under his breath while commenting on a comrade’s
girlfriend: ‘All women want to be dominated, and
middle-class girls want to be dominated most of all!’,
I’m nevertheless sceptical of the claim that more
left-wing men are misogynists than others. Can we
plausibly visualise whiskery Mr Corbyn with his elbow
patches and his Peak District maps secretly dreaming
of silken tentfuls of languid doe-eyed concubines? He
doesn’t have the imagination.
What I think European left-wing men do envy about
radical Islamist men is the sheer simplicity of their
day-to-day lives. In either group they hang out with
the brothers (perhaps someone knocks up some tea or
snacks while they’re doing the serious stuff) plotting
the major outlines of the righteous uprising. They don’t
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about where to go over the spring mini-break.
There are obviously some on the harmless middle left
who get pulled into the lively street demos for the party
atmosphere, in both senses. However, real hard-left
socialists don’t ‘fail to see Islamism for what it is’ at
all. Firstly, many on the left are fascists already, quite
literally. Secondly, they’re frustrated with how their
‘scientific’ study of history’s been unfolding in the
real-world lab.
As a result they are left feeling like Little Brother,
whose glorious rebellions keep going wrong or getting
rolled back. What they want is to cosy up to Big
Brother, successfully invading and subverting other
people’s countries for 14 centuries, and work out how
he does it.
Big Brother might be watching you, but they’re
gazing up at him.

need to listen to all those exhausting details about
whether we visit Mother on Sunday, which school
Toddler should attend, or when we’re going shopping
for a jacket that doesn’t make one look like a homeless
person. Very few men have an everyday life as simple as
they’d like; a life like the heroically scruffy Hungarian
number theorist Pál Erdős (1913 – 1996), who lived on
other mathematicians’ sofas, travelling round the world
with a couple of plastic carrier bags (and who, by the
way, invariably called women ‘the Bosses’). Numerous
bachelors might live in a bedsit filled with physical
clutter, yet perceive a loving girlfriend’s desire to tidy
it all up and buy some normal furniture as existential
clutter, disturbing their monastic mission out on some
kind of social frontier. If most left-wing men were
articulate enough to put it into words, they might admit
they envy the uncomplicated maleness that streamlines
Islamist militants’ lives. Not always hating women, so
much as blithely unembarrassed about not listening
to them. Free of boring, never-ending discussions

Mark Griffith is a freelance writer based in Budapest
and can be reached at http://greenpencilbooks.com
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Into Darkest Oxford
Pankhurst
Oxford.
If Kenya had been a culture shock for me – after
all I had just suddenly found myself among decent
people with well-behaved children, then I could only
sympathise with the inverse shock the missionaries
must have felt upon meeting the ‘real English’ for the
first time. Helen, the wife of the couple, explains in
the article that these working class English ‘are not a
bit like the tourists who come to Kenya each year’.
Many of the inhabitants of the council estate, they
note, were illiterate and living
in conditions of social misery.
At the time of my trip, I
was young and aimless. I was
also liberal with a reading list
that included all four atheist
‘horsemen of the apocalypse’
and I laughed out loud at the article, at the absurdity
of people who were converted to Christianity now
attempting to re-infuse the Anglican Church back
into England, as though Christian civility had been
put into an external storage bank. And yet, it struck a
chord within me. Missionaries, whom I had previously
scorned along with all religion, were clearly troubled
by issues that ought to have been troubling western
liberals and atheists – that vast areas of the UK had

I’d rather be in the heart of Africa in the will of God,
than on the throne of England, out of the will of God.

H

David Livingstone

ad he seen England in modern times,
Livingstone could have been forgiven for
returning to Africa on the next available boat,
back to a land a little less godless and a little more
hospitable than vast parts of the modern day urban
hell hole that has grown up over the green and pleasant
land familiar to the Victorian
explorers.
Had I not had a chance
to see Africa myself, and
remained contained within the
psychosis of British living, I
might not have had a glimpse
of what eventually swayed my views from liberalism
to conservatism.
For it was while in Kenya that I found a newspaper
article relaying an account of a family of Christian
missionaries describing life among the most broken
and destitute community they had ever seen. The
Kenyan born missionaries had been sent thousands
of miles to a God-forsaken outpost on the edge of the
known world – the Blackbird Leys council estate in
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discarded belief and traditional values, and rather than
contentment and rational enquiry take its place, as the
atheist authors appeared imagined it would, the results
were a quagmire of human misery, regardless of the
abundance of material wealth those on benefits enjoy.
The British poor have all the material tools necessary to
improve their own lives, yet fail to do so. The mission
outcome was predictable to all but the missionary
family themselves – after three years working on the
council estate, they had failed to convert a single native.
The English working class, they reported, were ‘least
bothered’ that they had a library, IT centre, and a leisure
centre, all things which ought to make a community a
good place to live and they described it as looking ‘a
bit like BuruBuru’ – a middle class estate in Kenya,
home largely to businessmen and government officials,
not unemployed, alcoholic teenagers like the council
estate equivalent. Amidst such material wealth the
small mission family found their nerves were frayed
by the constant sound of sirens and they feared their
twelve-year-old son might one day succumb to the
social decay they encountered. Indeed, the father noted
that the greatest sacrifice they had made to help the
English was borne by their son, whose grades suffered
and was frequently the only young face in church.
It had not occurred to me before that the kind of life
I had always known was destitute enough to attract the
attention of missionaries. There were social problems
nobody could deny, but I firmly believed, like many
liberals, that if wealth inequality were addressed, then
the lives of the poor would improve. I would not, as an
atheist, entertain the notion that the poor were suffering
from spiritual and social malaise. And yet in my own
life, I have watched friends and family succumb to the
psychosis of the council estate. Perhaps a person loses a
job, or ends up a single parent. Upon arrival into these
communities, men and women who were once easy for
me to talk to, begin a gradual decline, like a battery
running flat. Firstly a lethargy sets in. every task that
needs doing becomes increasingly more troublesome,
as does keeping a routine, and even getting out of bed
at a given time. People who once had good jobs and
interesting lives are not immune from the lethargy.
Often, I have seen bright and articulate people lose a
job, or acquire sickness benefits, and slowly over the
years, they put on weight, lose any need to have a watch
or a clock, they drink more, and generally become dull
to talk to as their world view shrinks to match the petty
squabbles of their neighbours. Without work, there
is no need to develop manners, or hone social skills.
The link between hard work and reward is broken.
Eventually one adjusts to living on benefits, and it
becomes a cage. There is no need to keep standards,
or instil any into children.
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The Mukholis realized quickly about one of Britain’s
most serious underlying social problems: there were no
fathers to be seen. The children were confused because
they might only share one parent with a sibling and
not two.
Putting any kind of direct ministering aside for
the time being, they saw the most urgent and useful
work to be done was in solving the terminal social
decline which is propped up by the welfare system.
Without family stability, they saw that the future of the
council estate youths is bleak. These ‘overly rude and
aggressive’ local children have an apathetic outlook
on life, and little can be done to enthuse them about
any subject. Observing how little education is valued,
they remark that intelligence often resulted in bullying.
Patrick dedicates himself to playing a substitute
father figure to some of the youths his son brings home,
and his wife Helen, concerned with the isolation of
the single mothers, befriends and visits them in their
homes. They never talk about God to the people they
encounter; such conversations fell flat, having found
most people simply stated bluntly ‘I don’t believe in
God’; rather they thought that by bringing stability
into these peoples’ lives, a channel of communication
might open naturally.
Alarmed at the high illiteracy, they also taught basic
reading and writing to the local children. After working
tirelessly to improve British lives and mend British
social problems, the Mukholis realised sadly that their
missionary work had come at a great personal cost to
them. In answering God’s call to help the English, they
had sacrificed their own son’s education, and perhaps
his lifelong social prospects. He appeared alienated, a
church-going, disciplined young man sneered at and
bullied by the youths, not for being black, but for being
well behaved.
To see ourselves from an upside-down perspective, as
a nation recognised as having such serious but obvious
problems by people who have long since suffered
economic strife far worse than any British council
estate, ought be a wake-up call to any progressive
liberal who thinks that poverty stems from a lack of
material wealth, whilst downplaying the role of the
traditional family as though it were a trivial thing.
One gets the impression progressives have spent less
time on council estates than African missionaries.
Despite my hard-baked attitude to the efforts of the
missionaries when I read the article, it struck a chord
with me, and I took it back to the UK, neatly folded,
where I kept it for ten years, having felt it somehow
important to keep.
Pankurst is an artist.
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Conservative Classic — 61
Camp of the Saints Jean Raspail
Brian Eassty

I

n Germany on New Year’s Eve a mob of refugees
goes on the rampage in Cologne, sexually
assaulting women at will, some of them taunting
the police with sarcastic comments about their
privileged status under Angela Merkel’s protection;
in Bonn, the Refugees Welcome organisation hosts a
party which is so bedevilled by sexual harassment that
the charity has to put an apology to all women present
online – and reading The Camp of the Saints, one has
the strange experience of encountering a satire on the
predicament of present day Europe as it unfolds – but
one written more than forty years ago, in 1973.
Jean Raspail has certainly never been reluctant to
assume the mantle of a prophet. The book, he said,
‘seemed to have been dictated by an otherworldly force,
by an inspiration from on high ‘. This inspiration was
‘not divine but strange’, he added in a recent interview.
The idea came one morning in ‘a vision’ as he looked
out over the Mediterranean and ‘They were there! A
million poor wretches...’ the poor of the Third World
on their way to Europe in search of a better life. Other
writers have speculated about what would happen if the
countries of the West were suddenly faced with a huge
number of migrants appearing on their doorstep. In
1990 the BBC screened William Nicholson’s play The
March which asked the same question from a British
perspective. What is astonishing is that Raspail first
seemed to think that he had been vindicated as long ago
as 1982. Interviewed then, he spoke of ‘flotillas of boat
people similar to those I had invented’. One assumes
he was referring to the exodus of the Vietnamese boat
people at the end of the 1970s. The current situation
parallels the book more closely.
The novel begins in an idyllic French coastal village
similar, one assumes, to the one where Raspail had his
‘vision’. We are introduced to Professor Calgues, the
closest thing the book has to a protagonist. He is alone
in the village. Everyone has fled, fearful of a convoy of
ships packed with migrants from India which is about
to be run aground on the beach. The one exception is
a young man who revels in the imminent invasion and
the destruction of civilisation which is to follow as the
realisation of the dreams of his student union politics.
He finds he is not in a safe space. Calgues blasts him
with his shotgun. Sadly the book is never as controlled
or as readable until it returns to the village in the final
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four chapters.
But Raspail wants to work on a much broader canvas.
He takes us back to Calcutta and shows us the convoy
leaving. It comes together as the result of a policy of
the Belgian government whereby Indian babies will
be adopted and raised in Belgium, an offer which is
then withdrawn when the consulate is inundated with
poverty-stricken parents desperate to give up their
children – an instance of the unforeseen consequences
of an act of generosity similar to those being visited
on Mrs Merkel. The rest of the book follows the
progress of the convoy on its journey to France and the
reactions of the French people as it comes ever nearer
and every attempt to prevent its arrival is doomed
to fail. Throughout all this, every French institution
– the Church, schools, the media – is subjected to
Raspail’s satirical scrutiny and found to be shot through
with ‘Christian ideas gone mad’, a quotation from
Chesterton he used in a recent interview to describe the
human rights agenda which pervades public life and
makes it difficult for anyone to highlight the dangers
of mass immigration without feeling somehow less
than respectable. His scorn is liberally distributed but
it is hardly subtly conveyed. Like every French satirist
from Rabelais to Charlie Hebdo, Raspail’s weapon of
choice is the bludgeon rather than the rapier and it is
not used economically. At heart, though, his point is a
simple one: ‘To let them in would destroy us. To reject
them would destroy them.’
Raspail’s attitude to the immigrants is a strange one.
He does not depict any individuals among them in any
depth. The only two who are differentiated from the
multitude are one who is referred to as the ‘turd eater’
and his hideously deformed infant son who, for reasons
never fully explained, end up as the leaders of the entire
expedition. To an extent, this is a useful corrective to
the taking apart for the whole of the BBC’s approach to
the migrant crisis – the kind of report in which Fergal
Keane manages to find one whose sole cherished
ambitions are to train as a brain surgeon and attend
the Last Night of the Proms, and clearly expects us
to conclude that, as he is a jolly good chap, then we
should let in all the rest. However, it would be good
to know a little bit more about Raspail’s immigrants.
As they are so narrowly drawn, there is no room for
a consideration of culture clash in his arguments for
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keeping the borders tightly controlled. There is no
mention of Islam for example. That never seems to
have interested Raspail and he has ceded that ground
to Michel Houellebecq, whose Submission, published
on the day of the Charlie Hebdo massacre, predicts a
Muslim takeover of France. To Raspail, the reasons
why the migrants have to be denied entry are twofold:
because there are so many of them and because they
are disgusting. In their anonymity, the migrants come
to resemble zombies, the only weapons zombies have
being weight of numbers and a relentless onward drive
toward their goal.
Raspail’s novel is as interesting for what it gets
wrong as what it gets right. His migrants come from
India, a country now more likely to send its millionaires
to buy up our industries and sack our workers. They
come by a tortuously lengthy route which serves to

increase suspense but lacks credibility when there are
so many easier ways to make the journey. There is no
sign of the parasites known as people traffickers.
Uncannily relevant as Raspail’s work is, our current
crisis cries out for a more up to date satire. But who
would write it? Raspail has recently been asked if
there will be a sequel to Camp Of The Saints. He says
mysteriously ‘It is certain that there will be one but
not from me’. Perhaps his heir is Houllebecq, though
some feel he is too much that most French of creatures,
the public intellectual showman, solely interested in
provocation for its own sake. Whoever takes up the
challenge, Raspail feels that the time to write it is
getting short and not just because he is in his ninetyfirst year: ‘Will [the sequel] come out before the great
collapse? I’m not sure.’
Back to Contents

Reputations 50
Gustav Fechner (1801-1887)
Brian Ridley

B

orn in a century that saw the marriage of
the science of mechanics and the science
of electromagnetism, the flourishing of
mathematics that quantified both sciences, the creation,
in short, of what has become known as classical
physics – what on earth did Gustav Theodor Fechner,
a Professor of Physics in
the University of Leipzig,
think he was doing! Not only
did he turn his back on the
prevailing materialism of
his calling, he talked about
mind and soul. Not that there
hadn’t been clues in his past
– as a young man writing
under the pseudonym of Dr
Mise, he became recognized
and somewhat notorious for
his poems and particularly
for a humorous piece on
The Anatomy of the Angel.
But not for him was the
application of mathematics
to, say, the elasticity of
solids. Dear me, no. Much more important and much
more interesting was the application of mathematics to
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psychology, and, in doing so, he founded the study of
psychophysics, which was based on the principle that to
every psychic occurrence there corresponds a physical
occurrence in the material world. Matter and mind – or
soul, Fechner makes little distinction – are inseparable.
It is not a big step beyond this, and a gesture to
symmetry, to postulate that
to every physical occurrence
there corresponds a psychic
occurrence in the spiritual
world – pure animism.
All of this must have
persuaded his materialistic
colleagues that Fechner was
bonkers. Nevertheless, he
is famous in physics for his
application of mathematics
to sensation, embodied in
the Weber-Fechner Law.
Ernst Heinrich Weber (17951878) noted that the sensation
of touch was not simply
proportional to the stimulus
but, rather to the logarithm of
the stimulus. There was a law of diminishing returns.
Fechner showed that this law applied to the sensations
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of sight and sound; the law can be illustrated by the
following musical example, familiar to all composers.
Doubling the volume of sound from two violins can
be achieved by adding two more violins. But that is
not how it is perceived; actually perceiving that the
volume of sound is indeed doubled requires no less
than eight violins.
Fechner was also intrigued by his discovery that a
stimulus must exceed a threshold for there to be any
conscious sensation. In his Elements of Psychophysics
(1860) he deduced the existence of a subconscious
regime that received the sub-threshold stimulus.
Advertisers nowadays know all about sub-liminal
perception.
The development that finally made him notorious to
his colleagues, but tended to endear him to everyone
else, was what he called The Daylight View (1873).
Here he claimed that the entire material universe,
instead of being lifeless, is inwardly alive and
consciously animated. This doctrine was to be opposed
to The Night View, pure materialism. In his ZendAvesta, heaven and the afterlife, from the standpoint
of the view of nature (1851, in German) he had already
shown a positively Hermetic fervour in his claim the
Earth and all the planets, the Sun and the stars, are all
animate beings, in effect, the angels and principalities
and the powers of the celestial hierarchy. Fechner, like
Spinoza, saw mind and matter as two aspects of the
same thing, mind being observed from within, matter
being observed from outside. In The Soul Life of Plants
(1848) Fechner had described how plants respond to
stimuli, how sometimes they behave irritably, how
they exhibit life movement, thus showing that a plant
has a soul. His defence against the criticism that plants
do not have a nervous system and that, therefore, they
cannot have any sensibility, was to make the point that
music is not made only by string instruments, but also
by hollow tubes, solid blocks and by drums. (Modern
biology is far from being dismissive of Fechner’s
intuitions about plants. Here are the titles of two
scientific papers: Plant neurobiology: an integrated
view of plant signaling (Trends in Plant Science 11, 413
(2006); Kin recognition in an animal plant (Biology
Letters Royal Society (2007).)
Fechner’s conviction of the immortality of the soul is
to be found in his still popular book The Little Book of
Life after Death (1836). But if matter and mind are just
aspects of an underlying reality, his critics trumpeted,
then if the body suffers dissolution, surely the soul will
too. In Zend-Avesta Fechner answers with an analogy
that relates the soul to the violin.

the self-conscious music of the human brain, when
death destroys the instrument. But at the destruction
of the violin, as also in the death of the man, there
is something you neglect, in looking at that which
is most obvious. The notes of the violin resound in
the wide air, and not only the last note of the music,
but the whole of it. Now you suppose that, when
the sound has gone by you, it has died away; but
anyone standing at a greater distance can still hear
it, therefore it must still exist; one who stands too
far away will not hear it at all, but not because it
has ceased to be; the sound merely spreads itself too
widely, becomes too feeble to be heard at a single
spot; but imagine your ear accompanies the sound
and spreads itself out with the widening circle of
vibration, then you would continue to hear it. It is
never extinguished; it remains forever. The narrowly
bounded violin has spread its music to infinity.

The quantum physicist will recognize an analogy
here with Schrödinger’s wave function, which never
collapses, but retains its coherence forever. But here
is the imagined response of the materialist, found in a
book Mind and Matter (1958) written by none other
than Erwin Schrödinger (1887-1961) himself.
A rationalist may be inclined to deal curtly with
the question, roughly as follows. From our own
experience, and as regards the higher animals from
analogy, consciousness is linked up with certain
kinds of events in organized living matter, namely
with certain nervous functions. How far back, or
down, in the animal kingdom there is still some sort
of consciousness. and what it may be like in its early
stages, are gratuitous speculations, questions that
cannot be answered and which ought to be left to
idle dreamers. It is still more gratuitous to indulge
in thoughts about whether perhaps other events as
well, events in inorganic matter, let alone all material
events, are in some way or other associated with
consciousness. All this is pure fantasy, as irrefutable
as it is unprovable and of no value for knowledge.

But he goes on:
After Spinoza the genius of Gustav Theodor Fechner
did not shy at attributing soul to a plant, to the earth
as a celestial body, to the planetary system etc. I
do not fall in with these fantasies, yet I should not
like to have to pass judgement as to who has come
nearer to the deeper truth, Fechner or the bankrupts
of rationalism.

Whatever the truth of the matter, there is no doubt
we believe in our own unity, which we may call soul.
That belief in our unity rests not on our appearing to
ourselves as such a unity, but on our being able to
appear to ourselves at all.

You think, if a violin which has just been played
upon, is broken up, then it is all over with the music:
it dies away, never to sound again, and so dies away
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Roy Kerridge

S

ometimes I wonder what it must be like to
appreciate culture. Classical music is painful to
my ears, but fine art and poetry give me fleeting
pleasure. I can’t say that they do much for me, but at
least they do not annoy me. However much I may enjoy
them, I can’t remember them for long afterwards. My
mother took me regularly to the National Gallery when
I was a boy, but all I can remember of these visits is
my sense of wonder at the flocks of starlings heading
over Trafalgar Square in the dusk towards their roosts
in Green Park.
Still hoping for the best my mother recently pressed
a copy of Robert Burns’ poetry on me. Before I had
read very far I realized with a shock that Burns was
the eighteenth century Lowland Scottish equivalent
of a country and western singer. Like the country or
hillbilly singers and musicians of America, he took
the traditional music of his land and brought it to a
greater height of sophistication. Many of the fiddle
tunes known and used by Burns were taken to the
USA by emigrants. One of them is Soldiers Joy, still
in the hillbilly repertoire. Many of Burns’s poems can
be sung to traditional tunes. Though American country
music has moved from the cabin to suburbia, the same
old tunes recur again and again, notably On Top of Old
Smoky and Red River Valley.
The quiet decent life of the small independent farmer
is equally evoked in Burns’ poetry and in the songs
and stories of Appalachia. Like many a Southern
musician, Burns was apparently a great womaniser.
Even the contempt or indifference felt by some poor
whites for Negroes has its Burnsian parallel. Burns,
the great champion of Scottish freedom, long nursed
an ambition to grow rich as an overseer on a Jamaican
slave plantation and Burns’ odes to whisky resemble
Appalachian songs of mountain dew.
Early country music of the 1920’s harked back to
an even earlier era, replete with fiddles and nasal
accents. To me, such music is pure heaven, and moves
me far more than any written poetry can do. Later on
the western part of country and western arrived by
way of Hollywood, and fake cowboy songs marred
the perfection that was hillbilly music. Professional
country song writers appeared, not all of them
banal. Some were as good as Burns, in my unpoetic
opinion. Which is better, The Cotters Saturday Night
or Tennessee Saturday Night? Little Jimmy Dickens
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resembles Burns in his story songs of life in humble
mountain homesteads. Sleeping at the Foot of the Bed,
The Galvanised Washing Tub and Take an Old Cold
Tater and wait are Jimmy Dickens songs and Burns for
all I know might be turning in his grave with jealousy. If
only Burns had lived in the age of gramophone records
so I could hear his rhymes sung to a country fiddle.
I was sorry to hear that permission has now been
granted for houses to be built on old oak Common
down Shepherds Bush way. At present, Old Oak
Common is a strange haunted piece of heathland
suddenly appearing at the end of the gap between
Wormwood Scrubs prison and Hammersmith Hospital.
Would fashionable Londoners feel happy to live so
near those huge Victorian edifices? Hospital and prison
dominate the Du Cane Road, and loom over the edge
of the Common. You can tell them apart because nearly
everyone who goes in the prison comes out sooner or
later. The same cannot be said of any hospital.
Thousands of parakeets roost each night in the trees
around the Common, so I am told. I once spent a
night in a tent there but that was before the parakeet
era. I have no patience with people who deplore the
arrival of such beautiful and entertaining birds. Spoilsports say that parakeets take over woodpecker nests
pecked out of living trees but such nests are made
for taking over. In Russia and America, woodpecker
holes are used by flying squirrels and other interesting
creatures. Woodpeckers can always peck more wood.
Anti-parakeet people remind me of anti-grey squirrel
fanatics. Red squirrels and woodpeckers seldom live
in suburbia, but grey squirrels and parakeets do, and
make delightful neighbours.
David Cameron is understandably wary of leaving
the European Union. A Wooster in search of a Jeeves,
he needs someone to tell him what to do. What of the
unthinkable – that Britain becomes a state of the USA?
If we were to lose the Royal Family such a statehood
would be impossible No one would stand for it. What
if a special exception were made in our case, that
we could be an American state and keep our Royal
Family. In no time at all England would once more
rule America, so great a fascination does our royalty
hold for Americans. A Royal Family riven by scandal
would be even more popular, and cement our two
nations forever.
Back to Contents
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ETERNAL LIFE

I

Catholics
Peter Smith

n the mind of the educated reader of this magazine,
various images are conjured up. It might be the
bishops whose ponderous sound bites trespass
onto our television and radio in December and
Spring each year, or on Thought for the Day. Darker
thoughts might spring forward: paedophile priests and
laity have frequently been in the headlines, making
Catholics appear more prone to sexual sinning than
other denominations (they aren’t). And there is the
overshadowing influence of Pope Francis, who has been
given unlimited free passes
by the international media as
his papal caravan has traipsed
around the globe, urging
rapprochement with the US in
Havana, asking ‘who am I to
judge?’ about homosexuality,
questioning the prohibition on
communion for the divorced
and remarried, and publishing
his first full-length encyclical
about the paramount religion
of our day, environmentalism.
To w r i t e o f ‘ B r i t i s h
Catholicism’ is a fallacy.
Take these snapshots of its
congregations that show a city-like church, composed
of a patchwork of villages that meld together and form
an organic whole.
The first Saturday of the new year sees thousands of
Tamaras and Gileses heading to a hotel on Park Lane
for the White Knights’ Ball, where rus in urbe folk
rub shoulders with Sandhurst officer cadets, gymslip
debutantes, and young European aristocracy (many
of whom, after a skinful of over-priced vino, become
‘Euro-trashed’). The Order of Malta Volunteers,
who host the White Knights to raise funds for their
pilgrimages of disabled children to Lourdes, run soup
kitchens across London during the week, Christmas and
Easter residential reunions at Benedictine monasteries
like Ampleforth – ‘Ample-cash’ as the attached public
school is known – and exotic trips to Lebanon, all
staffed by the same Sloanes propping up the hotel bar.
The next day, across the city, the faithful head off to
church. Dozens of French emigres to the white-washed
Notre Dame de France, hidden off Leicester Square,
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for a francophone celebration of the Holy Mass.
Italians attend St Peter’s, modelled on the Basilica San
Crisogono in Rome, and nestling just outside London’s
legal heartlands. Well-to-do Spaniards and other Latins,
as well as Americans and some English, lead their
broods down the aisles of churches run by Opus Dei,
the order established by St Josemaria Escriva shortly
before the Spanish Civil War that claims Ruth Kelly as
a member. Nigerians have a dedicated chaplaincy, with
Mass in the Igbo dialect said and sung in Dagenham
and Peckham, Dalston and
Feltham. Hungover, Giles and
Tamara find their way to High
Mass amidst the incensed
gloopiness of the neo-baroque
Brompton Oratory.
Outside of London, the
majority of the country’s
Catholics reflect their local
populations. Look around a
church and you will find the
middle and working classes
rubbing shoulders, mostly
white faces (plenty of Poles
and Irish, although fewer
of those than before), with
Africans, Filipinos and Indians. About five million
people, or one-in-twelve, have been baptised into
Catholic Christianity, a slice of the UK population
of whom a sliver (around a million) go to church
at least once a week. In parts of Glasgow and in
Lancashire, once a bastion of recusancy, the figure
rises to one-in-five. These numbers were considered
perilous – but are actually quite good when compared
to the catastrophic decline in church attendance in the
Anglican Communion, which may today have fewer
than a million bums on pews each week.
It’s not all that rosy. Figures obtained before the
papal visit in 2010 (Pope Benedict, not Pope Francis)
show that admissions to diocesan seminaries – that is,
men seeking to become parish priests rather than those
who seek religious life, usually in one of the ‘big four’
orders of Jesuit, Dominican, Franciscan or Benedictine
– fell from consistently from over 100 admissions in the
early 1980s to around 35 a year since the millennium.
What do British Catholics believe? Most accept the
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truth of the life of Jesus as revealed in Scripture, that
is, his virgin birth, parables, death and Resurrection.
Outside of these core beliefs, mass-attending
Catholics bend towards the Church’s teachings on
sex and sexuality, and respect its teaching authority
or magisterium. Cultural Catholics, or ‘biennials’
who frequent a church only when guilt provokes them
on the two holiest holidays, almost always reject the
Church’s position on these matters, with contraception
the first to fall away, and find abortion a tricky one.
Catholics largely supported the Church’s opposition to
the introduction of same-sex marriage, but the Church,
and its congregation, is warm to gays who seek its
pastoral counselling, prompted by Francis’ description
of Catholicism as a ‘field hospital’ that tends the
spiritually injured in the midst of a metaphysical battle.
Church entrances reflect parishioner tastes, with flyers
for Fairtrade goods, Cafod overseas aid, marriage
counselling, and mum-and-toddler groups that point
to the British Church’s generally left-wing disposition.
Many sensible minded people even choose to become
Catholics because of the strength of the Church’s
teachings, and the stability of its flock. Catholic
institutions play a large part of this, foremost of
which is its education system (particularly true now
Catholic-run adoption agencies have gone the way of
the dodo). Schools run by Catholic orders are not just
the preserve of the public school system. Religious
movements like the Christian Brothers, much maligned
in their native Ireland after a string of historical abuse
scandals, came to Liverpool in the flood of émigrés
after the Potato Famine. They established schools
in grim city slums, many Brothers dying of TB and
associated illnesses in the process, and tenaciously built
a reputation for academic excellence. Today, Catholics
schools are generally highly-sought after, so much
so that some deploy ever-stiffer admissions tests to
measure interviewees’ Catholicity – how many times
a week do you serve Mass? What is a stole? Which
is your favourite devotion to Our Lady? – that wind
up secularists but create a sense of éliteness that only
attracts more desperate parents.
One thing the Church is well practised at is in seeking
the balance between the maintenance of core, universal
truths, which tie together local churches across the
world, and the accommodation of local peculiarities.
This tension permeates the ecclesiastical architecture,
fundamentally a hierarchy flowing from the Holy See in
the Vatican, through the national churches and religious
orders, right down to nun-run clinics in deepest Africa.
It foments the concept of subsidiarity which, along with
solidarity, human dignity and the common good, is one
of the core ideas of Catholic social teaching. In Britain
these forces manifest themselves in the way the liturgy
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has been developed. Canon law sets out the central
elements of, say, the Mass, like the consecration of
the Eucharist, but gives considerable leeway to priests
to tailor it to the local languages, musical traditions
or church setting. Pope Benedict was truly a fisher of
men in his creation of the Ordinariate in 2009, which
allowed Anglicans to cross the Tiber without giving up
the Book of Common Prayer, flowing vestments and
frequent use of ‘smells and bells’.
Without doubt, orders have collapsed, popular priests
have found themselves in the dock, and schools have
suffered many historical allegations of abuse. Yet
compared to the Reformation, these are minor bodyblows, and ones the global Church is, albeit slowly and
after the fact, tackling head on. Pope Francis has struck
a chord with his attacks on pernicious materialism and
unrestrained greed, and many Britons have turned to
the Church for comfort and succour as they have lost
their jobs and their businesses have gone to the wall.
These are dark times, reminiscent of the early church
when St Augustine, walking on the beach at Hippo,
heard of the fall of Rome. Western Civilization too is
under threat; from Islam, secularization and anomie.
Smile at the candles flickering in the Brompton
Oratory, but the faith they represent will be alight long
after the progessive west is a footnote.
Peter Smith is a lawyer
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Does the EU matter? No. The growth of high speed rail,
London to Nice in 9 hours, £25 to Amsterdam by budget
airline and the cheapest postage ever invented, 0.08p of a
penny for an email, means that every business in Europe
is no further away than your desk, while if you wish to be
physically on the Promenade des Anglais in Nice it is no
more than an hour and a half’s flight away on a budget airline.
The Europe we know today is the natural progression of
technology not the European Union. As trade has increased
on the continent, nations would anway have closed customs
posts, abandoned entry visas and banks would inevitably
have linked together in high speed dealing networks.
Nor was there any need for the Euro. As competition
between currencies outside the Euro zone have increased,
exchange rate costs have fallen, which you will know if
you have ever bought a foreign currency on the net for your
holidays.
Brussels is no more than a bureaucratic cancer, sapping the
life out of continental trade. Like all cancers, as it spreads
it destroys, Greece being its first victim, Spain and Italy are
next. We eventually will succumb.
Democracy is the antidote, which is why officials in
Brussels have arranged for the coming referendum to be
pointless. Any of the so called advantages ‘won’ by David
Cameron will be instantly reversed as soon as we vote yes.
The Editor
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ARTS AND BOOKS
planned two-volume work to three volumes. It’s a
testament to Charles Moore’s journalistic skills, aided
by chilly wit and elegant writing, that what could have
been an exhausting and bewildering account of one
damned thing after another is endlessly engrossing and
entertaining (the footnotes are particularly enjoyable).
Moore even manages to explain the Westland brouhaha
without the reader losing consciousness: for that alone,
he deserves a knighthood.
Perhaps the furious pace Mrs Thatcher maintained
might partly be explained by her combative temperament
– she thrived on drama; but also by her conviction that
her time as leader was limited. ‘Within months of her
landslide win in 1983, she became aware that many of
her senior colleagues did not want her to fight the next
election as leader.’ Her characteristic response was to
treat cabinet members with even greater brutality. The
relentless diet of humiliation dished out to her Foreign
Secretary, Geoffrey Howe, was positively sadistic, and
she even managed to alienate her supposed soul-mate,
Party Chairman Norman Tebbit. By 1987, the Tories,
understandably hankering for a more sedate existence,
had managed to convince themselves that the TBW
(‘That Bloody Woman’) factor had turned their leader
into an electoral liability, and tried to reduce her role
in the general election campaign. She was having none
of it, and the election result proved her right. (Moore’s
account of Wobbly Thursday, when Mrs. Thatcher
and her election team – actually ‘teams’, because she
had a dual operation running – went into meltdown
over a rogue opinion poll is particularly compelling:
somebody should dramatise it.)
Mrs. Thatcher’s femininity, whether she’s deliberately
or instinctively trading on it, is a major theme. Her
relationship with Gorbachev is as sexually charged as
a tango: according to one Russian interpreter: ‘[she]
was all over him, charming him, fascinating him and
he responded in kind…she likes to use her woman’s
wiles to play games with Gorbachev…’ Reagan is like
a rich, elderly admirer, desperate to avoid upsetting
a feisty, strong-willed, younger mistress. She won a
huge arms deal with Saudi Arabia party because King
Fahd considered her ‘a very beautiful woman’. She
had a fondness for dashing young men: explaining
her willingness to make a concession to King Hussein
of Jordan over the PLO, her private secretary Charles
Powell says: ‘She had stars in her eyes about the
gallant little king.’ Attending Chernenko’s funeral
in Moscow, Moore tells us, ‘As was often the case

That Bloody Woman
Scott Grønmark
Margaret Thatcher, The Authorised Biography –
Volume Two: Everything She Wants, Charles Moore,
Allen Lane, 2015, £30.
‘Everyone’s mother in a bad temper.’
In the 1996 film, Multiplicity, Michael Keaton plays a
busy construction worker who, in order to cope with
the demands on his time, agrees to let a doctor create
several cloned versions of himself. It works for a while,
but ends in disaster. During the course of this second
volume of Charles Moore’s magisterial biography,
which covers Mrs Thatcher’s second term as Prime
Minister, one begins to suspect her of coming to a
similar arrangement. The main difference being that,
in Margaret Thatcher’s case, the experiment ended in
triumph, with an unprecedented third general election
victory in a row.
Each section of the book essentially covers one
subject, often a crisis, so we see – in the space of just
four years – Mrs Thatcher, sequentially, trouncing the
NUM; surviving the Westland affair; wooing Mikhail
Gorbachev; keeping Ronald Reagan on track during
arms reduction talks; dramatically increasing the pace
of privatisation; securing a rebate of ‘our money’ from
the EU; signing the Single European Act; dealing with
the fall-out from the American invasion of Grenada and
the decision to allow the US to launch air strikes against
Libya from the UK; battling the Commonwealth over
South African sanctions; signing a hard-fought AngloIrish agreement; abolishing the Ken Livingstone-led
GLC: helping Rupert Murdoch defeat the print unions;
negotiating the deal to hand Hong Kong back to China
– and, in the middle of all that, surviving an attempt
by the IRA to blow her to bits. The reader moves from
one episode to the next with a growing sense of wonder
at this extraordinary woman’s stamina and resilience;
wonder turns to disbelief when one realises that she was
invariably dealing with several of these momentous,
energy-sapping issues concurrently.
It’s no surprise that she came across, according to
one source, as ‘everyone’s mother in a bad temper’,
or that her official biographer decided to extend his
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when she saw parades, Mrs Thatcher was much
taken with the soldiers.’ She insisted on greeting the
‘energetic and handsome’ young Saudi Prince Bandar
at the door of No 10 with a deep curtsey – he thought
she’d slipped. According to one No 10 civil servant,
‘She liked dangerous people.’ As her fondness for
Cecil Parkinson showed, she also had a weakness for
charming courtiers: we’re told she ‘adored the Cecil
type of flattery’. During the miners’ strike, she worried
about what the families of her ‘heroes’, the working
miners, were going through. After signing a heartfelt
letter to one wife, she realised the potential danger
of receiving a letter marked ‘10 Downing Street’ in
a mining community. ‘With a thoughtfulness and
attention to detail which is hard to imagine in a male
prime minister, she wrote a covering note which said:
‘Please send in a Plain envelope.’’ And, of course, she
worried about her children – the Tory MP Jonathan
Aitken was never forgiven for ditching her daughter,
and her son’s shenanigans made her ‘tense’ and
uncharacteristically ‘irresolute’. According to Carla
Powell, the wife of her private secretary, ‘Everything
about her was totally, totally feminine…she loved the
boys [her private secretaries].’ Tellingly, Mrs Thatcher
once told Mrs Powell: ‘If a woman takes on a battle,
she has to win.’
Naturally, these tokens of femininity counted for
nothing with left-wingers. As the Labour MP Glenda
Jackson remarked: ‘A woman? Not on my terms.’
This points to another of the book’s main themes –
the Left’s utter inability to understand Mrs Thatcher
or her extraordinary electoral success. Convinced of
her wickedness, they thought that ‘they only had to
point this out loudly enough and voters would desert
the Conservatives’. Moore goes on, ‘Never… did they
coldly analyse why she was winning, in order to ensure
that she would lose.’
The metropolitan liberal-left’s deranged hatred of
this provincial female upstart revealed the grotesque
snobbery of the nation’s compassion-mongering elite.
The philosopher Mary Warnock produced this gem:
‘Watching her choose clothes at Marks and Spencer
there was really something obscene about it.’ For the
opera director Jonathan Miller, she had ‘the diction of a
perfumed fart’. According to the writer Hanif Kureshi
she had turned England into ‘a squalid… intolerant,
racist, homophobic, narrow-minded, authoritarian
rat-hole run by vicious, suburban-minded materialistic
philistines’. The playwright David Hare predicted that,
once she retired she would leave behind ‘nothing but
the memory of a funny accent and an obscure sense
of shame.’ This subject sees Moore at his icy best:
‘She reads bestsellers was one of the attacks hurled
at her by the novelist Anthony Burgess. Few of the
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wider public regarded this as a crime.’ She was, as
Professor John Vincent wrote, ‘…the point at which
all snobberies meet’.
Why did the Member for Finchley generate such
toxic loathing among the virtue-signalling classes?
Because she simply had no time for them. As David
Hare astutely put it, ‘Intellectuals in Britain had always
dreamed of having influence with practical politicians,
but the bitter irony was that when a prime minister
came along who actually did like intellectuals, it was
the blowhard right she wanted to listen to… not, if you
like, the usual suspects.’ Mrs Thatcher demonstrated
her contempt for sentimental posturing in a 1987 eveof-poll television interview. David Dimbleby asked her
why she didn’t seem to care about the unemployed, to
which she replied: ‘If people just drool and drivel that
they care, I turn round and say, ‘Right, I also look to
see what you actually do.’’ Uncharacteristically (and
disappointingly), she immediately apologised for using
such intemperate language. But, as Moore comments,
‘… the words were of the essence of Margaret
Thatcher. First they expressed fierce antagonism to the
left’s pretensions to the moral high ground. Second,
they encapsulated her tendency to judge by results and
by action rather than by words.’
Despite Moore’s evident admiration for his subject,
this is no hagiography: he doesn’t skate over Mrs
Thatcher’s faults, including her tendency to hector:
‘Once, when she was firing so many angry questions
at David Willetts that he could not get her to read
the brief which answered them, David Wolfson, her
former Chief of Staff, intervened and said to Mrs
Thatcher, ‘Just shut up and read the bloody brief.’’ A
truly courageous man.
A great biography of a great leader.
Back to Contents

Faulty Towers
Anthony Daniels
Space, Hope And Brutalism: English Architecture
1945 – 1975, Elain Harwood, Yale, 2015, £60.00
Not long ago I had to stay a few nights in Coventry.
The hotel in which I stayed was of a design that
would have gladdened the heart of a Walter Ulbricht
or an Antonín Novotný. Asking the receptionist on
the evening of my arrival whether there was a good
restaurant nearby, she suggested one seven minutes’
walk away. ‘But I wouldn’t walk it if I were you,’ she
added. This was because of the muggers and rapists
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who hid in the system of rotting concrete tunnels and
walkways en route.
‘How long would it take to go by taxi?’ I asked.
‘Seven minutes’, she said: this was because of
the road system of overpasses and underpasses that
multiplied the distance between any two places by ten.
Only British town planning could have simultaneously
provided employment for muggers and taxi drivers.
The whole city should be declared a world heritage site
of architectural incompetence and aesthetic disaster. A
few buildings of the old city have been preserved, and
the contrast between their elegance and beauty and the
efforts of the second half of the twentieth century is so
acute that one feels it almost as a physical ache. And,
for me at least, this is true, to a greater or lesser extent,
in nearly all British towns and cities.
This book celebrates the post-war destruction of the
British townscapes and seeks to persuade us it was,
and is, a good thing. It is an impressively thorough
piece of work, extremely valuable in its own way; one
cannot but admire the diligence of the author, and we
owe her a debt of gratitude for doing something that
will never need to be done again. She is an historian
at Historic England, the government’s advisory body
on conservation. Bad taste is official policy.
Her view of architecture is that of a bureaucrat or
technocrat whose ostensible purpose is to solve social
problems. She has a Whig interpretation of history
and uses the word ‘progressive’ of architects and
architecture as if what came later was necessarily better
than what came before, simply because it was a step
to the present. What is entirely lacking in her book is
aesthetic judgment sub specie aeternitatis, the only
kind of judgment that really counts.
True to her bureaucratic outlook, she sees with
concepts, not with her eyes. The urban context
of the buildings she describes and illustrates with
photographs is almost always excluded; and on the
few occasions on which it is included, it demonstrates
just how disastrous the effect of modernism has been.
It is the architecture both of collectivism, a word used
by the author with positive connotations, and egotism:
collectivism because it is the architecture of amorphous
masses, and egotism because it reflects the complete
indifference of the architect to all that exists. Only
making his mark counts for him.
In its various forms, modernism is the first style
of architecture that is almost totally incompatible
with anything else; a single one of its buildings can
destroy an entire townscape. An example, though
there are many others, is the hideous office block that
lowers over the regency terraces of Imperial Square in
Cheltenham, with a visual effect equivalent to a burst
sewer. It is very difficult to believe that the architect of
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the office block could have been unaware of this effect.
The author begins by explaining that, after the
war, much reconstruction had to be done. This, of
course, was true; but it completely fails to capture the
destructive impulse of so much modern building. So
much that had been damaged could have been restored,
in Exeter for example; the architects and town planners
used the war as an excuse for putting into practice their
designs that one is tempted to call criminal; the town
and city councils did infinitely more damage to our
urban fabric than the comparatively feeble efforts of the
Luftwaffe ever managed. How other than a nihilistic
urge to destroy are we to explain Bath city council’s
plans to demolish the Georgian city and replace it
by Novosibirsk-on-Avon, stopped only by public
outrage? As German doctors did not protest against
the euthanasia programme, so British architects did
not protest against the orgy of destruction that has left
so many places a visual nightmare.
Another illustration of the nihilistic destructiveness
of British architects and town planners is the career of
Sir Herbert Manzoni, city engineer of Birmingham,
knighted for services to barbarism, who turned the
centre of the city into a wilderness of concrete and dual
carriageway above, on and under the ground. He said:
I have never been very certain as to the value of
tangible links with the past. They are often more
sentimental than valuable... As to Birmingham’s
buildings, there is little of real worth in our
architecture. Its replacement should be an
improvement... As for future generations, I think
they will be better occupied in applying their thoughts
and energies to forging ahead, rather than looking
backward.

This is the statement of a ruthlessly ambitious, but
stupid and uncultivated, barbarian. It is important
because the man who said it became immensely
powerful; and Ms Harwood’s book includes a picture of
Birmingham’s almost preternaturally appalling public
library. This is what she says of it:
Birmingham Central Library was one of [H D Madin
and Partners’] first buildings in heavy concrete,
clad in pre-cast panels after budget cuts precluded
Portland stone, with each floor screened by the
projecting jetty of that above. The ring road and
an intended bus station determined the module of
1 foot 6 inches and the spacing of 36 feet between
supports… and precluded a basement… its complex
plan largely lit from above shared affinities with,
Ahrends, Burton and Koralek’s work… at Trinity
College, Dublin.

Spoken like a true apparatchik (there are hundreds
of pages of this prose); what she fails to mention, with
a positively Soviet desire to erase history, is that, in
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order to build this monstrosity, the magnificent and
much-loved Victorian central library was pulled down
without a moment’s hesitation. Moreover, the new
library was so awful that less than forty years later it
was scheduled for well-merited demolition. Another
new library has been built at vast expense on a different
site, its architects displaying immense talent of a kind:
they have designed something even worse.
There are a handful of buildings in this book that
do not merit such strictures, but there are scores and
scores that are almost comically awful, or would be
if they did not actually exist. I should like to set a
competition to build something uglier than the Civic
Centre in Plymouth, for example, or the Signal Box
at New Street Station, now listed, in a propagandistic
attempt to persuade us that it has merit. I think the
competitors would encounter great difficulty; it would
be a real challenge to their imaginations.
The author displays neither taste nor even awareness
that taste is desirable or necessary. She is like a
person who witnesses a massacre and writes about
the composition of the steel blades wielded to bring it
about. But her book is immensely valuable as a record
of the destruction of a material civilisation and of the
trahison des clercs that brought it about. It is a true
classic.
Back to Contents

A Real Richard Hannay
John Jolliffe
The Last Imperialist, a Portrait of Julian Amery,
Richard Bassett, Stone Trough Books, 2015, £21.
Younger readers may never have heard of Julian
Amery, the subject of this fascinating and often exciting
sketch of his life and career. First, the career.
He served as a junior minister at the Colonial
Office and War Office before becoming Minister
for Air in 1960. His remarkable success there was
to secure the production of Concorde as an AngloFrench partnership, in the teeth of powerful and
envious competition from the Americans, who tried
unsuccessfully to take their revenge with spoiling
tactics of various kinds. The other great obstacle was
the muddle and incompetence of the then Foreign
Secretary George Brown’s advisers, who were
soon forced into a humiliating volte-face. But the
technological advance, the boost for dwindling morale
and the creation of many jobs was an exceptional
British triumph, which without Amery would never
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have come about.
Before that, he had secured the future of the British
bases in Cyprus, and later he was able to tell an
audience in Jerusalem that ‘it was from Cyprus that
we were able to save Jordan from being swept up
into the Nasser camp; and from Aden we came to
the rescue of Kuwait in 1961.’ We also enabled the
Sultan of Oman, in a delicate operation not helped
by Labour objections at home, and American-backed
Saudi support of the rebels, to recreate and train his
armed forces, in order to protect the country’s crucial
oil industry, which was threatened by the post-Suez
American desire to ‘wind up British interests in the
Middle East altogether’. Amery had been quick to
recognise that influence rather than power would be
Britain’s indispensable role in the area. His part in
the anti-Egyptian operation in Yemen was also vital,
though as a Minister of the Crown his hands were
officially tied. When he was by-passed as a possible
Foreign Secretary his father-in-law, Harold Macmillan,
alluding to Julian’s incomparable network of friendly
contacts, cheerfully told officials ‘Don’t worry about
Julian; he has a Foreign Office of his own.’
Turning back to his early life and formative
influences, his father Leo Amery was of Hungarian
Jewish background, and used his parliamentary
position to help Julian by introducing him here, there
and everywhere. (Much later, he declined a peerage
in case it might stand in the way of Julian’s political
career.) From the start he had encouraged Julian’s
ambition and self-confidence, not that they needed
much encouragement: in a prep school debate on
conscription, Julian had declared at the age of eight
‘I have been in favour of conscription all my life’.
A little later, he composed a letter of advice to the
Kaiser in exile at Doorn and asked his father to send
it to the correct address. The reply was a model of
encouragement and tact: ‘I liked the feeling that made
you write…. but it is not really proper for you to write
to an important person who you don’t know and give
your opinion on big international questions.’
Being a natural rebel, and unreceptive to official
discipline, Julian was not a model schoolboy. He
delighted in the freedom which he found at Balliol,
but soon absented himself in order to witness the
Civil War in Spain. Under fire he showed a courage
and resourcefulness that never deserted him, whether
sabotaging the Nazis in the mountains of Albania with
his old school friends Alan Hare and Colonel Billy
Maclean or sticking to his guns at Westminster after
the war, when he had wafer-thin majorities at several
elections, and was typically undaunted by losing more
than one.
He still hung on to his father’s impressive London
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house at 112 Eaton Square, an address which
sometimes inspired disapproval or envy. He was
never rude to those he disagreed with, and made good
friendships across the whole political spectrum, above
all with Jews and Arabs alike. No politician today
could dream of creating Julian’s personal network,
which ranged from Paris and the Middle East to the
then Rhodesia and even China. His methods were
occasionally ruthless or arrogant, and were sometimes
officially resented; but that never worried him.
This short and thoroughly readable book unavoidably
skates rapidly over some of the complex episodes in
which Julian played a leading part. A more detailed
treatment would be needed to do full justice to one
of the more remarkable political careers since 1945.

the British ‘retreat from Empire’ including Palestine,
the Malaya ‘Emergency’ and the messy withdrawal
from Aden also feature.
Among the overwhelming majority of male subjects,
two women appear: the courageous nurse Maureen
Gara who set up field hospitals in Normandy soon
after D-Day and the splendid Nancy Wake who
rapidly morphed from being the elegant young wife
of a Marseilles industrialist in peacetime to a skilled
and courageous secret agent in war time France whose
exploits earned her the George Medal, the Croix de
Guerre with palm (twice), the Croix de Guerre with
star, the Medaille de la Resistance, and the US Medal
of bronze palm and were probably unequalled, by any
other subject of either sex, in this volume.
Many of the stories relate acts of remarkable
individual heroism in a specific place and time such as
those of Captain Dick Annand VC who found himself
defending a bridge against a heavy German assault in
Belgium in May 1940: ‘As a second lieutenant he led a
counter attack. When the ammunition ran out, he went
forward himself over open ground with utter disregard
for the mortar and machine gun fire. Reaching the
top of the bridge he drove out the party below with
hand grenades, inflicting more than twenty casualties.
Already wounded, he rejoined his platoon, had his
wounds dressed and carried on in command’. Later that
day Captain Annand foiled a further assault armed only
with hand grenades. Having received an order to pull
back he ‘learned that his batman had been left behind
severely wounded. He returned at once to the original
position and brought him back in a wheelbarrow before
losing consciousness as a result of his own wounds’.
The career of Colonel David Smiley reads like
an adventure story worthy of Buchan or Fleming
including exploits during the Second World War and
then in what the late Brian Crozier called the ‘war
called peace’ against Communism from 1945. From
more conventional commands in Somaliland and
countering the Rashid Ali revolt in Iraq, he transferred
to SOE and with Neil ‘Billy’ McLean (whose obituary
appears in an earlier volume) parachuted into occupied
Albania to organise the fractious partisan groups into a
viable resistance movement. Post-war he led an AngloAmerican effort to subvert the Stalinist regime of Enver
Hoxha which was betrayed by Kim Philby with great
loss of life. Smiley remained devoted to the cause of
Albanian freedom for the rest of his days. The end of
the war found him behind Japanese lines in Thailand
while highlights of the rest of his career included an
eventful spell as assistant military attaché in Warsaw
(‘beaten up and expelled as a spy’); commander of
the Sultan of Oman’s army (in which capacity he
successfully repulsed a Soviet-backed uprising) and
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Heroes
James Houston
The Daily Telegraph Military Obituaries (Book
Three), ed David Twiston Davies, Grub Street, £20,
2015.
It was the Independent, when it first appeared in
1984,which revived the newspaper obituary. Before
that the demise of even quite prominent folk was
often marked in British newspapers by only a few
paragraphs. The Independent spotted and filled a gap.
Other ‘quality’ newspapers soon followed and in the
variety and extent of obituary subjects covered, the
Daily Telegraph is now pre-eminent in the British
press. Military obituaries appear almost daily in
the Telegraph’s pages and this volume is the third
collection of them to be published, edited, as before,
by David Twiston Davies, doyen of obituarists.
Their range, published over sixteen years, takes us
from Harry Patch, the ‘last surviving British soldier
to have gone into action on the Western front’ to staff
Sergeant Olaf Schmid GC, an expert in defusing
improvised explosive devices (IEDs) who was killed
in action in Afghanistan in 2009.
The vast majority of the subjects fought in the
Second World War and most were decorated, or at
least mentioned in dispatches. Clusters of gallantry
award winners emerge from the 1940 Battle for France,
D-Day and its aftermath and the lesser known but
bitter and bloody battles in Italy from 1943-1945 and
in Burma in the last year of the war. Commonwealth
servicemen, including a Nigerian and a Ghurkha
veteran are included and survivors of the vicious
Korean War and some of the more violent episodes of
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a spell in Yemen where, as adviser to the royalist
forces against another Soviet-backed insurgency he
‘made thirteen trips to Yemen between 1963 and
1968. Often disguised as a local, he travelled on foot
or by donkey for weeks at a time across Arabia’s most
rugged terrain’.
Mooted (amongst many others) as a possible model
for James Bond, it has also been suggested that John
le Carré ‘albeit unconsciously’ took the name of his
hero from the real Smiley. True or not, the career of
the fictional Smiley seems sedentary and uneventful
by comparison.
Anyone tempted to conclude that ‘they don’t make
’em like that anymore’ should read the story of Staff
Sergeant Olaf Schmid GC, killed in Helmand in 2009
while defusing an IED the day before he was due to
return home after a gruelling three month tour of duty.
During his tour he had rendered sixty-four devices safe
and made eleven finds of bomb-making equipment.
Praising his courage, his commanding officer said that
he ‘stood taller than the tallest under the relentless IED
and small arms attacks’.
Questions are rightly still being asked about the
conditions in which Schmid and his comrades were
expected to operate and whether they had the right kit
and sufficient backup. One can only speculate how
many of the other subjects of this collection personally
distinguished themselves in situations in which they
had been placed through having inadequate equipment
or as a result of incompetent senior leadership.
Significantly it was Harry Patch, the only veteran of
the First World War featured here, who is recorded as
having ‘burned with the strongest indignation – at the
constant danger, the noise, the rats, the lice and the
biscuits that were too hard to eat at Passchendaele’.
A rare note of dissent from the Second World War
was sounded by a junior officer (later BrigadierGeneral) Denny Whitaker DSO who narrowly avoided
death on the ‘ill-planned day trip’ to Dieppe in August
1942 and showed a moral courage equal to his heroism
in the field by bluntly telling Lord Mountbatten back at
the War Office that ‘the Germans had been expecting
them’. Perhaps as a Canadian he was less inclined to
deference.
As Lord Bramall concludes in his foreword the
collection contains: ‘so many other inspiring stories of
daring and enterprise which emphasise the ubiquity,
versatility and professionalism of those who serve their
country in war, mostly from the British Army, but also
from the Commonwealth’.
Reading this book is a humbling, but also an inspiring
experience – especially when one reflects that the
hundred or so life stories represent but a small sample
of those whose lives may be summed up in the phrase
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‘service not self’.
We owe a debt of gratitude to David Twiston Davies
for ensuring that these stirring and moving tales of
heroism have not been consigned to the newspaper
archives to be forgotten but are available to a wider
readership through this volume. Long may he and his
collaborators maintain the centre of excellence which
the Obituaries page of his newspaper has become.
Back to Contents

An Irish Arthur Scargill
Jane Kelly
James Connolly: My Search for the Man, The Myth
and His Legacy, Sean O’Callaghan, Century Random
House, 2015, £18.99.
For such a small place, a hundred and seventy four
miles wide and just over three hundred miles long,
Ireland has a phenomenally exciting history, replete
with heroes. It’s easy to harbour romantic notions
about them, even the modern ones, from Wolfe Tone
to Bobby Sands. Sean O’Callaghan has chosen as his
subject one of the most revered, James Connolly, the
son of an Edinburgh manure carter who became a
socialist intellectual. The defiant revolutionary who
led his men ‘out to be slaughtered’ in the Easter Rising
of April 24th, 1916.
This is a timely book, almost a century after that
tragic episode. It would not be hard to write something
interesting about that tragic stance against the British,
but O’Callaghan has the edge over most historians;
he may not be the most stylish writer, ‘The Civil
War had been deeply traumatic; brother had literally
fought brother’, but was himself involved in the armed
struggle for a united Ireland. From his own experience
during the IRA hunger strikes at the Maze in 1981
he can vividly imagine the feelings in Dublin which
followed the execution of Connolly and fourteen others
in 1916.
O’Callaghan joined the IRA aged fifteen, in 1970,
the same age as Connolly’s son Roddy, when he was
led out to fight beside his father in the Dublin GPO
on Easter Monday. The author took part in numerous
terrorist attacks which resulted in the deaths of two
members of the security forces. In 1996 Roger Taylor
the drummer of the band Duran Duran revealed that
O’Callaghan had foiled a plot to murder Prince Charles
and Diana at a charity concert in July 1983. By then a
police agent, O’Callaghan failed to set the detonators.
He admits he is capable of hating Ireland as much as
he loves it and now lives in exile, producing detailed
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books based on his experiences. Not just a revisionist,
he writes with the passion of an apostate, determined
to paint a realistic rather than romantic picture of men
like Connolly, so long worshipped as part of the canon
of Irish nationalism.
O’Callaghan examines Connolly as a lasting
powerful brand; in 1966 a Dublin station was named
after him, he is the subject of a popular Irish ballad
and inspired a song by John Lennon. In 1994, Radio
3 broadcast Marxist critic Terry Eagleton’s play, The
White, The Gold and the Gangrene, set in Connolly’s
death cell, where brutal English gaolers taunt him about
the failure of socialism. After nearly a century he still
represents for some a pure and self-sacrificial struggle
for human rights.
O’Callaghan is having none of this. He finds his
writing ‘Overly dogmatic and sentimental.’ Connolly
was a founder of the Irish Labour Party but the former
IRA man calls him ‘The Arthur Scargill of his day.’ On
the subject of Connolly’s idealistic plan for the land in
Ireland, he writes bluntly: ‘As soon as Irish peasants
won the right to own their land they would kill rather
than hand it over to communal ownership.’
He has no taste these days for hero-worship: ‘It is
my belief that Connolly willingly dug that grave for
himself’, he says with reference to the mournful ballad.
He accuses him of being ‘hell-bent on armed revolt’
and deliberately choosing a location for the rising
where there would be a high number of casualties,
‘mostly Dublin’s poor.’
The final third of the book, which perhaps should
be the first rather than the potted history of Ireland
he provides, explores the origins of Irish theocracy
and the place of socialists like Connolly in a society
where there never seemed to be a clear left or right, or
class-based politics.
He sees Connolly as a Scotsman who chose to be
Irish and to fight in its cause out of ‘powerlessness
and resentment’. History mistakenly confirmed him in
his own fake identity. O’Callaghan says he was told
by a teacher in his Christian Brothers’ primary school
that, ‘one of the great lies spread about Connolly was
that he was not born in Ireland’. A Brother also told
him that Connolly was ‘Not a Marxist but a great Irish
Nationalist Catholic patriot.’
O’Callaghan spears this nonsense. ‘The simple
fact is there had been little support for Marxism in
Ireland before the Rising’ he writes (Connolly received
minimal backing electorally) and there was little
afterwards. ‘Post 1916 Nationalism, more specifically
Catholic Nationalism, was what it was all about.’
After the executions support for the Trades unions
and the Soviet Union increased. Soviets were
established around Ireland most famously in Limerick
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for two weeks in April 1919 they soon declined. The
author points out the unromantic truth that ‘The total
number of men from both the Irish Volunteers and the
Irish Citizen Army involved in the Rising comprised
less than 1 per cent of the number of Irishmen who
served in the British Army during the First World War.’
The Civil War ended in what the author calls a victory
for ‘The Irish Nationalist bourgeoisie’, who set about
creating a Catholic theocracy. Rather than Connolly
the socialist, Church and state together adopted his
fellow terrorist Patrick Pearse the poetic mystic martyr
as their hero, using his ‘Nationalist Catholic legacy’ to
strengthen the political order. Under the Anglo-Irish
treaty of 1921 the Irish Free State was meant to be
secular. But in Irish historian Michael Laffan’s words,
the Civil War ‘crippled and poisoned an independent
Irish state; inaugurating a bitter ice age that froze Irish
politics for generations.’
O’Callaghan sees Connolly’s Catholicism as
expedient. He digs out a letter from 1907 in which the
Marxist leader wrote: ‘Though I have usually posed as
a Catholic I have not the slightest tincture of faith left.’
He received Communion before he died and persuaded
his wife to convert. ‘Real revolutionaries lie when the
cause calls for it, simple as that’, writes the somewhat
cynical O’Callaghan.
A sacred cult that revered death was branded forever
on the Nationalist consciousness.

Perhaps Connolly did see the way things were
going to go after his death. After the bitter Civil War
Cosgrave, the first President of the Free State, wanted
above all to impose order. According to O’Callaghan,
a major factor in his success at achieving this was the
total support he received from the Catholic Church.
In 1922 the Catholic hierarchy backed the new order
and excommunicated any IRA member still struggling
against it.
As he discards the ‘Holy Writ’ of his youth,
O’Callaghan also makes damning connections to
later events, from 1916 to the present. ‘Once again
England’s difficulty would be Ireland’s opportunity.
The list would go on to include Soviet Russia, Nazi
Germany, and in the years to come, Libya, East
Germany, the PLO, Hamas and Saddam’s Ba’ath Party.’
A fascinating, detailed read, exploring complicated
cross currents leading up to our own day and beyond.
It’s a pity that the author refers to Countess Markievicz
who took part in the rising and was condemned to
death, merely as a future MP, rather than as the first
British woman to enter the Commons.
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Rover V.C.
Celia Haddon
Dogs of Courage. When Britain’s Pets Went to
War l939-45, Clare Campbell and Christy Campbell,
Corsair, 2015, £14.99.
Today dogs, as well as humans, are on the frontline
against terrorism. Five days after the terrorist attack
in Paris last year, Deisel, an assault and explosive
dog, was sent by his handler into an apartment from
which gunshots had been heard. His role was to see if
the apartment was clear. It wasn’t. He was shot dead
by the terrorists.
Dogs have a special bond with humans, as the
reaction to Deisel’s death make clear. ‘Je suis Deisel’
messages of support with nice doggy photos flooded
the web. Even President Putin was touched and sent
a replacement puppy to the French authorities. A few
weeks later Deisel was given the Dickin medal by the
British charity, the PDSA, a medal that was first given
in l943 when dogs had finally been accepted as partners
in World War Two. This book tells the wartime story
of our military canines.
Surprisingly, the British authorities were not keen
on the idea that dogs might be helpful to the military
at the beginning of World War Two. Indeed they were
altogether against pets. Dogs and cats were banned
from air-raid shelters, the public were advised to have
their pets destroyed and in 1939 about 750,000 animals
were killed. Others were just abandoned and it was
left to the Duchess of Hamilton to send her staff in the
Daimler to rescue rejected dogs off the streets.
The reluctance of the authorities to use dogs in
war or police work was particularly strange, since
there had been a War Dog School in the First World
War, run by the splendidly named Lt-Col (retired)
Edwin Hautonville Richardson. After the war he had
continued training dogs for ‘house protection’ and
‘ladies’ guards’. At the start of World War Two, aged
75, he sprang into action, training Airedales and collies
to wear gas masks (difficult because they perspired
by panting not sweating), carry first aid pouches and
pigeons in wicker baskets. But alas, no official body
wanted them.
The British were alone in refusing to use dogs. The
Germans had recruited 15,993 dogs to the Wehrmacht.
The French had war dogs. Even the Japanese had
an Imperial Military Dog Association with dogs
helping them to invade China. The only dogs in the
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British Expeditionary Force were unofficial ones.
These included a pack of beagles taken to France by
Major Montacute Selby-Lowndes, and some harriers
smuggled into France and hunted for a few weeks
by the whipper-in for the Royal Artillery Harriers –
influenced perhaps by the old saying that ‘hunting was
the image of war without its guilt and only 25 per cent
of its danger’.
A further setback to the use of dogs occurred when
a trial dog, sent to stand guard at RAF Northolt,
proved so friendly that it refused to bark at strangers.
A replacement proved of the opposite temperament,
being so ferocious that the general public were put
at risk. Meanwhile meat and flour for biscuits were
rationed for human use only. By the summer of l941
Mass Observation reported that the public definitely
wanted dogs to do their bit, but commented that there
had been ‘singularly few dog heroes’ so far.
In l942 there was a quasi-official war dog training
school at Aldershot and the following year the official
Army’s Dog Training Centre finally opened, with 40
dogs and a former Master of Foxhounds (who else?)
as chief instructor. Dog handlers were male: kennel
maids were females from the ATS. ‘Keen as mustard’,
commented a visitor who recalled ‘the value of the
feminine influence in the world of dogs’. Unsuitable
canines, volunteered by their owners, that turned out to
be cowardly under fire, were returned to their original
homes.
Reward training, with bits of meat the size of Oxo
cubes, was the order of the day. At first the military
dogs were used mainly for guarding premises or
ammunition dumps. Using them as messengers (as they
had been used in the trench warfare of World War One)
was not very successful. Apart from anything else, the
dogs rapidly became over-fed regimental pets rather
than hard working squaddies. However, using dogs
to scent out explosives and to detect mines worked
better. (Nowadays some organisations are successfully
training rats to detect mines, you can adopt one at
https://www.apopo.org.)
The Americans were less successful with their dog
training. They had decided to use pain, not pleasure,
as a training method. Their mine detector dogs were
trained to fear metal objects by being caught in traps
or shocked by electrified wire mesh. Not surprisingly,
the failure rate was high – something that has escaped
many modern dog trainers who still favour punishment
over reward. There was also an embarrassing incident
when an American army dog, which had been awarded
a Purple Heart medal (subsequently withdrawn), bit
General Eisenhower
Back home, dogs were being used to detect bodies or
body portions in the Blitz. They performed excellently.
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political commentators of the day, said he could have
been prime minister. Except he couldn’t be bothered to
become prime minister – he was too easily bored and
needed to change his career entirely every ten years.
So he left parliament and went to be editor of the
New Statesman in an age when that was a respected
magazine. Freeman is best known to the general
public through his presentation of the brilliant series
of television interviews, Face to Face. The audience
never saw his face, only his back. Here he interviewed
Carl Jung, Bertrand Russell, Evelyn Waugh, Tony
Hancock and half the cultural illuminati of the century.
He went on to write the foreword to Jung’s treatise
Man and His Symbols.
Though he worked for the BBC, he was intensely
critical of it, saying:

Rescue dogs Psyche and Irma, working together, not
only rescued a cat that was trapped in ruins two and
a half feet down, but continued digging until they
unearthed three human bodies further down in the
wrecked buildings.
Occasionally, dog-loving newspapers and PR men
would go too far in their stories of brave doggy heroes.
Rob, the famous War Dog No. 471/322, who had been
with the SAS in Italy and gained a Dickin medal for
valour was said to have done 22 parachute drops. He is
still probably the best known World War Two military
dog, but author, Clare Campbell, has unearthed some
information which suggests Bob may have spent as
much if not more time at the base with the regimental
quartermaster than out on patrol with the lads.
Unlike the usual sentimental books about hero dogs,
this is an extremely well researched as well as an
amusing book. The fight to get our canine companions
into the military has now been won. Dogs are regular
members of the forces, police, customs, and security
firms. They not only work as blind dogs, deaf dogs and
disabled dogs, they are also now being used to detect
cancers. Not for the first time, the men in Whitehall,
who thought dogs could not help the war effort, were
doggone wrong.
Back to Contents

The BBC is antithetical to both good art and good
politics, because it excludes not only malice, sex
and evil, but the possibility of intellectual offence
and above all the decisive conclusions that are the
proper end of civilised dialogue.

Then, as one does, he became successively Indian
High Commissioner and British ambassador to the
US where he was first a critic and then a friend of
Richard Nixon. Henry Kissinger used to seek him
out for political advice and for his opinion on many
matters outside of politics. After Washington, Freeman
became the very successful boss of London Weekend
Television – which also bored him, so he left. Next
we find him in his seventies working as a university
professor in California. On his return to Britain and
retirement, he became famous on the old men’s bowls
circuit in southwest London.
Politically, he moved from left wing zealot to the
centre right though, to his considerable credit, he
exposed trades unions’ abuse of their power even
when he was on the left. He said he disliked Margaret
Thatcher but that he would certainly vote for her. Blair
he described as ‘ineffably insufferable’ – which shows,
at least, that Freeman was capable of understatement.
Sex? Freeman invented it. He was married four times
and emotionally cruel to at least one of his wives –
divorcing his third in order to marry her social secretary
in Washington. His mistresses included Barbara
Castle – which must raise a question concerning the
great man’s taste – Edna O’Brien, Eva Bartok, Billie
Holliday and Rosalie Crutchley. He was a precise and
meticulous man, bordering on the solipsistic if not the
autistic: one of his lovers was infuriated by his routine
of always folding his trousers neatly before getting
into bed with her.
Freeman died in 2014, aged ninety-nine.
This is an astonishingly lively biography, but most

A World Beating Cad
Peter Mullen
A Very Private Celebrity: The Nine Lives of John
Freeman, Hugh Purcell, The Robson Press, £25, 2015.
John Freeman, ram-rod tall with red hair, was a
chameleon, a cad, an entrepreneur, a genius and a fool
and one of the most outstanding and extraordinarily
gifted men of the 20th century. He went from
Westminster School to take a third class degree in
classics at Oxford and then became a salesman of
women’s underwear in London.
In the Second World War he served in North Africa
and in Normandy. He was twice decorated for gallantry
and Monty called him the best brigade major in the
Eighth Army. As a Labour MP, his close friends were
Woodrow Wyatt and the revolting – married and Anglocatholic – promiscuous homosexual Tom Driberg.
Richard Crossman described Freeman as a nihilist, but
what Freeman called Crossman is not recorded. After
a memorable maiden speech, Attlee introduced him to
Churchill who wept and exclaimed, ‘Nowadays all the
best men are on the other side.’ Effortlessly, he entered
the cabinet and many MPs, as well as the best-informed
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of the life is produced by Freeman, while the author’s
style presents us with additional amusements. Cliché is
Purcell’s metier: ‘Be that as it may’; ‘Such talks must
have been heady stuff.’ He thinks that to contradict a
proposition is to refute it, and he is yet another of the
multitude of writers and speakers who say ‘Rise to a
crescendo.’ He also mistakes, as many do, raise the
question for beg the question. His geography is as bad
as his grammar, as he gives us Lord Lawson of Braby
instead of Blaby and, more seriously, locates Cairo five
hundred miles west of Tobruk.
Such infelicities and desecrations come thick and fast
but, rather than irritate, they add to the pleasure of the
book as an extra entertainment and a delight. A Very
Private Celebrity is simply and utterly marvellous and
certainly my book of the year.
You’ve heard of Walter Mitty. He was a fantasist. Try
this for the genuine article.
Back to Contents

The Music of England
Michael Simison
O Sing unto the Lord: A History of English Church
Music, Andrew Gant, Profile Books, 2015, £12.50.
In 1966, a colliery spoil heap in the Welsh valleys
became destabilised and slipped down onto a village
school below. One hundred and sixteen of Aberfan’s
children were killed in the disaster as well as twentyeight adults. At the burial service the hymn ‘Jesu, Lover
of my Soul’ was sung to the tune ‘Aberystwyth’. They
are fine words and the steady melody of the tune is
underpinned with a simple yet rich harmony. As the
music swells from major to minor, the words ‘Hide me,
O my Saviour, hide/Till the storm of life is past’ are
made all the more poignant by the villagers’ recourse
to them in the wake of such an horrific tragedy. At such
a time it was the music of the English church which
gave voice and consolation to such grief.
There are few works which better embody our
understanding of English church music than Vaughan
Williams’ 1906 English Hymnal; however, five hundred
years earlier all the tunes and words would have been
wholly alien to English people. The Reformation
and further political upheavals razed much of the old
catholic music; the church music we know now is very
different to that of medieval times.
Music was central to life in the centuries after the
first Millennium and a history of church music at that
time comprises a basic history of music itself. It was
not a passing interest but a central issue. Even as early
as 680 A.D. the importance of liturgical music was so
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great that Pope Agatho sent over a man who became
known as John the Archchanter, the former chief cantor
of St Peter’s, to Wearmouth and Jarrow in the North
East to instruct the monks there how to sing in the
Roman manner.
The music gradually became more developed,
partly through the introduction of the Use of Sarum in
1078, otherwise known as the Salisbury Rite, which
standardised the liturgy, but primarily through the
development of polyphony in a very basic form. This
involved the adding of another line of music to the
original plainchant tune, a fourth or fifth above. Over
the centuries more lines of a greater complexity were
added around the original melody so that it would be
recognisable to modern ears as the early forerunners
of the great polyphonic Masses of the 16th Century.
We tend to think of English church music only really
beginning with men like Taverner, Tallis, and Byrd.
It is worth therefore delving back further to earlier
compositions, many of which are compiled in the Eton
Choirbook, such as John Browne’s Stabat Mater or
William Cornysh’s Salve Regina. Although not quite
as complex as later compositions, there is a wealth of
sublime musical material from the 1400s.
This tapestry of musical development was torn down
at the Reformation. The sheer scale of the destruction
is astonishing. In its first wave 800 smaller houses with
modest musical means as well as fifty large institutions,
capable of performing elaborate polyphony, were
closed. Not only did this deprive much of the country
of its music, it also destroyed the institutions which
were responsible for educating boys in music.
Whilst Henry VIII was a moderating force on
Cranmer’s reformist zeal, Edward VI gave the extreme
Protestants free rein. The Catholic interlude under
Mary which witnessed the flourishing of William Byrd
was short-lived; however, Elizabeth had a catholic taste
in music, and, despite the almost complete proscription
of Latin, she did not adopt Edward’s extremes. Such
an attitude was nicely summed up by an anonymous
Oxford writer in 1586 who condemned both the
extremes of the ‘rotten rhymes of popery’ which are
‘more fit for grocers’ shops and fishmongers’ stalls than
for God’s congregation’ as well as the Puritans who
‘would wholly banish all music out of divine service’.
‘I detest both the one and the other’.
Out of this middle ground sprang the congregational
singing of psalms in parish churches – a significant
development not just from the days of Catholicism
when the singing was the preserve of the clergy
and trained musicians, but because in many ways it
prefigured the singing of hymns in parish churches. It
established a more thorough differentiation between
cathedral and parish music. While it was a long time
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until such psalms became hymns, the roots of current
church music can be vividly seen in the middle of the
Sixteenth Century.
Again, this situation was not to last; the Puritans
prohibited church music completely during the
Commonwealth. Out of this silence, though, emerged
the brilliance of Henry Purcell who, taking full
advantage of the Chapel Royal’s expanded instrumental
forces, provided a musical accompaniment to the joys
of the Restoration. It is staggering just how many
talented composers contributed to English church
music in the centuries which followed: Handel, the
various Wesleys, John Goss, Elgar, Holst, and Vaughan
Williams; to name just a few.
There are some tremendous anecdotes from the
livelier practitioners of English music. Thomas
Weelkes, the Organist at Chichester Cathedral, was
fond of drinking and the Dean bemoaned his habit of
coming ‘eyther from the Taverne or Ale house into the
quire as is muche to be lamented, for in these humoures
he will bothe curse and sweare most dreadfully, and so
profane the service of God’. The Dean probably had
other reasons to dislike his Organist as it is rumoured
that Weelkes once urinated from the organ loft onto
the Dean’s head.
There are plenty of such colourful stories in Andrew
Gant’s book and throughout it is written in a lively and
readable style. However, there are a few occasions
when Gant tarnishes his prose by slipping in crude
comments; it can only be assumed for a joke. They
are irritating additions to an otherwise engaging
book. Additionally, there are occasional errors: The
execution in 1601 of two men described by Gant as
‘fanatical Jesuits’ are named as Roger Filcock and
Mark Bosworth, except Bosworth was actually called
Barkworth and was a Benedictine, not a Jesuit. Neither
can fairly be described as fanatical either; they were
merely English priests who sought to administer the
Sacraments to the Faithful. As they were being led
to the place where they would be hanged, drawn and
quartered they sang ‘Haec dies quam fecit Dominus’
(‘This is the day the Lord hath made’). And, just as
the people of Aberfan found refuge in English church
music so too did Filcock and Barkworth.
It is often forgotten just how developed music was
in pre-Reformation England and Gant’s book serves
as a valuable reminder. Whilst hymn tunes like ‘Down
Ampney’ or ‘Wolvercote’ are instantly recognisable
as being English, they have their roots in a country
whose music was improved by John the Archchanter
a millennium and a half ago.

Knight’s Move
Martin Dewhirst
Winter is Coming: Why Vladimir Putin and the
Enemies of the Free World Must Be Stopped,
Garry Kasparov with Mig Greengard, Atlantic Books,
London, 2015, £16.99.
Chess and politics have much in common – terms like
Zugzwang are regularly used these days in the Russian
media. Kasparov, a committed Russian patriot, as
well as a chess champion, was already something of
a dissident in Soviet times so it was no great surprise
when, ten years ago, after Putin had started his second
term as President, he saw the danger of ‘Putinism’ to
the world and decided to devote less time to chess and
more to politics. One of the best results of this decision
is this book, a ‘must read’ for everyone concerned about
the present state of international relations.
The leit-motif of this work is a comparison of the
appeasement in the 1930s of Hitler and Stalin with the
pathetic and dangerous attempts at ‘engagement’ (the
current politically correct term for appeasement) with
Putin(ism) from even before he became President in
2000 up to and including today. As Kasparov writes,
‘By then Blair had set a high bar for pandering when
he performed the bizarre manouvre of making a sudden
private visit to Putin in St. Petersburg on the eve of the
Russian presidential election in March 2000. Human
rights organizations and the British press attacked Blair
for endorsing Putin while ‘mass executions of civilians,
arbitrary detention of Chechen males, systematic
beatings, torture and, on occasion, rape’ were occurring
under Putin’s command. … Blair declined to meet with
any other candidates or opposition figures on his visit.’
But that was then. How much had some politicians
learnt by 2014? ‘It’s one thing for academics and
pundits to calmly sympathize with Putin and his ‘vital
interests’ and his ‘sphere of influence,’ as if 50 million
Ukrainians should have no say in the matter. It’s quite
another thing for Barack Obama, David Cameron,
and Angela Merkel to fret about the ‘instability’ and
‘high costs’ caused by sanctions against Russia, as if
that could be worse than the instability caused by the
partial annexation of a European country by a nuclear
dictatorship, carried out with impunity. Timing, as
always, is crucial. Referring to the shooting down of
the Malaysian flight MH17 over occupied Ukraine,
Kasparov asks, ‘Would this tragedy have happened
had tough sanctions against Russia been put into
effect the moment Putin moved on Crimea? … Until
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MH17, Europe could argue about how much money
their principles were worth. After MH17 they had to
argue about how much money 298 lives were worth.’
Naturally, some readers will think that such a swift
response to aggression was impossible, not least
because of the ‘reset’ introduced, in excruciatingly bad
taste, just a few weeks after the illegal Russian invasion
and de facto occupation of two parts of Georgia – a
major reason why Putin realised that he could do
something similar to Ukraine. But here I venture to
disagree with Kasparov. Despite the book’s title, its first
chapter is entitled ‘The End of the Cold War and the
Fall of the USSR’ – and this is not the only place where
he writes about the ‘end’, rather than the ‘suspension’
of the Cold War, which – depending, naturally, on
one’s definition of the term – returned to the world’s
political arena in 1999-2000, when representatives of
the failed coup in 1991 succeeded in getting back into
power and instituting a neo-Soviet regime. It has taken
15 years for this simple fact to sink in, and it is still
a minority view, perhaps because the renewed Cold
War has been apparent mainly in Russian domestic
policies, something of only secondary interest for many
specialists in Russian foreign and military strategies.
Another serious problem which Kasparov fails to
address sufficiently is whether now, in contrast to 1991,
Russia has enough first-rate and experienced experts,
politicians and officials who could successfully take
over the governance of Russia if there was a vacuum
of power in and around the Kremlin. However, there is
a reason for this. Kasparov realises that there will not
and cannot be a ‘quick fix’ for his country’s disastrous
political, economic, social and psychological problems.
Russian society as a whole is astoundingly apathetic
and uninterested in democratic and liberal values.
Even many of the young Russians who have been or
are studying in the West are unwilling to engage in
dissident political activities if and when they return
for good to their motherland.
This remarkable book should be read by everyone
interested in contemporary Russia and world affairs.
I hope a Russian version is being prepared and will
be smuggled en masse into Putin’s unhealthy and
intolerant domains.
Back to Contents
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Islam’s Liberal Quislings
Patrick Keeney
Islam and the Future of Tolerance: A Dialogue, Sam
Harris and Maajid Nawaz. Harvard University Press,
2015, £13.95.
Men never do evil so completely and cheerfully as
when they do it from religious conviction.
Blaise Pascal

Even after the jihadi murders in Paris and San
Bernadino, the intellectuals who dominate the media
and Western governments refuse to acknowledge the
truth of Pascal’s observation. Instead, they cling to the
conventional pieties: all religions are innately peaceful,
including Islam; religious beliefs, by definition,
promote only benevolent and charitable behaviours;
Western values are universally held and aspired to by
all peoples; the chaos in the Islamic world is the child
of Western intervention; Muslim youth in the West are
radicalized because they are victims of economic and
social exclusion; and so on.
Such platitudes insulate us from the reality that much
of the Islamic world openly rejects western ideals. Core
Western values like personal autonomy, the rule of law
and freedom of speech, and the separation of Church
and state, are renounced by many Muslims. A general
decline of the religious intellect and imagination in
the secular democracies has made it difficult for the
liberal west to challenge the militant strain of Islam.
Our media and political elites trade on simple-minded
equivalents that all religious beliefs are equally true
or equally false.
So when our politicians attempt to explain jihadi
atrocities, they are forced to fatuous conclusions, like
President Obama’s, that the violence perpetrated by
ISIS does not stem from religion, but results from a
‘group of thugs with good social media’. Such bienpensant apologists are prominent throughout the
chattering classes of the west. And, as Sam Harris
points out in Islam and the Future of Tolerance,
‘their influence is as intellectually embarrassing as it
is morally problematic’. The book’s central premise
is that defeating radical Islam requires a forthright
appraisal of the religious foundation of Islamist
violence and a blunt examination of Islam’s basic texts.
Sam Harris first rose to prominence with his book,
The End of Faith and so became one of the so-called
‘new atheists’. His views about Islam continue to
earn him opprobrium from Islamic apologists, along
with the predictable charge of ‘Islamophobe’. Maajid
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Nawaz is a UK born Muslim and is the co-founder and
chair of Quilliam, a London-based think tank focusing
on religious freedom, extremism, and citizenship.
He is a former member of the radical Islamist group
Hizb-ut-Tahir, an association which led to his arrest
in Egypt in 2001, where he remained imprisoned until
2006. During his imprisonment, he converted to a
human-rights perspective which led him to renounce
Islamism and call for a ‘secular Islam’. While there
are differences between the two men, they agree upon
the major points: the evils of Islamism, the blindness
and obtuseness of the west in attempting to understand
and counter Islamism, and most crucially, the urgent
necessity of reforming Radical Islam.
Among the barriers to a productive discussion of a
reformed Islam is finding the appropriate terminology
in which to distinguish among Islam, religious
extremism, and jihadism. Nawaz argues that ‘Islam
is just a religion. Islamism is the ideology that seeks
to impose any version of Islam on society. Islamism
is therefore theocratic extremism. Jihadism is the use
of force to spread Islamism. Jihadist terrorism is the
use of force that targets civilians to spread Islamism.’
Using this template provides a helpful lens in the
debate, which allows us to see that the rise of both
al-Qaeda and the Islamic State are manifestations of
a deeper and systemic malaise. Talk of ‘defeating’
al-Qaeda or the Islamic State on the field of battle
is to mistakenly assume that the fight is against one
or another ‘extremist’ group. However, as Nawaz
points out, the problem was never ‘al-Qaeda-inspired
extremism, because extremism itself inspired al-Qaeda,
and then inspired the Islamic State. It is this extremism
that must be named – as Islamism – and opposed.’
Both men despise the moral posturing that frequently
characterizes the ‘Islam’ debate in the West. Much
contemporary commentary glosses over a disturbing
truth: that many of the moral failings of Islamism – the
subjugation of women, the persecution of homosexuals,
the death penalty for apostasy – are practices which are
justified in scripture. Harris and Nawaz acknowledge
that the actions perpetrated in the name of radical
Islam, however barbaric, are nevertheless based on
interpretations of Islam’s basic texts, the Koran and
the hadith (the collections of the reports claiming to
quote what the prophet Muhammed said verbatim on
any matter). Ultimately, jihadi violence is justified
by scripture. As Nawaz points out, ‘Merely calling it
‘extremism’ is too relative and vague, and sidesteps
the responsibility to counter its scriptural justification’
Possible reform involves finding ways of interpreting
these texts which would prevent violence, and bring
about Nawaz’s desideratum: a secular, tolerant and
democratic Islam, which values human rights, positive
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law, scientific rationality and the equality of the sexes.
A reformed Islam would denounce jihadi violence and
embrace modern values.
Quilliam sees the way forward as finding new ways
of interpreting Islam’s central texts. And there is some
reason for hope. As Nawaz points out, historically
Islamic scholars have taken various approaches to
scriptural interpretation, so that on any given subject
there are multiple interpretations, ‘which demonstrates
there’s no correct one. If we can understand that, then
we arrive at a respect for difference, which leads to
tolerance and then pluralism, which in turn leads to
democracy, secularism, and human rights’
The need for a reformed exegetical tradition in Islam
is imperative, and any person of good will can only wish
the best for this project. Yet does such a reformation
necessarily lead to a right-based, democratic, modern
society? Even if we allow for a multiplicity of
legitimate textual interpretations, that very toleration
would still allow for fundamentalist, literalist readings.
Moreover, as Harris argues, ‘scripture, read in anything
but the most acrobatic, reformist way, seems to be on
the side of the barbarians’
Both Harris and Nawaz accuse liberalism of having
betrayed the cause of a reformed Islam. Liberal
intellectuals, who should be helping to reform Islam,
are instead busy shouting ‘bigot’ and ‘Islamophobe’
at liberal Muslims like Nawaz, or anyone else who
dares to criticize Islam. Nawaz labels such people
the ‘regressive left’ for their tendency to side with
every regressive reactionary in the name of ‘cultural
authenticity’. The West is now compelled to re-fight
various battles in the war of ideas which were once
believed to have been won. Voltaire famously declared
‘écrasez l’infâme’, where the ‘infamous’ thing which
he would crush was the Catholic Church. What Voltaire
was arguing against was the power of any and all
authoritarian religious institutions, and the whole
system of ecclesiastical power and superstitious belief
on which they rested. What would he have to say about
the current crop of liberals, and their pussy-footing
around radical Islam? Why have liberals betrayed
their legacy?
The West is involved in a war of ideas, not with
Islam, but with Islamism, a medieval, millenarian
religion hostile to the values of the secular west. Yet
our multicultural biases, combined with the stifling
political correctness of the ‘regressive left’, result
in numerous delusions which have paralysed the
conversation that we need to have.
Harris and Nawaz provide a much-needed corrective
to a half-century or more of wishful thinking about
the religious roots of Islamic violence. Neither man
shirks from stating painful truths. Nevertheless,
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the interlocutors manage to steer a middle course
between the rhetorical bombast of the political right
and the moral posturing of the left. They provide the
reader with an excellent primer about one of the great

challenges of our age. This book is a model of how
civilized debate about Islamism and violence can and
should proceed.
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FILM
Bridge of Spies
Director Stephen Spielberg
Merrie Cave
This wonderful film joins Cold War classics like The
Third Man, The Spy who came in from the Cold and other
Le Carré adaptations without their fatalism. Gloriously
old fashioned, with excellent dialogue, it is free from
ear-splitting sounds, sex and other distractions and is a
nostalgia trip for those of us who grew up during the Cold
war. Having survived the war and the Blitz we became
a little frightened at every impending crisis, thinking
you might see the sky black with planes when you woke
up. Younger people will get a thrilling history lesson,
especially from the atmospheric scenes in Berlin in the
concluding part.
The plot is based on the real story of two spies, one
Russian, one American, and doesn’t stray much from the
historical record. Rudolf Abel, an English-born Soviet
Intelligence officer (real name William G Fisher) was
born in Newcastle to Russian émigré parents. He moved
to Russia in the 1920s, served in the Soviet military but
did well for the Communist cause in the Second World
War, training agents and radio operators for secret work
in Nazi-occupied Europe. After the war he worked for
the KGB who sent him to America where he was part of
a spying ring in New York City where he was arrested
in 1957.
Like other old films this new one is full of suspense.
Rudolf Abel is sitting on a park bench in Brooklyn when
he receives a secret message from his masters. The
following gripping moments see him going home on
the subway followed by FBI agents, but he evades them
several times arriving home just before they burst into
his shabby apartment full of his water colours and radio
equipment. Mark Rylance was an inspired choice for this
character showing an enigmatic personality with a gentle
voice. He politely asks the arresting officers if he can put
in his teeth, while later on his lawyer asks him several
times if he was worried: ‘Would it help?’ he asks.
The US government ask James Donovan (played by
Tom Hanks), an insurance lawyer, to defend Abel. During
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the war he had been with US intelligence – he was general
counsel for OSS (forerunner of CIA), but this fact is
not disclosed in the film. Here Spielberg injects decent
human values into the story: no one – the lawyers, the
judge, his firm, even his family expect him to do more
than go through the motions but Donovan, who exudes
integrity without sentimentality, believes that everyone
should have a fair trial and the constitution should be
upheld even in war time. He perseveres in spite of hate
mail, hostility, even physical violence, and persuades
the judge to sentence him to 30 years rather than death
because he realizes, as others do, that Abel could become
a useful bargaining chip.
That opportunity came in 1960 when Gary Powers was
shot down over Sverdlovsk. Powers was a talented pilot
recruited by the CIA because of his experience in flying
single-engine aircraft. He had already been on several
reconnaissance missions before this one at an altitude
above the reach of Soviet anti-aircraft missiles. The film
recaptures the last terrifying moments when he loses
control of his U2 very high altitude spy plane, bails out
and is subsequently convicted and imprisoned.
In 1962 America prepared to exchange Abel for Powers
and Donovan went to Berlin for the negotiations. These
exchanges were crucial to the success or failure of EastWest relations; indeed talks between Khrushchev and
Eisenhower instantly broke down in the wake of the U2
incident. The run up to the finale on the Glienecke Bridge
in the early morning was always tense and protracted
for neither side knew whether their man had cracked
or given away anything. Donovan has to cope with the
amour propre of the East German Government as well
as the wiles of the Russians and the complication of a
naïve American student, Frederick Pryor, who visited
his German girlfriend in East Berlin during the recent
construction of the Berlin wall; the valiant Donovan risks
everything by insisting that Pryor is included in the deal.
If you have to turn your face away for a moment or
two then a thriller has succeeded; the concluding scenes
at the Bridge and Checkpoint Charlie, with snipers at
the ready, do this right to the end. They also convey the
heartbreaking poverty and shabbiness of East Berlin
while heavy snow provides a mysterious aura over the
wrecked city.
Back to Contents
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Music
The Classical Ego
Michael Simison

T

he phrase ‘virtue signalling’ entered the
columnists’ lexicon in 2015. It refers to the
increasingly common tendency of people to
advertise just how good and kind they are without the
need to do anything either good or kind or decent. Most
frequently this takes the form of a Tweet or Facebook
post mentioning their concern over a minor injustice or
buying into the latest fad to sweep social media from
the ‘ice bucket challenge’ to the ‘no make-up selfie’.
Virtue signalling is now spilling over into various
realms including ‘culture signalling’. Of course,
attempting to demonstrate that one is an educated and
discerning intellectual is hardly a new phenomenon.
When I was at school I attempted to absorb Chamber’s
Biographical Dictionary to give the impression to
classmates that I was very well read.
Culture signalling, however, has become ubiquitous
in the age of the Internet. Rather than merely
memorising a few scraps from a few books, many
have the constant urge to inform their friends and other
distant acquaintances just how varied and intellectual
their lives are. Now, though, there are plans to establish
culture signalling as valid musical criticism.
In December, the government announced that it
would be supporting Sir Simon Rattle’s plans for
a ‘world-class concert hall’ and new home for the
London Symphony Orchestra. Not only does the cost of
£278 million seem a tad excessive when one considers
that the money could be better spent enhancing the
acoustics of London’s other concert halls with a huge
amount left to support children’s musical education.
Unless a family has money to pay for private lessons
such education is practically non-existent in the state
system.
The really damning fact about the plans is just
what Rattle’s vision for the concert hall is: iPads
attached to every seat so the audience can interact with
social media at a concert. It is the nadir of an insular
generation’s compulsive interest in itself.
Effective engagement with a live performance of
music can only come from quiet attention. If, instead,
one spends the time thinking up an original 140
character quip extolling the brilliance of Barenboim, or
attempting to find the perfect angle for a selfie in which
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one’s head does not completely obscure the event, it
would be impossible to garner any sort of intelligent
understanding. But as far as culture signalling is
concerned, as long as you inform your social media
following that you are cultured it does not actually
matter that you were not paying attention. The music
is secondary to the pride.
In recent decades musicians themselves have started
to prioritise their own importance over that of the
music. Violinist Nigel Kennedy is one of the finest
examples of this trend. The seemingly never-ending
cycle of tours in which he plays the ‘Four Seasons’ is
characterised not by his technical proficiency or his
musical insight but by him. It is a calculated approach
and one which enables him to become the object with
which the audience must engage. It is impossible
to ignore the pseudo-poverty of his clothing or his
variously gelled, moth-eaten hair. He becomes the
show and the music is rendered marginal. If it is to be
admired at all it is only through the prism of the man.
The audience go for the Nigel Kennedy show and are
wowed by what they see to be his brilliance. Vivaldi
ends up playing second fiddle to the Kennedy ego.
Whilst Kennedy is perhaps one of the more notable
offenders he is not a sole aberration. It is rare to see
an ensemble all wearing suits, let alone white tie, at a
concert and this is a shame. Not because informality
should be automatically regarded as negative but
because evening dress is the great equaliser, no one
stands out and no one becomes the sole object of
attention. Instead, the clothing creates an atmosphere in
which the music is pre-eminent; it is the reason people
have gathered to perform and to listen.
What differentiates classical music from modern
popular music is that it is the composition rather than
the artist which is central to the experience. This is not a
snobbish point; I believe it is an accurate one. I am very
fond of Leonard Cohen and I have spent a considerable
amount on his concert tickets. Although I go to hear the
music I believe my principle motivation is to witness
the man himself. He was in his late seventies when I
last saw him and it is no surprise that he cannot sing
his early songs as he once could. A tribute act would
undoubtedly be able to achieve a more accurate
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rendering but would be wholly unappealing. Similarly,
when I saw Bob Dylan his performance was quite awful
but no one minded because we had seen the man.
It is this phenomenon of the personality cult in
modern music which goes a long way to explain the
recent outpouring of grief following David Bowie’s
death. The vast majority of his fans favour songs
on his early albums and I doubt many believe his
recent releases rival those of the sixties and seventies.
Consequently, it is not so much the loss of a genius
cut down in his prime which distresses people but the
fact that the cult is over.
With classical music it is the music itself which is
the core component. Centuries after the composer has
died, his music remains essentially vital as it exists
independently of its creator. Works are constantly being
performed and re-interpreted by a variety of conductors
and ensembles. In comparison, it was Bowie the man
who had the special touch and each album becomes an
artefact, sealed into its plastic coffin as soon as the CD
runs off the press. The music is sustained only by the

personality of the artist and once he is dead the music
is compromised.
It is a shame that some classical performers (or their
promoters) seek to establish a personality cult around
them as it detracts from and fundamentally undermines
the music itself. Similarly, if even just the £1 million or
so destined to be spent on iPads and WiFi in the LSO’s
new home is re-allocated to proper musical teaching
in schools it would help preserve music as something
for all to appreciate.
The culture signalling which Rattle would be
promoting by advocating the use of social media at
concerts adds to this destructive trend. It places the
ego front and centre whilst the music falls back to a
supporting role. Social media feeds a vacuous cycle
of self-obsession and that is something which concert
halls and especially music can do without. There should
be an emphasis on understanding and engaging with
music rather than merely encouraging fools to show
off to nonentities.
Michael Simison is a church organist
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IN SHORT
The French Intifada, The Long War between France and
its Arabs, Andrew Hussey, Granta, 2014, £25

The Gare du Nord is not just the gateway to the city of
light from St Pancras but a barrier between the alienated
banlieues and the affluence and excitement of central
Paris; observant visitors will have noticed a climate
of tension on that station. Andrew Hussey’s lively and
detailed narrative begins with the riot in March 2007
when the arrest of a ticket dodger led to an eight-hour
battle between the police and the rioters. In 2005 there
were violent confrontations in the banlieues and riots
in cities across France and in March 2012 in Toulouse,
Rabbi Jonathan Sandler and his two small boys were shot
dead. The murderer was an example of an alienated youth
who found the answer to his problems in the ‘return’ to
authentic Islam.
These incidents – the very worst was in Paris last
year – demonstrate France’s tortured relationship with
her Muslim population, the largest in Europe, which has
directly influenced French politics since the 19th century.
The roots of the guerrilla war with police (intifada) in the
banlieues and city centres began with France’s ferocious
conquest of Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco along with
its mission to export Republican values and to make
Muslims French. Thoughtful commentators, unlike the
politicians, who blame the social unrest on deprivation
and immigration, have grasped that the rioters are rising
Web: www.salisburyreview.com
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up against France; in St Denis several branches of Islam
are at war with each other but all of them unite against
France. Michel Houllebecq’s dystopian novels capture
the spiritual poverty of the banlieues whose brutal
architecture, alone, leads to bad behaviour. Its inhabitants
whose ancestors were made second class citizens in their
own countries, are now excluded from France as well,
and belong nowhere.
Hussey devotes the largest section of the book to Algeria,
the biggest country of the Mahgreb, and potentially an
important one with its resources and nearness to Europe.
The bitter process of its de-colonisation, a war and then
a civil war in the 1990’s was aggravated by a large settler
population from southern Europe who were left without
a country after independence. Resistance in Morocco and
Tunisia where white settlers were fewer never reached
the same level. Torture, collective killings and ethnic
cleansing brought the French comparisons with the Nazis;
certainly the author’s horrific descriptions of the violence
on both sides, remind one of the worst excesses of the
Middle Ages.
Merrie Cave
Sociology of Religion: A David Martin Reader, Dedong
Wei and Zhifeng Zhong (editors), Baylor University Press,
and China Social Science Press 2015, pp 597, £49.38.
The work of the Reverend Professor Dr David Martin,
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Britain’s leading sociologist of religion and the great
defender of The Book of Common Prayer of the Church of
England is now to be easily available to the Chinese. This
Reader is a good selection of his writings in English, chosen
by experts from the prestigious Renmin University in Beijing
who know his work well. The Chinese have recognized our
British sage.
Here are all the great themes that David Martin has
made his own: religion, violence, pacifism and peace;
secularisation and desecularisation; Protestantism and the
growth of democracy; the rise of Pentecostalism particularly
in Latin America; the contrasting religious scene of Britain
and the USA and the interface between sociology and
theology.
Those who have admired and supported David Martin’s
work as a campaigner should buy this book and become
aware of his life-time’s contribution to the study of religion.
Christie Davies

progresses from school to Oxford and then out into the
world of tutoring the children of the nouveaux riches. But,
it is really a patchwork novel, drawing together a number
of individual, seemingly distinct stories which all inevitably
interlink through the medium of the Winshaws. This allows
Coe to capture the condition of modern Britain with a
wide lens, much of which is done very well. A police force
corrupted by its desire for media attention, where evidence
is admissible only if it will generate a horde of television
cameras, and the wanton malice of a reality show rivalled
only in its cruelty by the braying public who watch, are
particularly well illustrated.
Yet, Coe’s weakness is that he tries to do too much, so
desperate is he to bring in every aspect of the UK from 2010
onwards. It is not possible, therefore, to bring every strand
to a satisfying conclusion. The greater weakness, however,
is the underlying politics of the novel. There is much made
of the right-wing tabloid press’s desire to scapegoat and
caricature, culminating in its created hate-figure of a ‘black
one-legged lesbian on benefits’. As the story progresses,
though, Coe’s politics become just as caricatured as
those which he expends so much ink in condemning. The
fairly relentless sniping about ‘austerity’ and ‘Iraq’ and
‘Murdoch’ becomes tiresome and although the residence of
the Chancellor of the Exchequer is not one of the various
Number 11s which feature, it is implicitly the root cause of
the various crises which befall the book’s characters.
Ultimately, though, this does not undermine a novel which
is well-plotted, funny, and – despite the few unfinished
strands – has a good, unexpected ending.

Number 11, Jonathan Coe, Viking, 2015, £16.99.
Coe’s wonderful 1994 novel, What a Carve Up!, was
a catalogue of the Winshaw family’s sins. Each vile,
selfish sibling dominated a particular field of the British
Establishment and exploited each situation purely for his or
her own gain. It was a rich satire, both comic and appalling
with a viciously clever plot. Twenty years later and Number
11 is almost a reluctant sequel, a predominantly different set
of characters; but the legacy of the Winshaws hangs over it,
a malign memory enwrapping the plot just as they did public
life in the Eighties.
In one sense the primary story is Rachel Wells’ as she

Michael Simison
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